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Numerous sentencing studies have addressed the question: Are racial/ethnic 
minorities treated more harshly in comparison to similarly situated whites?  Several 
authors have attempted to review this voluminous and diverse body of research 
using traditional qualitative narrative literature review techniques.  It is my 
contention that these narrative reviews are of limited utility because of shortcomings 
inherent in qualitative literature reviews.  Furthermore, typically these reviews do 
not focus primarily on explaining why the results of studies addressing this question 
diverge.  To remedy these deficiencies in the literature, I utilize quantitative 
synthesis methods (“meta-analysis”) that quantify the difference in sentencing 
outcomes between whites and minorities after controlling for legally relevant factors 
(i.e., criminal history and offense seriousness) in adult, non-capital cases processed 
in the United States.  
The meta-analytic procedure employed in this research more accurately 
determines whether unwarranted racial disparity exists in sentencing outcomes and 
estimates the magnitude of such disparity.  Additionally, using coded information 
from each study and characteristics of the sentencing jurisdiction obtained from the 
U.S. Census, I attempt to explain why the findings from this body of research 
diverge. 
The results of this meta-analytic synthesis indicate that minorities were 
sentenced more harshly than whites.  Differences in sentencing outcomes between 
these groups generally were statistically significant but statistically small (although 
not necessarily substantively small).  Larger estimates of unwarranted sentencing 
disparity were found in analyses that examined drug offenses; larger estimates of 
unwarranted disparity were also found when researchers assessed sentencing 
outcomes relating to imprisonment decisions or discretionary decisions.  Smaller 
estimates of unwarranted sentencing disparity were found in analyses that employed 
more control variables, especially those that controlled for defendant SES, utilized 
precise measures of key variables, or examined sentencing outcomes relating to 
length of incarcerative sentence.  However, even when consideration was confined 
to those analyses employing key controls and precise measures of key variables, 
statistically significant but statistically small differences in sentencing outcomes 
persisted.  These findings call into question the so-called “no discrimination thesis.”  
Furthermore, at the structural level, unwarranted sentencing disparity did not vary in 
a manner consistent with conflict perspective’s threat hypothesis.  
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION
The issue of racial and ethnic disparity in sentencing and imprisonment long 
has been a central concern of criminal justice research.  As long ago as the 1920s, 
Sellin (1928) noticed stark disparities in incarceration rates between whites and 
African-Americans.  Sellin found that African-Americans, in comparison to whites, 
were incarcerated at a rate of nearly 14 to 1.  Recent comparisons of imprisonment 
rates continue to reveal racial and ethnic disparities; for example, at yearend 2001, 
Hispanic males were imprisoned at a rate two and half times greater than that of 
white non-Hispanic males, while African-American males were imprisoned at a rate 
of over seven and half times greater than white non-Hispanic males (Harrison and 
Beck 2002: 12).  These observed racial and ethnic disparities stimulate a continuing 
and sometimes rancorous debate concerning the treatment of minorities by the 
criminal justice system (cf. Mann 1993; Wilbanks 1987). 
Consensus and conflict theories offer contrasting explanations of these 
observed racial and ethnic disparities.  Consensus theories are premised on the idea 
of shared societal values.  The state and its criminal law are structured to serve and 
protect the interests of all and sanctions imposed on law violators vary in 
correspondence with the severity of the offense (Durkheim 1973). Thus, consensus 
theories explain racial and ethnic disparities via differences in the seriousness of 
crime and the offender.  That is, consensus theories contend that criminal 
punishments vary by the seriousness of the offense and this principle holds equally 
for all similarly culpable offenders. From this perspective, African-Americans and 
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Hispanics commit more serious offenses and are more likely to have prior criminal 
records than whites, which leads these groups to receive more severe penalties and 
have higher rates of imprisonment than whites.  It follows that after taking into 
consideration differences in offending and prior criminal record racial disparities 
should disappear.  
In contrast, the central premise of stratification theories (e.g., conflict and 
labeling theories) is that society consists of conflicting group interests and the state 
is structured to embody the interests of powerful elites against the interests of 
threatening groups (Chambliss and Seidman 1971; Quinney 1977; Turk 1969).  As 
such, the legal system is viewed as an instrument utilized to protect and maintain the 
social order established by the powerful, with power being related not only to whom 
is sanctioned, but also to which behaviors are sanctioned and the enforcement of the 
law.  This theoretical perspective has been utilized to hypothesize that minorities are 
punished more harshly than whites either because of the political, economic, or 
symbolic threat they pose to the status quo (Lizotte 1978) or because minorities are 
generally less able to resist the sanctioning process (Becker 1963; Schur 1971).  
Thus from the stratification point of view, minorities are punished more harshly 
than comparably culpable whites because of power differentials between these 
racial/ethnic groups.
A sizeable body of research has accumulated on the topic of racial and 
ethnic disparity in sentencing without the findings of these studies providing 
definitive confirmation of hypotheses derived from either consensus or stratification 
explanations of these disparities.  Some studies have found that racial/ethnic 
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minorities are sentenced more harshly than whites even after legally relevant 
factors, such as offense seriousness and prior criminal history, are taken into 
consideration (Albonetti 1997; Bushway and Piehl 2001; Crawford, Chiricos, and 
Kleck 1998; Kramer and Steffensmeier 1993; Petersilia 1983).  Conversely, a few
studies have reached the opposite conclusion–racial minorities are treated more 
leniently than whites (Bernstein, Kelley, and Doyle 1977; Feimer, Pommersheim, 
and Wise 1990; Myers and Talarico 1986; Peterson and Hagan 1984), while still 
other research has found no differences in sentencing outcomes by race/ethnicity of 
the defendant (Alvarez 1996; Engen and Gainey 2000; Klein, Petersilia, and Turner 
1990; Lotz and Hewitt 1977).  Recently, a growing body of research indicates that 
race influences sentencing outcomes only in certain contexts, such as in certain 
geographical areas, types of cases (e.g., drug offenses), or in interaction with other 
factors (e.g., age and sex, historical period) (Crawford 2000; Nelson 1992; Spohn 
and Holleran 2000; Steffensmeier, Ulmer, and Kramer 1998; Zatz 1987).  
Several authors have attempted to review this voluminous and diverse body 
of research using traditional qualitative narrative literature review techniques (e.g., 
Chiricos and Crawford 1995; Kleck 1981; Spohn 2000a).  In many regards, these 
reviews are insightful and invaluable; however, it is my contention that these 
reviews are of limited utility because of the qualitative, narrative methodology 
employed in each.  Perhaps the most important weakness typically exhibited by 
these narrative reviews is that they overemphasize statistical significance of 
individual findings.  This weakness is particularly relevant in studies of sentencing 
research, as sample size in this body of research tends to be bipolar.  At one 
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extreme, contemporary studies tend to have very large samples.  For example, in 
Spohn’s (2000) review of recent sentencing studies (i.e., studies based on data 
collected since 1980) the average sample size in the included studies was over 
30,000.  The large samples used in these recent studies result in small differences 
between racial/ethnic groups being statistically significant.  At the other extreme, 
studies conducted prior to the early 1980s tend to have considerably smaller 
samples.  For example, in Hagan and Bumiller’s (1983) review of earlier studies 
most studies had sample sizes less than 1,000 with several studies having sample 
sizes of a few hundred cases.  In these smaller studies, large racial sentencing 
disparities may not attain statistical significance due in part to low statistical power.
This focus on statistical significance instead of substantive significance 
shifts attention away from the most salient research questions towards conceptually 
flawed ones.  That is, narrative reviews do not provide answers to important 
questions such as: How much more likely are defendants of one racial/ethnic group 
to receive an incarcerative sentence in comparison to whites? Or, how much longer 
are sentences imposed on defendants of a specific racial/ethnic group in comparison 
to whites?  Instead of addressing these most fundamental and important research 
questions, existing narrative reviews must often use a “vote-counting” method that 
simply determines the proportion of studies finding a statistically significant effect, 
regardless of the magnitude of this effect.  As a result, narrative reviews provide 
answers to conceptually flawed questions, such as: What proportion of studies show 
a statistically significant effect of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes?  In the 
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extreme, this question is nothing more than asking: How many studies used large 
samples?
Furthermore, extant narrative reviews of the literature most often are not 
comprehensive.  Most of the reviews noted above examined only published studies.  
This is a significant shortcoming because previous research in other areas 
demonstrate that studies reporting statistically significant results are more likely to 
be published (Callaham, Wears, Barton, and Young 1998; Greenwald 1975; Smith 
1980).  Thus, these reviews utilize potentially non-representative, biased samples of 
studies, which in turn can lead to biased conclusions (i.e., “publication bias”).  
Other important shortcomings of traditional narrative reviews are that they 
give equal weight to studies of varying methodological rigor and often include 
several studies based on the same data.  Even the most casual perusal of sentencing 
research reveals that there is a significant amount of variation in the methodological 
rigor of this body of research.  For example, a number of studies use crude measures 
of race, offense severity, and prior criminal history, whereas other research uses 
more finely graded measures (Wooldredge 1998).  Moreover, several recent reviews 
of sentencing research include studies based on the same or overlapping data sets.  
This practice leads to double or triple counting of what in essence is the same study.  
These narrative reviews tend to gloss over both of these issues, which could lead to 
significant distortion of the cumulative research findings. 
These shortcomings may seem at first glance to be trivial, technical issues; 
however, there is evidence that these weaknesses can lead to a review’s conclusions 
being inconsistent with the extant research.  An article in Science (Mann 1994)
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provides a powerful illustration of this possibility.  Mann compared the conclusions 
of meta-analytic reviews to those of narrative reviews in five areas of research, 
including delinquency prevention.  Mann found that narrative reviews 
underestimated the presence and the strength of effects in each of the five research 
areas.  
Another example of the susceptibility of narrative reviews to bias is given by 
Cooper and Rosenthal (1980).  These authors randomly assigned researchers 
uninitiated with meta-a nalysis to two groups.  The first group was instructed to 
review and synthesize the results for seven studies examining sex differences in task 
persistence using whatever method they would usually employ.  The second group 
was given a tutorial in meta-analysis then asked to review the same seven studies.  
Cooper and Rosenthal found that the meta-analytic group was nearly three times as 
likely to reject the null hypothesis of no difference between males and females in 
persistence as the narrative group, which in fact was the correct conclusion.  
Given the substantial shortcomings of existing reviews of the race/ethnicity 
literature, it is my position that the field has yet to squeeze all of the available 
knowledge out of the existing empirical research.  What is needed is a method that 
objectively, systematically, and comprehensively reviews the literature regarding 
the relationship between race and sentencing outcomes and that focuses on the 
substantive issue of the magnitude and direction of unwarranted racial disparity, 
instead of focusing on statistical significance.
In recent years, the method of “meta-analysis” has become increasingly 
popular in various fields including medicine, education, psychology, and crime 
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prevention research.  Meta-analysis remedies the shortcomings of traditional 
narrative reviews by using quantitative procedures to synthesize the findings from a 
collection of studies and describes the results from these studies using numerical 
“effect-size” estimates (Lipsey and Wilson 2001; Wang and Bushman 1999).  By 
utilizing these numerical effect sizes, meta-analysis shifts the focus away from 
simply determining whether an effect is statistically significant to the direction and 
magnitude of that relationship, and thus provides a more meaningful indicator of the 
relationship.  Standard meta-analytic practice requires the use of both published and 
unpublished research, and thus minimizes the problem of publication bias.  Meta-
analysis also provides a method of controlling for the various levels of 
methodological rigor inherent in reviews of a body of research, and gives larger 
weight to studies with more precision (i.e., studies with smaller standard errors).
In sum, meta-analysis has become the preferred method for synthesizing 
empirical research because it solves many of the problems commonly encountered 
by narrative literature reviews.  Instead of focusing on statistical significance, meta-
analysis focuses on both the observed direction and magnitude of an effect.  
Standard meta-analytic practice requires systematic, focused, and comprehensive 
reviews.  Meta-analysis gives more weight to larger studies, and provides a means 
of taking into account variability in methodological rigor. 
This study departs from earlier reviews of the race and sentencing literature 
in several important ways.  First, this research utilizes meta-analytic techniques that 
systematically and comprehensively review all available research (published and 
unpublished) pertaining to the influence of race and ethnicity on sentencing 
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outcomes, meeting minimal eligibility criteria.  Second, this study reviews research 
on both race and ethnicity.  Prior reviews of the literature tend to focus solely or 
predominantly on contrasting sentencing outcomes between African-Americans and
whites.  This review also separately contrasts sentencing outcomes of racial and 
ethnic minorities with those of whites.  
Perhaps most importantly, this review goes beyond the simple question of 
whether unwarranted racial disparity exists and attempts to address the question of 
why studies of racial disparity in sentences often produce inconsistent findings.  I 
agree with Hagan and Bumiller’s conclusion that: “The challenge is to explain why 
some studies find discrimination while others do not” (p. 31).  I believe that the 
inconsistent findings exhibited in this body of research can be explained by taking 
into account the varying features of each study and characteristics of the sentencing 
jurisdiction.  Specifically, I believe that variations in methodology, sample, and 
context are systematically related to the results produced by the empirical research.  
Furthermore, I believe that these systematic variations have important theoretical 
and policy implications.  
Theoretical Implications of Research
This study has important theoretical implications.  First and foremost, this 
research has important theoretical implications for consensus and stratification 
theories.  Specifically, should the analysis fail to find that minorities are generally 
punished more harshly than whites, then one of the central propositions of 
stratification theories would be seriously damaged (at least in regards to criminal 
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sanctioning).  Likewise, should racial and ethnic differences in sentencing outcomes 
fail to vary in a manner consistent with the threat hypothesis, this would also be 
damaging.  Conversely, such findings would bolster consensus theories, which 
argue that above and beyond characteristics of the offense and the offender’s 
criminal history, race and ethnicity have no effect on sentencing outcomes.  
Furthermore, any theory purporting to explain variation in sentencing 
practices by race or ethnicity should be able to accommodate or predict the 
relationships revealed by this study’s analysis.  Thus, the findings of this research 
have the potential to reveal flaws in existing theories and aid in the development of 
future theoretical perspectives by laying down the empirical gauntlet that these 
future theories must be able to navigate. 
Policy Implications of Research 
The current research also has meaningful policy implications.  For example, 
the moderator analysis examines whether unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities are 
smaller in jurisdictions with structured sentencing (e.g., sentencing guidelines, 
determinate sentencing) than jurisdictions without these structures.  Since the late-
1970s, many jurisdictions have developed and promulgated various structured 
sentencing mechanisms.  A major thrust of these sentencing reforms was to reduce 
unwarranted sentencing disparity, especially in regards to “extra-legal” factors such 
as race and ethnicity (Tonry 1996:54).  This research tests whether unwarranted 
racial/ethnic disparities in sentencing are smaller in jurisdictions employing these 
structured sentencing mechanisms in comparison to those jurisdictions without such 
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mechanisms.  If these mechanisms have been successful in reducing unwarranted 
sentencing disparity neutrality one would expect smaller racial and ethnic 
differences in jurisdictions with structured sentencing. 
Furthermore, this study’s analysis also examines other contextual features 
such as type of offense and region of sentencing jurisdiction.  Such analyses may be 
helpful in determining the contexts in which disparity is most likely to occur.  
Locating these contexts potentially aids interested policymakers in ameliorating 
unwarranted disparities by identifying those areas that most need their attention.  
Research Questions
The specific aim of this dissertation is to conduct a systematic and 
comprehensive meta-analysis that examines: 1) whether race and ethnicity are 
related to sentencing outcomes, independent of offense seriousness and defendant 
criminal history; 2) in which contexts are racial/ethnic bias most likely to occur 
(e.g., Southern jurisdictions, jurisdictions without structured sentencing); and, 3) 
whether the results from existing empirical studies are systematically related to 
methodological and sample variations.
Guided by the threat hypothesis derived from the conflict perspective, I 
hypothesize that racial and ethnic minorities generally are sentenced more harshly 
than whites, net of legally legitimized factors.  Further, I hypothesize that 
unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities are most pronounced in cases and structural 
contexts where minorities pose the greatest symbolic threat.  I also hypothesize that 
unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities are smallest in studies that carefully control for 
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factors related to both race and sentence severity.  Lastly, I hypothesize that the size 
of unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities are largest in those sentencing contexts 
where sentencing discretion is greatest (i.e., jurisdictions without structured 
sentencing).
Outline of Research
This dissertation details the research questions, methodology, and analytic 
strategy for a meta-analytic review of the literature concerning differences in 
sentencing outcomes by race/ethnicity of the defendant in non-capital offenses.  
Chapter 2 reviews the findings of prior syntheses of this research and critiques the 
methodology of these prior syntheses.  Chapter 2 also presents an overview of the 
threat hypothesis and discusses the empirical research assessing this hypothesis in 
regards to criminal sentencing at the micro- and macro-levels.  Chapter 3 details the 
research methodology, analytic strategy and limitations of this research.  The results 
of the analyses are presented in Chapter 4.  Finally, Chapter 5 discusses this study’s 
findings and implications.
Definitional Issues
I believe that it is vital to distinguish between disparity and discrimination, 
as racial/ethnic differences in sentencing outcomes do not necessarily denote racial 
or ethnic favoritism.  Following Blumstein and colleagues (Blumstein, Cohen, 
Martin, and Tonry 1983), disparity “exists when ‘like cases’ with respect to case 
attributes—regardless of their legitimacy—are sentenced differently” (p. 72).  In 
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contrast, Blumstein et al. note that discrimination in sentencing “exists when some 
case attribute that is objectionable (typically on moral or legal grounds) can be 
shown to be associated with sentence outcomes after all other relevant variables are 
adequately controlled” (p. 72, emphasis added).  Given this definition, 
discrimination is virtually impossible to establish statistically, as one rarely knows if 
all other relevant variables have been included—not to mention adequately 
measured.  This point is made clear by the arguments of Wilbanks (1987), who 
contends that the apparent “discrimination” revealed by some research on 
sentencing is artificial; a statistical illusion created by the correlation between race 
and omitted (unmeasured) variables that are also associated with sentencing 
outcomes.  After reviewing the race and sentencing literature, Wilbanks concludes 
“[estimates of unwarranted racial disparity] may be the result of a race effect, but it 
may also stem from numerous other factors that were not controlled” (p. 109).  
Given the limitations of statistical models to prove the existence of 
discrimination and the distinct possibility that some of the observed differences 
between minorities and whites are likely due specification error, I believe that the 
term “unwarranted disparity” is appropriate.  Stated differently, it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to determine statistically whether the observed differences between 
minorities and whites in sentencing outcomes are due to discrimination or reflects 
statistical misspecification.  Thus, I use the term unwarranted disparity to emphasis 
this difficulty.  Other terms could be used to describe this situation, for example 
others have suggested the use of “unexplained racial variation” as a more 
appropriate label (Wilbanks 1987).  This label, however, implies that observed 
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racial differences would disappear completely, if other unmeasured variables were 
included.  In my view, this position assumes too much—whether other variables can 
explain away differences between minorities and whites remains to be seen.
It is also important to define the terms “race” and “ethnicity.”  Race and 
ethnicity are social constructs.  In our society, race is most often defined in terms of 
skin color, whereas ethnicity refers to an individual’s cultural and ancestral origin. 
That is, ethnicity refers to group variations in region of family origin, customs, 
language, diet, and religion.  Further, within any race there may be numerous ethnic 
groups.  For example, individuals classified as “whites” can be further classified as 
Irish, Italian, French, and so forth.  
The terms race and ethnicity may at first glance seem to be objective and 
non-problematic; however, upon closer inspection flaws emerge in these definitions.  
The best evidence of race as a social construct is found by comparing racial 
definitions between societies.  A recent article in the Seattle Times exemplifies this 
inconsistency.  In this article a Brazilian immigrant is quoted as remarking: "In this 
country if you are not quite white, then you are black, [but in Brazil] if you are not 
quite black, then you are white” (Fears 2003).  The term Latino (or Hispanic) also 
complicates the distinction between race and ethnicity.  Most frequently, this term is 
used as an ethnic category; however, this is problematic because Latinos are in fact 
comprised of a host of ethnic and racial groups including black and white Cubans, 
Puerto-Ricans, Brazilians, and so forth.  These difficulties underscore the fact that 
these terms are arbitrary, social constructs that change over time and place.  Yet, 
within time and place, these terms are reliable. 
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In this research, I use the term “race” to refer to socially accepted 
classifications of individuals based primarily on skin color.  The term “ethnicity” 
refers primarily to differences in family original and culture.  I use the term Latino 
to differentiate primarily Spanish-speaking ethnic groups tracing their ancestral 
origins to North, Central, and South America.  Lastly, I use the term “minorities” to 
denote racial and ethnic minorities (i.e., people who are not non-Hispanic whites).  
Given my conceptualization of race and ethnicity as social constructs, it should be 
clear that at no point in this research do I mean to imply that racial or ethnic 
differences are biological or genetic in origin.
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CHAPTER 2. PRIOR RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE
The racial and ethnic disparity in sentencing outcomes is a long-standing 
issue in the fields of sociology and criminology.  Yet after nearly 70 years of 
sustained empirical research on this topic, little consensus exists.  Some studies, 
perhaps a majority, find that racial or ethnic minorities are punished more harshly 
than comparably culpable whites convicted of similar crimes, at least in some types 
of sentencing outcomes or types of offenses (Albonetti 1997; Bushway and Piehl 
2001; Crawford, Chiricos, and Kleck 1998; Kramer and Steffensmeier 1993).  In 
contrast, another sizeable portion of this research finds no differences in sentencing 
outcomes by race/ethnicity of the defendant (Chiricos and Waldo 1975; Klein, 
Petersilia, and Turner 1988, 1990; Lotz and Hewitt 1977; Moore and Miethe 1986), 
while a smaller proportion of studies find that whites are punished more harshly 
than minorities (Bernstein, Kelly, and Doyle 1977; Feimer, Pommersheim, and 
Wise 1990; Myers and Talarico 1986; Peterson and Hagan 1984).  
This chapter reviews the existing research regarding the influence of 
race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes.  Rather than review the results from each 
individual empirical study (which is the overarching goal of this dissertation), I 
focus on summarizing and critiquing existing reviews of this voluminous body of 




I derive hypotheses and interpret findings from my analyses based upon 
conflict theory’s threat hypothesis.  The conflict perspective is a particularly useful 
theoretical orientation for this research, as conflict theory predicts and explains the 
relationship between race/ethnicity and sanction severity at both the micro- and 
macro-level.  Traditional interpretations of the conflict perspective assert that 
society consists of groups with conflicting interests, and the state is structured to 
protect the interests of “the powerful” or “elites.”  As such, criminal law is viewed 
as an instrument utilized to protect and maintain the social order established by the 
powerful at the expense of less powerful, threatening groups.  Thus, groups which 
threaten the existing social order (such as minorities) are subjected to intensified 
social control compared to less threatening groups.  My theoretical perspective 
departs from this traditional interpretation of the hypothesis by joining recent 
theorists (Sampson and Laub 1993; Crawford et al. 1998) in rejecting the notion that 
socially threatening groups are perceived as such only by powerful elites; rather, I 
hypothesize that threatening groups are also perceived as threatening by the middle-
class mainstream.  
Also guided by recent revisions of conflict theory (e.g., Hawkins 1987; 
Sampson and Laub 1993), I contend that conflict theory does not support the 
hypothesis that minorities will be punished more severely than whites under all 
circumstances.  Instead, I argue crimes that are perceived as symbolic threats to the 
social order established by middle-class populations are most likely to provoke 
disparate treatment.  There is evidence to suggest that interracial crimes (Hawkins 
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1987), particularly interracial sexual assaults (LaFree 1980) and murder (Kleck 
1981), drug offenses (Klepper, Nagin, and Tierney 1983; Sampson and Laub 1993; 
Tittle and Curran 1988) and sex offenses (Carter and Clelland 1979; Tittle and 
Curran 1988) are types of offenses that particularly threaten mainstream society.  
What is important about these types of offenses is their symbolic threat to 
the social order. These offenses evoke imagery of a non-white criminal threat to the 
white social order.  For instance, sexual assaults involving black offenders and 
white victims provoke harsher sentences than intra-racial sexual assaults, because 
black offenders are assaulting not only their white victims but also the sexual 
stratification system.  In contrast, other types of violent crimes, especially intra-
racial/ethnic violence, or ordinary property offenses will not provoke the same 
discriminatory mechanisms as the above-mentioned crimes because these types of 
crimes do not embody the same level of symbolic threat.
Drug crimes, especially since the mid-1980s, have become a particularly 
salient symbolic threat to mainstream America.  Fueled largely by media and 
political attention to the crack “epidemic,” mainstream America became extremely 
concerned about the effects of drug use and sales, especially crack, on crime and 
public order (Belenko, Fagan, Chin 1991, Goode and Beh-Yehuda 1994).  A large 
portion of this concern stemmed from the widespread perception that drug use and 
sales were associated with other serious crime, especially violence.  The end result 
was another in a line of American “moral panics” concerning drugs (Goode and 
Beh-Yehuda 1994).  
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Similar to each of the preceding moral panics over drugs: “use of a  
particular drug was attributed to an identifiable and threatening minority group. . . 
[Further,] (t)he belief that drug use threatened to disrupt American social structures 
militated against moves toward drug toleration, such as legalizing drug use for 
adults, . . . Public response to these minority-linked drugs differed radically from 
attitudes towards other drugs with similar potential for harm” (Musto 1973:245, my 
emphasis).  In this latest moral panic, drugs were identified in the public’s 
imagination with violence and non-white inner city dwellers, particularly African-
Americans and Hispanics (Tonry 1995).  In fact, the relationship between drugs, 
violence, and disadvantaged inner city minorities has become so intertwined in the 
mainstream’s collective imagination that drug crimes have become a symbol of a 
non-white urban criminal threat spreading into previously safe, largely suburban, 
areas (Chiricos 1996).  
Most research implicitly or explicitly assessing the veracity of the threat 
hypothesis has involved micro-level research.  Extant reviews of the research 
(reviewed below) appear to indicate that unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity exists in 
some contexts, but not in others; some would suggest that this pattern of results 
indicates that the criminal sentencing is not systematically biased against minorities 
(Hagan and Bumiller 1983; Kleck 1981; Wilbanks 1987).  However, it is also 
possible that discrimination is a function of structural characteristics.  That is, there 
may be specific structural contexts that consistently mediate or exacerbate the 
influence of race/ethnicity.  
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As Eisenstein, Flemming, and Nardulli (1988), among others, note it is 
important to recognize that courts do not operate in a uniform manner across 
communities.  Courts are organized at the local level, and community characteristics 
impinge upon the operations and structure of these local courts.  It follows that 
minority status may only influence sentencing decisions in those communities 
where minorities are viewed as a threat to the status quo.  Thus, rather than dismiss 
the discrimination thesis, as some have suggested (Wilbanks 1987), I am joining 
other researchers in suggesting that there may be particular structural contexts 
where race/ethnicity have consistent and substantial influences on sentencing 
outcomes (Chiricos and Crawford 1995; Sampson and Lauritsen 1997; Spohn 
2000a).   
The threat hypothesis is also useful in suggesting which structural contexts 
race of the offender is most likely to provoke differential response.  Specifically, at 
the macro-level, the threat hypothesis predicts that in those contexts where 
racial/ethnic minorities pose the greatest threat to the white mainstream, differential 
sanctioning is most pronounced.  Several theorists contend that large populations of 
minorities are perceived as threatening (Blalock 1967; Myers and Talarico 1986, 
1987; Sampson and Laub 1993), particularly when combined with economic 
inequality (Myers and Talarico 1986, 1987; Sampson and Laub 1993) and high 
crime rates (Crawford et al. 1998; Myers and Talarico 1986, 1987).  Thus in these 
contexts, discriminatory treatment by the criminal courts is particularly likely to 
occur. 
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Numerous scholars utilizing the conflict perspective have hypothesized that 
population composition is an indicator of racial threat.  For example, Bridges and 
Crutchfield (1988) contend: “Minority threat is likely to vary in relation to the size 
of the minority population, with large minority populations substantially more 
threatening to whites than small populations. . . [Hence,] discrimination is most 
likely in communities and regions where the minority population is largest and thus, 
presents the most serious political threat” (p. 702).  Simply stated, the threat 
hypothesis predicts that racial disparities in sentencing outcomes are largest in 
jurisdictions with large minority populations.
Similarly, several scholars have suggested that racial income inequality is 
also an indicator of racial threat (Liska and Chamlin 1984; Myers and Talarico 
1987; Sampson and Laub, 1993).  That is, as the level of income inequality between 
whites and minorities increases (in a manner disfavoring minorities), minority threat 
also increases.  Thus, in these contexts the conflict perspective predicts that 
differential sanction severity is relatively larger.  The existing research, while not 
uniform in this regard, has found that income inequality is positively related to 
severity of official sanctions (Jacobs 1978; Liska and Chamlin 1984; Sampson and 
Laub 1993). 
Jurisdictions with high crime rates are another context where minority 
offenders may be perceived as threatening.  Myers and Talarico (1987:27; 
1986:238) suggest that differential treatment may be higher in contexts where crime 
is a serious problem, as the white mainstream in these places assumes a defensive 
posture and mobilize the criminal justice system in order to protect their threatened 
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positions of hegemony (also see Crawford et al. 1998).  Minorities are particularly 
disadvantaged in these jurisdictions as criminal threat is characterized in 
racial/ethnic terms.
Thus, based on the threat hypothesis and prior research, I hypothesize that 
differential sentencing practices are greatest in those structural contexts where: (1) 
minorities comprise a large portion of the population; (2) minorities are 
disadvantaged economically in comparison to whites; and, (3) crime rates are high.  
That is, I hypothesize that unwarranted racial disparity is greatest in structural 
contexts where minorities are perceived as threatening.
What follows is a review of existing syntheses of the literature assessing the 
influence of race/ethnicity on sentencing decisions.  The vast majority of the studies 
included in these syntheses concern the influence of race/ethnicity at the micro-
level.  I first review these studies, and then turn my attention to those studies that 
explicitly assess the influence of structural characteristics on the relationship 
between race/ethnicity and sentencing outcomes.
A Synopsis of Prior Reviews of Race-Sentencing Studies
Several notable and frequently cited reviews of the research on race and 
sentencing have been conducted that summarize what is known about the 
relationship between race and sentencing outcomes.  In this section, I examine five 
frequently cited reviews of this literature (Chiricos and Crawford 1995; Hagan 
1974; Hagan and Bumiller 1983; Zatz 1987) and one recent “comprehensive” 
review of the recent research (Spohn 2000a).  The purpose of examining these 
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previous reviews is threefold: 1) to gain a sense of the accumulated knowledge 
regarding the impact of race and ethnicity on sentencing outcomes; 2) to provide a 
point of reference and comparison for the current research; and, 3) to discuss 
shortcomings of these earlier reviews that I intend to address.1  While I focus on 
these five reviews my comments are not meant to be critical of these authors’ work, 
per se; rather the issues I raise are germane to all similar narrative reviews of this 
research.
In 1974, a very influential review written by John Hagan was published.  
Hagan reviewed twenty studies published between 1928 and 1973 that empirically 
examined the relationship between “extra-legal variables” (i.e., race, socioeconomic 
status, sex, and age) and sentencing decisions.  Seven of these studies considered the 
influence of race on sentencing decisions in non-capital cases (excluding one study 
which used likelihood of conviction as the outcome).  For each of these studies, 
Hagan calculated a measure of association (Goodman and Kruskal’s tau-b) between 
race and sentence severity and a test of statistical significance for each relationship.  
Hagan found that the majority of the studies included in his review were 
methodologically flawed, as most of these studies failed to include controls for 
legally legitimized factors such as offense type/severity and defendant prior record.  
Also, few of these studies calculated measures of association; rather, these studies 
simply relied on tests of statistical significance.  
In his re-analysis of these studies, Hagan found that race had a statistically 
significant relationship with sentence severity in six of the seven studies (with 
1 Some of these reviews included studies assessing the influence of race/ethnicity in death penalty 
decisions; however, I omit a discussion of this research since it is outside of the purview of the 
current research.
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African-Americans being sentenced more harshly in each instance); however, these 
associations between race and sentence were generally small.  After controlling for 
type of offense, the largest association between race and severity of sentence was 
0.08 and the median association was just 0.014.  Further, three of the reviewed 
studies simultaneously controlled for prior record and type of offense; in all three of 
these studies, there was no relationship between race and sentence, when only 
offenders without a prior record were examined.  In contrast, for offenders with a 
prior criminal record the relationship between race and sentence severity was 
“modest” and statistically significant in two of the three studies (see p. 378).  
Hagan updated his review in 1983 (Hagan and Bumiller 1983) using a 
similar method.  In this more recent review, Hagan and Bumiller summarized the 
results of 51 studies, and where possible they calculated measures of association 
between race and sentence severity.  The reviewed studies utilized data as far back 
as 1864 and as recent as 1977.  Hagan and Bumiller organized their review by 
grouping studies according to whether each study’s analysis: 1) used sentencing 
data on cases adjudicated before or after 1969, and; 2) included controls for offense 
severity or type and defendant prior criminal record.  Hagan and Bumiller’s analysis 
indicates that studies conducted with data before 1968 were only slightly more 
likely to find indications of racial discrimination than those studies collected with 
more recent data (56% vs. 54%).  Interestingly, later studies that included controls 
for offense severity and criminal history were more likely than earlier studies 
employing the same controls to find signs of racial discrimination (50% vs. 27%).  
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Hagan and Bumiller conclude that overall the relationship between race and 
sentence is “generally weak” (p. 32-33).
Perhaps the most well known synthesis of the race and sentence literature is 
Kleck’s 1981 review.  In this synopsis of the research, Kleck appraised 40 
independent studies of non-capital sentencing decisions published between 1935 
and 1979.  Kleck classified each study into one of three categories depending upon 
what proportion of their findings favored the discrimination hypothesis.  
Specifically, studies “were characterized as mixed if from one-third to one-half 
(inclusive) of the findings favored the discrimination hypothesis and as favorable to 
the hypothesis if more than one-half of the findings favored it” (p. 789).  Kleck 
found that:
[O]nly eight [of the 40 studies] consistently support the racial discrimination 
hypothesis, while 12 are mixed and the remaining 20 produced evidence 
consistently contrary to the hypothesis [of racial discrimination]. . . . 
However, the evidence for the hypothesis is even weaker than these numbers 
suggest, since of the minority of studies which produced findings apparently 
in support of the hypothesis, most either failed completely to control for 
prior criminal record of the defendant, or did so using the crudest possible 
measure of prior record–a simple dichotomy distinguishing defendants with 
some record from those without one. . . It appears to be the case that the 
more adequate the control for prior record, the less likely it is that a study 
will produce findings supporting a discrimination hypothesis (p. 789-92).
Based on this analysis, Kleck concludes that “the evidence is largely contrary to a 
hypothesis of general or widespread overt discrimination against black defendants, 
although there is evidence of discrimination for a minority of specific jurisdictions, 
judges, crime types, etc.” (p. 799).
The findings of the above-mentioned reviews cast considerable doubt on the 
premise that systematic racial bias is a primary source of racial disparities in U.S. 
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prisons.  This “no discrimination thesis” was also supported by the National 
Research Council’s Panel on Sentencing Reform, which concluded “the available 
research suggests that factors other than racial discrimination in the sentencing 
process account for most of the disproportionate representation of black males in 
U.S. prisons” (Blumstein et al. 1983:92).  Wilbanks (1987) sums up this line of 
thought most unequivocally by asserting that the idea that the criminal justice is 
systematically biased against African-Americans is a “myth."
Zatz (1987) presented a different interpretation of these findings in her 
review of the literature.  Unlike most previous reviews, Zatz explicitly focused on 
the historical context of each study.  Zatz states that there have been four waves of 
research on sentencing disparities.  Wave I was comprised of studies conducted 
between 1930s and the mid-1960s.  In this period numerous studies demonstrated 
that there was clear and consistent evidence of racial bias against non-whites in 
sentencing.  Research in Wave II reanalyzed earlier studies using more advanced
analytic techniques than were available to the original authors.  Typically these re-
analyses were “interpreted to mean that discrimination was no longer an issue” (p. 
73), with the possible exception of the implementation of death sentences in the 
South.  However, these re-analyses also indicated that race may have an indirect 
discriminatory effect operating through other variables or race interacted with other 
factors to influence decision making.  The third wave of sentencing research was 
published in the late-1970s and 1980s, using data from the late-1960s and 1970s.  
Research in this wave indicated that racial discrimination occurred in both overt and 
more subtle forms in at least some social contexts.  The fourth wave is ongoing.  
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Research in this period typically has analyzed data from jurisdictions with 
sentencing guidelines.  These studies continue to show subtle racial bias against 
minority defendants.
Based on this interpretation of the literature, Zatz in contrast to earlier 
reviews concludes that race is a significant determinant of sentencing outcomes.  
Zatz states that while “it would be misleading to suggest that race/ethnicity is the 
major determinant of sanctioning. . . , race/ethnicity is a determinant of sanctioning, 
and a potent one at that” (p. 87, author’s emphasis).  Further, Zatz contends with the 
advent of sentencing guidelines and other structured sentencing mechanisms, racial 
bias has simply changed form: “Discrimination has not gone away. It has simply 
changed its form to become more acceptable. . . . [sentencing reform] has caused 
discrimination to undergo cosmetic surgery, with its new face deemed more 
appealing” (p. 87). That is, discrimination still exists, but the ways in which 
discrimination manifests itself has changed; the influence of race is now indirect 
operating through variables considered to be legitimate, or race influences 
sentencing decisions by interacting with legitimate variables.  Thus, discrimination 
in sentencing has changed from being to being indirect and interactional.
Later reviews continue to find even more compelling evidence of 
unwarranted racial disparities in sentencing decisions.  In a relatively recent review, 
Chiricos and Crawford reviewed the results of 38 studies published between 1975 
and 1991.  Unlike previous reviews, Chiricos and Crawford devoted a considerable 
amount of their attention toward explaining why results of sentencing studies vary, 
in addition to determining whether there are substantial racial disparities.  The 
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authors’ primary explanatory variables were type of sentencing outcome (the 
decision to incarcerate versus sentence length) and structural characteristics of the 
sentencing jurisdiction (e.g., percent black, unemployment rate, region of sentencing 
jurisdiction).  The authors hypothesized that the impact of race is strongest in 
Southern jurisdictions, jurisdictions with high percentages of African-Americans in 
the population and in places with higher rates of unemployment.  Because the 
authors disaggregated research findings by region and structural characteristics, the 
authors exclude studies focusing on sentencing decisions in the Federal courts.  
The 38 reviewed studies produced 145 estimates of the race/punishment 
severity relationship (only studies examining African-American and white 
sentencing outcomes were analyzed).  Sixty-eight percent of these relationships 
indicated that African-Americans were sentenced more harshly than whites, and in 
one-third of the total number of relationships African-Americans were sentenced 
statistically more harshly than whites.  When the authors disaggregated these results 
by type of sentencing outcome, they found that 85% of the estimates of the 
relationship between race and imprisonment decisions indicated that African-
Americans were punished more harshly than whites, and 52% of these 145 estimates 
were statistically significant.  Whereas 54% of sentence length decisions indicated 
African-Americans were sentenced more harshly than whites and 20% of these 
relationships were statistically significant.  
Among those estimates that controlled for offense type and prior criminal 
record, 80% of incarceration decisions and 53% of sentence length decisions found 
that African-Americans were sentenced more harshly, and 41% and 15% of these 
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estimates were statistically significant respectively.  The authors concluded that the 
evidence “suggests that even when prior record and crime seriousness are controlled 
for, race is a consistent and frequently significant disadvantage for blacks when 
in/out [imprisonment] decisions are considered. At the same time, it appears that 
race is much less of a disadvantage when it comes to sentence length” (p. 297).
When they disaggregated the relationships by structural features of the 
sentencing jurisdiction, they found several theoretically relevant associations.  In 
particular, the authors found that race of the defendant impacts imprisonment 
decisions more consistently in the South than in other regions.  The authors’ 
analysis revealed that in the South, African-Americans were more likely to be 
imprisoned than whites in 88% of the relationships and statistically so in 53% of the 
relationships; whereas, in non-southern jurisdictions these figures respectively were 
76% and 34%.  Similarly, Chiricos and Crawford found black defendants were 
especially more likely to be imprisoned post-conviction than whites in places where 
blacks comprise a larger percentage of the population and where unemployment was 
high.
In a very recent review, Spohn appraised all published studies concerning 
the relationship between race/ethnicity and sentencing outcomes that met the 
following criteria: 1) utilized data on sentences imposed for non-capital offenses 
during the 1980s and 1990s; 2) reported a measure of association between 
race/ethnicity and sentence severity; 3) used appropriate statistical techniques; and, 
4) included controls for crime seriousness and prior criminal record (p. 453).  Based 
on these criteria, Spohn obtained a sample consisting of 40 studies, 32 of which 
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examined state/local sentencing practices and the eight remaining studies examined 
Federal sentencing practices.  In a manner similar to Chiricos and Crawford, Spohn 
disaggregated the findings of these studies by type of sentencing decision 
(imprisonment decisions, sentence length, sentencing departures) and type of court 
(State or Federal).  
Spohn’s review goes beyond earlier summaries of the literature in two 
significant ways.  First, Spohn reviewed sentencing outcomes of Hispanics in 
comparison to non-Hispanic whites, in addition to comparing sentencing outcomes 
of African-Americans to whites.   Second, she also reviewed findings concerning 
the indirect and interaction effects of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes.  Earlier 
reviews of the literature often made reference to more subtle, indirect and 
interactive race effects (e.g., see Hagan 1974; Zatz 1987), but heretofore no review 
had systematically examined the evidence regarding these subtle effects.
In concordance to Chiricos and Crawford’s earlier review, when Spohn 
examined studies using data collected from state and local courts, she found more 
consistent evidence of unwarranted racial and ethnic disparity in imprisonment 
decisions than in decisions pertaining to sentence length.  This general finding also 
held for Hispanics in studies examining Federal sentencing decisions.  However, at 
the Federal level, for African-Americans the most consistent evidence of 
unwarranted sentencing decisions was found in regards to sentence length decisions.  
Furthermore, while only a small portion of the studies reviewed included analyses 
of departure decisions, Spohn also found strong evidence of unwarranted disparity 
in this type of decision in both State and Federal courts.  
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Spohn’s review of the indirect and interaction effects of race/ethnicity 
uncovered four themes:  First, minorities are particularly likely to be treated more 
harshly when minority status is combined with being male, young, and low 
socioeconomic status (i.e., low income, unemployed, or less educated).  Second, 
process-related factors such as retaining a private attorney or pleading guilty 
condition the effect of race/ethnicity.  Third, at least in sexual assault cases race of 
the defendant appears to interact with the race of the victim, producing the most 
severe punishments for African-American defendants who assault whites.  Fourth, 
the influence of race/ethnicity is particularly strong in cases involving drug and less 
serious offenses.
Spohn concludes:
[T]he disproportionate number of racial minorities confined in our Nation’s 
jails and prisons cannot be attributed solely to racially neutral efforts to 
control crime and protect society. . . .  Black and Hispanic offenders—and 
particularly those who are young, male, or unemployed—are more likely 
than their counterparts to be sentenced to prison . . . Other categories of 
racial minorities—those convicted of drug offenses, those who victimize 
whites, those who accumulate more serious prior criminal records, or those 
who refuse to plead guilty or are unable to secure pretrial release—also may 
be singled out for punitive treatment (p. 481).
Summary of Findings from Existing Syntheses
Several patterns are noticeable by tracing the evolution of this body of 
research through these reviews.  First, the empirical research in this area has become 
considerably more methodologically rigorous since Hagan’s initial review.  It is 
common for contemporary studies to control for offense seriousness and offender 
prior record, as well as demographic and oftentimes socioeconomic characteristics 
of the defendant.  While only three studies in Hagan’s 1974 review controlled 
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simultaneously for these factors, Spohn’s review turned up 40 contemporary studies 
that at a minimum controlled for offense seriousness and defendant prior record.
Furthermore, a sizeable portion of contemporary studies control for potential 
selection bias issues and examine interactive and indirect race effects.  Such features 
were for the most part noticeably absence in early studies.  
Second, there is increasing evidence that race and ethnicity do influence 
sentencing decisions.  Early reviews found little evidence of racial bias.  Typically,
the studies included in these early reviews analyzed sentencing length outcomes 
utilizing a limited number of controls and weak analytic strategies.  Early 
researchers found the primary determinants of sentence severity were offense 
seriousness and defendant prior record.  After accounting for these factors, the 
overall association between race and sentence was found to be weak and 
inconsistent.  Such findings apparently led many to accept the “no discrimination 
thesis.”  Recent studies continue to find that the primary determinants for sanction 
severity are seriousness of the offense and prior criminal record.  However, in 
contrast to earlier studies, contemporary studies tend to find notable and fairly 
consistent indications of unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity in various aspects of the 
sentencing process, especially in regards to imprisonment decisions.  Moreover, 
although relatively few studies have examined discretionary outcomes (e.g., 
downward departures from guidelines), those studies which do find consistent 
evidence of unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity.
The increased consistency of findings of unwarranted racial/ethnic 
disparities in recent years appears anomalous given the apparent racial progress 
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America has experienced in the past several decades.  How can this trend of 
increasingly consistent evidence of unwarranted racial disparities be explained?  It 
seems likely that the best explanation for this anomaly is that researchers have 
focused their collective attention to those sentencing contexts most likely to find 
such disparities.  Hagan and Bumiller (1983) reach a similar conclusion, when they 
note that recent researchers in this area: “have focused more selectively on those 
structural and contextual conditions that are most likely to result in racial 
discrimination” (p. 21).  
Perhaps the best evidence of this selectivity is found by noting the shift in 
the types of sentencing outcomes analyzed.  For example, in Hagan’s original 
review the overwhelming majority of the relationships between race and sentence 
used sentence length as the outcome variable and a much smaller proportion used 
sentence type (e.g., prison or probation) as the outcome.  Over time the distribution 
in the types of sentencing outcomes analyzed has changed.  In Hagan and 
Bumiller’s review the distribution in types of sentencing outcomes is appropriately a 
60/40 split with sentence length outcomes still being the majority; however, in 
Spohn’s review sentence length outcomes comprised a minority of the relationships.  
This shift is significant because the above reviews indicate that there is considerably 
less evidence of unwarranted disparity in regards to sentence length outcomes than 
other types of sentencing outcomes.  Thus our gain in knowledge regarding the 
influence of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes appears to have affected the 
manner in which research in this area is being conducted.  It appears that these 
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changes are at least partially responsible for the increasingly consistent finding of 
unwarranted racial disparity.
Critique of Existing Reviews
While the above-mentioned reviews have significantly advanced our 
understanding of the relationship between race/ethnicity and sentencing decisions, I 
believe that these summaries have several limitations that need to be addressed (see 
Table 1).  There are five primary weaknesses exhibited in previous reviews: 1) a 
focus on statistical significance of individual outcomes, instead of the magnitude 
and direction of observed effects; 2) non-comprehensive search strategies; 3) 
(implicit) equal weighting of studies regardless of sample size or methodological 
rigor; 4) the inclusion of studies based on the same or overlapping data sets; and, 5) 
a focus only on African-American sentencing outcomes in comparison to whites 
(i.e., omit ethnicity).  By pointing out these shortcomings in prior syntheses, I do not 
intend to belittle the work of other researchers; rather, I believe the field will not 
advance unless we engage in candid discussions of such shortcomings and begin to 
address these issues.  In this spirit, I critique several of the studies reviewed above.
With the notable exceptions of the reviews led by Hagan (Hagan 1974; 
Hagan and Bumiller 1983), existing reviews focus predominantly on the statistical 
significance of race/ethnicity, instead of the more meaningful criteria of magnitude 
and direction of racial/ethnic differences.  As David Wilson notes: “A review 
focusing on statistical significance assumes, at least implicitly, that a null finding 
supports a null conclusion.  This is not true and fails to acknowledge that a null 
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finding is a weak conclusion” (personal communication 2003).  That is, failing to 
find a statistically significant relationship between two variables does not mean that 
no relationship exists—it simply means that the evidence is not strong enough to 
reject the null hypothesis of no relationship.  
As a result, instead of addressing the issue of fundamental importance: What 
is the magnitude and direction of unwarranted disparities between minorities and 
whites? Research syntheses focusing on statistical significance address 
fundamentally flawed questions, such as: What proportion of studies find 
statistically significant race/ethnicity effects?  This focus inhibits these reviews from 
being able to determine whether minorities are 50%, 20%, or 1% more likely to be 
imprisoned than similarly situated whites–all of which could be statistically 
significant given the large sample sizes used in many studies, especially recent 
studies.  
Moreover, by simply finding what proportion of studies reveal statistically 
significant race/ethnic differences, implicitly these studies give equal weight to each 
study regardless of the study’s sample size, precision of estimation, or 
methodological rigor.  It would seem more reasonable to give more weight to 
studies with more precise estimates of the relationship between race/ethnic and 
sentence severity (typically studies with larger samples).  It also seems reasonable to 
take into account the methodologically rigor of each study.  That is, a prudent 
question to address is whether the magnitude of unwarranted disparity is 
systematically smaller or larger in studies with more methodological rigor than less 
rigorous studies.
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All of the extant reviews are non-comprehensive as they focus on published 
studies—opening the door for publication bias to creep into these reviews.2
Researchers in other areas of study have repeatedly demonstrated that published 
studies are a biased subset of an area of research, as published studies are more 
likely to find statistically significant results than unpublished research (Greenwald 
1975; Lipsey and Wilson 1993; Smith 1980).  Thus, existing reviews run a 
substantial risk of biasing their results by focusing only on published research.  A 
more judicious approach would be to include all available research meeting explicit 
eligibility criteria, regardless of publication status.  
Another questionable practice evident in several extant reviews is the 
inclusion of multiple studies based on the same or overlapping data sets and hence, 
in essence, double-count the same study.  Specifically, the reviews of Chiricos and 
Crawford and Spohn include several of such overlapping studies.  For instance, 
Spohn’s review includes two studies investigating the effect of race/ethnicity on 
sentencing outcomes in the Federal system that use virtually identical data sets 
(Langan 1999; United States Sentencing Commission 1995 both of which analyze 
1994 data on 14,000 Federal drug trafficking cases).  Similarly, Spohn’s review 
includes a series of studies conducted by Myers analyzing Georgia sentencing data 
in the late 1970s and early 1980s (Myers 1987, 1989; Myers and Talarico 1986).  
Spohn simply notes that because her review is intended to be comprehensive and 
because none of these studies used exactly the same the data, the inclusion of these 
studies is justified (see p. 454-55).  The problem with this approach is that these 
2 Some of these reviews (Hagan and Bumiller 1983; Spohn 2000a) do include a few unpublished 
studies; however, given the researchers’ search strategy clearly the focus was on locating published 
works.
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samples are not independent, even if they are not exactly the same.  In other words, 
the substantial overlap between these data sets makes further analysis of these data 
redundant; knowing the results of the first study enables one to predict the results of 
later studies using the same data.  In essence, Spohn double-counts and sometimes 
triple-counts the same study (or data set).
Furthermore, “the mental algebra” required in narrative syntheses can also 
lead to findings inconsistent with the research.  For example, in Kleck’s (1981) 
review of the research he makes several decisions that appear arbitrary and 
susceptible to bias.  A case in point is Kleck’s decision to classify studies as 
supporting the discrimination hypothesis based upon the proportion of results 
finding race differences.  Specifically, Kleck characterizes studies “as mixed if from 
one-third to one-half (inclusive) of the findings favored the discrimination 
hypothesis and as favorable to the hypothesis if more than one-half of the findings 
favored it” (p. 789).  Clearly, this categorization is arbitrary.  Further, Kleck never 
defines how “favorable to discrimination hypothesis” is operationalized.  Did 
African-Americans have to be punished statistically harsher than whites in order to 
be classified as favorable to the discrimination hypothesis? Or did race differences 
simply have to disadvantage African-Americans, regardless of statistical 
significance?  
Some might not be convinced that these shortcomings have meaningful 
repercussions for these reviews.  However, the work of Mann (1994) and Cooper 
and Rosenthal (1980) discussed in the previous chapter demonstrate that such 
weaknesses run a substantial risk of leading narrative reviews to reach conclusions 
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inconsistent with the empirical research.  Given the shortcomings of existing 
syntheses, I believe that there are reasonable grounds to question whether existing 
reviews have accurately captured the cumulative findings of the empirical research 
in this area.
The Responsiveness of Sentencing Outcomes to Racial Threat 
There is a small but growing body of research that tests the influence of 
structural characteristics on the relationship between race/ethnicity and sentencing 
outcomes.  Most often, the structural characteristics included in these analyses relate 
to the threat hypothesis or Blalock’s power-threat thesis.  Both perspectives are 
based on conflict theory.  The primary difference between these two theoretical 
perspectives is that most interpretations of the threat hypothesis contend that 
contexts with large minority populations, especially when combined with large 
racial economic inequality, racial threat will be highest.  In contrast, Blalock’s 
power-threat hypothesis argues that racial threat is greatest in those contexts where 
minority populations are large (although this relationship is curvilinear) and 
economic inequality is low.  As in these contexts, minorities’ high level of resources 
and their mobility to utilize these resources (i.e., power) present a threat to the 
majority group’s political and economic interests (Blalock 1967). 
One of the earliest studies in this line of research was the work of Myers and 
Talarico (1986, 1987).  Using a sample of felons convicted in Georgia, Myers and 
Talarico assessed the conditioning effects of county context on racial differences in 
sentence severity.  The authors hypothesized that racial differences are largest in 
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contexts where racial income inequality are marked, blacks constitute a large 
proportion of the population, and where crime problems are serious (p. 238).  
Contrary to these expectations, the authors found that race differences do not vary 
by economic inequality, or crime rates.  Myers and Talarico state: “We found no 
tendency for race differences to be greater in contexts where black criminality might 
appear more threatening (i.e., urbanized, unequal, high crime counties).  Rather 
these aspects of the community affect the sentences of both black and white 
offenders in a similar way” (p. 245).  Also in disagreement with the authors’ 
theoretical perspective, they found that in counties with large black populations 
(25% to 49%) white offenders were punished more harshly than blacks.  Thus, 
Myers and Talarico found no evidence to support the threat hypothesis or the 
power-threat thesis.
Crawford, Chiricos and Kleck (1998) apply Blalock’s power-threat 
theoretical perspective to their examination of “the net effect” of race on the 
likelihood of being sentenced as a habitual offender in Florida.3  Consistent with 
Myers and Talarico these authors found that contexts presumably low in racial threat 
(i.e., small proportions of African-Americans, low income inequality, and low crime 
rates) displayed the largest racial differences in habitualization.  The authors’ results 
led them to conclude that: “race and the threat of black crime appear to be most 
consequential for punishment where blacks and crime are least prevalent” (p. 506).
Crawford (2000) replicated the above study using a sample of female 
offenders eligible for habitualization in Florida.  Crawford found no indications of 
3 Habitualization is a sentence enhancement designed to increase the length of sentence of predicate 
offenders.  
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systemic discriminatory application of the habitualization statute for female 
offenders, but unwarranted racial disparity in the use of the statute did appear to 
operate to the disadvantage of African-American females “in a targeted, 
geographically localized manner” (p. 278).  In that, unwarranted disparities between 
black and white females were largest in those contexts with large percentages of 
African-Americans, high crime rates, and low racial income inequality.  
Specifically, Crawford found that the odds of habitualization for black women were 
three times the odds of habitualization for white women in counties above the 
median on percent black, and the odds were twice as large for black females in 
counties below the median in regards to black/white disparity in per capita income.  
Crawford interprets these results as being consistent with Blalock’s power-threat 
thesis. 
In a study examining sentencing practices in New York, Harig (1990) 
analyzed the effect of offender race on sentencing outcomes and the mediating 
effects of structural characteristics on this relationship in a sample of offenders 
eligible for youthful offender status.  Harig found that non-whites were significantly 
disadvantaged, as they were less likely than whites to be granted youthful offender 
status (a non-criminal finding of guilt) and were more likely to be sentenced harshly 
than whites, even after accounting for differences in the likelihood of receiving a 
youthful offender designation.  In opposition to hypotheses derived from the conflict 
perspective, Harig found that non-whites punished in contexts with high proportions 
of non-whites and high crime rates (i.e., contexts with high racial threat) exhibited 
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negligible differences in sentence severity than non-whites sentenced in less racially 
threatening contexts. 
Using a national sample of recent releasees from prison, Baxter (1991) also 
assessed the relationship between structural characteristics and racial disparity.  In 
line with the conflict perspective, Baxter found that African-Americans were 
generally sentenced more harshly than similarly culpable whites.  Baxter’s results, 
however, failed to support the hypothesis that counties with higher percentages of 
blacks, or counties with larger racial income inequality exhibit greater levels of 
punishment disparity by race as suggested by the conflict perspective.  In fact, 
Baxter found that racial disparity was lower in counties with high racial income 
inequality–a finding consistent with the power-threat perspective.
In perhaps the most methodologically sophisticated work in this area, Britt 
(2000) analyzed the effects of structural characteristics on sentencing practices in 
Pennsylvania.  Britt used multilevel modeling to assess whether the effects of 
offender race vary by county characteristics, and to determine whether structural 
characteristics of these counties can be meaningfully employed to explain the 
variable effects of race.  In many ways Britt’s findings mirror Myers and Talarico’s, 
in that, while Britt found considerable variability in racial disparity across counties 
even after controlling for differences in offender and case attributes, measures of 
race threat (i.e., large populations of blacks, racial economic inequality, and high 
crime rates) were not related to the variability in racial disparity.  In fact, Britt found 
that both white and black offenders sanctioned in contexts with large populations of 
blacks or low racial economic inequality were likely to punished severely.
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As previously mentioned, Chiricos and Crawford’s synthesis of race and 
sentencing literature (discussed above) also conducted a contextual analysis of 
black/white unwarranted sentencing disparity.  The authors disaggregated the 
relationships between race and sentence outcome by structural features of the 
sentencing jurisdiction.  This analysis found two important associations between 
unwarranted racial disparity and contextual features of the sentencing jurisdiction.  
First, the authors found that the relationship between race of the defendant impacts 
imprisonment decisions more consistently in the South than in other regions.  
Second, Chiricos and Crawford found that black defendants were especially more 
likely to be imprisoned post-conviction than whites in places where blacks comprise 
a larger percentage of the population and where unemployment was high.
The seven studies reviewed above comprise the totality of the empirical 
research testing the threat hypothesis at the macro-level in adult sentencing 
outcomes.  Given the paucity of this literature, I have included a discussion of two 
studies examining this issue in juvenile courts.  Tittle and Curran (1988) examined 
variation in racial differences in juvenile sanctioning outcomes across a sample of 
31 counties in Florida.  After controlling for prior record, offense seriousness, 
number of charges, and socio-demographic variables, the authors found that race of 
the respondent had “a small but significant effect on disposition” (p. 39).  
Furthermore, consistent with the threat hypothesis the authors found that race had a 
stronger association with severity of disposition in those areas where theoretically 
relevant measures indicated that racial threat was high (i.e. areas with larger 
minorities populations).  In fact, Tittle and Curran found that this relationship 
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between race and disposition was twice as large in high racial threat areas than in 
low threat areas. 
Sampson and Laub (1993) utilized a somewhat different approach in 
assessing the responsiveness of the sanctioning process to social threat.  These 
authors examined variation in juvenile court processing in response to racial threat 
in a national sample of counties.  Sampson and Laub regressed three measures of 
juvenile court processing (formal petitioning, predisposition detention, and out-of-
home placement) on measures of racial threat (“underclass” poverty, racial 
economic inequality), while controlling for several competing variables (e.g., 
criminal justice resources, geographical region, size of youthful population).  
The authors’ analyses revealed that structural measures of racial threat were 
significantly related to increased juvenile justice processing with the effect of these 
variables being generally larger for blacks than whites.  For instance, the most direct 
measures of racial threat, underclass poverty (a composite of percent black, percent 
in poverty, female-headed households) was negatively related to the rate of white 
out-of-home placement, whereas underclass poverty was positively related to black 
out-of-home placement. Thus, the authors’ findings are consistent with the symbolic 
threat hypothesis, in that, counties where blacks were presumably threatening had 
the highest rates of confinement for blacks.  Sampson and Laub conclude:  “This 
pattern is consistent with the idea that underclass black males are viewed as a 
threatening group to middle-class populations and thus will be subjected to 
increased formal social control by the juvenile justice system” (p. 306).
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Summary of Structural Contextual Studies
The findings from this body of literature are decidedly mixed.  On the one 
hand, some studies find no support for the threat hypothesis at the macro-level (Britt 
2000; Crawford et al. 1998; Harig 1990; Myers and Talarico 1986, 1987).  On the 
other hand, several studies have found evidence in support of the threat hypothesis 
(Chiricos and Crawford 1995; Crawford 2000; Sampson and Laub 1993; Tittle and 
Curran 1988) or the power-threat perspective (Baxter 1991; Crawford 2000).  
Clearly, more research is needed before drawing firm conclusions concerning the 
influence of structural/contextual factors on sentencing processes/outcomes. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND ANALYTIC STRATEGY
Research Methodology
Glass (1976) categorizes research into three types: primary, secondary, and 
meta-analysis.  Primary research concerns the analysis of original data.  Secondary 
research is the re-analysis of data for the purpose of answering the original research 
question with more advanced analytic techniques or addressing new questions with 
previously analyzed data.  Glass refers to meta-analysis as “the analysis of analyses 
. . . [T]he statistical analysis of a large collection of analysis results from individual 
studies for the purpose of integrating the findings” (p. 3).  Glass argues that meta-
analysis provides a method for summarizing the results from a large body of 
research in a manner that permits knowledge to be extracted from a mass of 
information provided by individual studies.
The key to summarizing the results from a quantitative body of research is to 
standardize results from each study in a manner that facilitates comparisons across 
studies.  Meta-analysis accomplishes this important task by utilizing “effect sizes.”  
While there are many different types of effect sizes, the common goal of these 
various measures is to create a quantitative scale capable of capturing variation in 
the direction, magnitude, or both of results from a body of research (Lipsey and 
Wilson 2001).  These effect sizes are then utilized in data analyses, in much the 
same way as other dependent and independent variables.
Lipsey and Wilson explain the method of meta-analysis by comparing it to 
survey research: 
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Meta-analysis can be understood as a form of survey research in which 
research reports, rather than people, are surveyed.  A coding form (survey 
protocol) is developed, a sample or population of research reports is 
gathered, and each research study is ‘interviewed’ by a coder who reads it 
carefully and codes the appropriate information about its characteristics and 
quantitative findings.  The resulting data are then analyzed using special 
adaptations of conventional statistical techniques to investigate and describe 
the pattern of findings in the selected set of studies (p. 1-2).
Thus, one way to think of meta-analysis is as a survey of the existing research, 
where typically each study’s empirical results are treated as scores on the dependent 
variable(s) and features of the study are coded as independent (or moderator) 
variables.  Once a database containing scores on the dependent and independent 
variables has been created, these data are analyzed in a manner similar to 
conventional analyses.
According to Cooper and Hedges (1994), there are five major steps in 
conducting a meta-analysis: 1) formulating the research question(s); 2) searching the 
literature; 3) coding empirical studies; 4) analysis and interpretation; and, 5) public 
presentation.  This chapter addresses the first four of these steps.  The resulting 
meta-analysis is designed to remedy the shortcomings of previous reviews of this 
research and to be a truly comprehensive synthesis of race and sentencing research.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
The specific aim of this dissertation is to conduct a systematic and 
comprehensive meta-analysis that examines: 1) whether race and ethnicity are 
related to sentencing outcomes, independent of offense seriousness and defendant 
criminal history; 2) in which contexts are unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities most 
likely to occur (e.g., contexts with racial/ethnic threat, jurisdictions without 
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structured sentencing); and, 3) whether the results from existing empirical studies 
are systematically related to methodological and sample variations.  These research 
questions combined with my theoretical orientation result in the following 
hypotheses:
H1: Generally, racial and ethnic minorities are sentenced more harshly 
than whites, independent of offense seriousness and criminal history.  
H2:  Unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity is smallest in analyses that 
control for factors related to both race/ethnicity and sentence 
severity, and utilize precise measures of these variables.  That is, 
analyses that employ interval-level or multiple dichotomous 
measures of criminal history, instead of a single dichotomy, and 
analyses that measure offense severity utilizing ordinal-level offense 
severity ratings rather than common law measures of offense type 
(e.g., drug, violent, property offenses) produce smaller estimates of 
unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities.
H3: Part of the variability in research findings is attributable to 
differences in sample characteristics.
H4: Unwarranted racial disparity is largest in those contexts where 
sentencing discretion is greatest (i.e., jurisdictions without sentencing 
guidelines).  
H5:  Unwarranted racial disparities are most pronounced in cases and 
structural contexts where minorities pose the greatest threat.  
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H5a: Specifically, I hypothesize that minorities convicted of drug 
offenses are punished more harshly than comparably culpable 
whites, because of the symbolic threat embodied by drug 
offending minorities.  
H5b: Unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities are largest in structural 
contexts where minority groups are presumably a threat.  That 
is, unwarranted disparities are largest in jurisdictions with 
high proportions of non-whites, large income inequalities 
between whites and non-whites, and high rates of crime as in 
these jurisdictions minorities pose a threat to the white
mainstream.
Eligibility Criteria for Meta-Analysis
The eligibility criteria for inclusion in the present research were that each 
study had to: 1) be conducted using cases sentenced in the United States; 2) examine 
sentencing outcomes in criminal courts (i.e., juvenile court adjudication/sentencing 
outcomes are excluded); 3) incorporate simultaneous controls for both offense 
seriousness and criminal history; 4) measure the direct influence of race/ethnicity on 
sentencing outcomes; 5) examine sentencing outcomes unrelated to death penalty 
decisions; and, 6) all research must be made available through yearend 2002.  Note 
that eligible studies may be published or unpublished.  Moreover, studies need not 
be primarily concerned with the influence of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes; 
regardless of the study’s focus, as long as the analysis measured the direct influence 
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of race/ethnicity on some sentencing decision, the study was eligible for inclusion in 
this synthesis.  It is also important to note studies that examined only the indirect or 
interactional effect of race/ethnicity on sentence severity were not included in this 
review.
Studies examining the influence of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes in 
capital and juvenile (i.e., non-criminal) offenses are excluded, as I believe the 
inclusion of such studies would lead to comparisons of apples and oranges.  That is, 
mixing sentencing outcomes regarding capital offenses with more mundane offenses 
could obscure salient differences between the manner in which race influences 
sentencing outcomes between capital offenses and non-capital offenses.  Similarly, I 
exclude studies that examine sentencing outcomes of in juvenile courts, as juvenile 
courts’ parens patriae philosophical orientation introduces a host of issues (e.g., 
needs of the child) usually not considered in criminal courts.  I believe that separate 
meta-analyses of these types of court decisions are more appropriate than mixing 
these various types of court cases. 
Moreover, only those studies that control for offense seriousness (or offense 
type) and criminal history have been included.  This criterion is necessary for 
several reasons.  First and foremost, the central point of disagreement between 
consensus and stratification theories concerns the effect of race after these factors 
have been taken into account.  Studies that do not take these factors into account do 
not shed any light on the veracity of the competing hypotheses offered by these 
perspectives.  Second, a considerable body of literature indicates that these two 
variables are consistently the most important determinants of sentencing outcomes 
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(Bernstein et al. 1977; Blumstein et al. 1983; Chiricos and Waldo 1975; Kleck 
1981; Kramer and Ulmer 1996; Souryal and Wellford 1999; Wooldredge 1998).  
The existing literature also has shown that there are meaningful differences between 
racial/ethnic groups on these two factors; for example, African-American 
defendants tend to have longer criminal histories than whites (Albonetti 1997; 
Miethe and Moore 1986; Petersilia and Turner 1987).  Thus, any study that does 
not, at a minimum, include controls for these factors runs a high risk of introducing 
specification error into its estimate of the relationship between race/ethnicity and 
sentencing outcomes, and therefore has been excluded.
This meta-analysis focuses on five types of sentencing outcomes: 1) 
imprisonment decisions, 2) length of incarcerative sentence, 3) simultaneous 
examinations of imprisonment and sentence length decisions, 4) discretionary 
lenience, and 5) discretionary punitiveness.  Imprisonment and length of 
incarcerative sentence decisions are self-explanatory.  The third type of sentencing 
outcome, what I refer to as simultaneous examinations of imprisonment and 
sentence decisions, typically analyze sentencing decisions using ordinal scales with 
probation sentences being the least severe sentence, short-term incarcerative 
sentences being the next level of severity, and longer-term incarcerative sentences 
being progressively more severe on the ordinal scale.  For example, Harig (1990) 
analyzes an 11-point sentence severity scale “that considers an incarcerative prison 
term (11) the most severe possible sentencing outcome followed, in decreasing 
severity, by (10) jail, (9) time served, (8) jail and probation, (7) probation and fine, 
(6) probation, (5) fine with conditions, (4) fine, and (3) conditional discharge, (2) 
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unconditional discharge, and (1) other lesser sentences” (p. 106).  Discretionary 
lenience refers to sentencing outcomes where a sentencing authority, typically the 
judge, sentences a defendant to a punishment more lenient in some manner than 
ordinary; e.g., downward departures from guidelines, stays of sentence, and so forth.  
Conversely, discretionary punitiveness refers to sentencing outcomes where a 
sentencing authority sentences a defendant to a sanction more harsh than ordinary; 
e.g., upward departures, enhanced sentencing provisions for eligible repeat 
offenders, consecutive sentences (instead of concurrent sentences), and so forth.  By 
labeling these outcomes “discretionary lenience” and “discretionary harshness,” I do 
not mean to imply that these cases were inappropriately lenient or punitive; rather, 
these terms are used to denote sentencing outcomes involving punishments that 
differ from the standard sentence in some meaningful way.
The decision to include both published and unpublished studies invariably 
leads to a concern of how rigorous studies must be in order to be eligible for 
inclusion.  The concern is that unpublished studies may be of lower methodological 
rigor than published studies.  The majority of unpublished studies in this body of 
research, however, were doctoral dissertations, which generally displayed a high 
level of methodological rigor.  Moreover, there is a tremendous amount of variation 
in the rigor of published studies (Wooldredge 1998).  I believe the requirement that 
all studies include statistical controls for offense seriousness and defendant criminal 
history provides a reasonable lower limit of methodological rigor.  Additionally, key 
features of each study’s methodology, and data analysis have been coded, such as 
the number and types of other control variables included in the analysis (e.g., study 
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includes controls for defendant socio-economic status, type of attorney, method of 
disposition).  This information is then utilized to test whether methodological rigor 
is systematically associated with the size of racial/ethnic differences in sentencing 
outcomes.
Another key decision is deciding which study should be included when 
several studies analyze the same data.  One of my primary criticisms of existing 
reviews is that they include several studies based on the same or very similar data 
sets, which leads to double-counting of what is essentially the same study.  When 
multiple studies are encountered that rely on the same data, the decision of which 
study should be included in this meta-analysis was based on the following criteria 
(listed in level of priority): 
1) Codeability—Invariably some analyses are uncodeable, typically, because 
they lack important information (e.g., standard deviations or sample size are not 
reported) or the type of analysis does not lend itself to effect size coding (e.g., 
structural equation models).  Thus, the first criterion is that studies reporting results 
in a manner unsuitable for effect size coding are excluded from the analysis.  
2) Context specificity—Because a focal point of this research is to assess the 
degree to which unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity varies systematically with 
features of the sentencing context, studies that analyze data in the most context 
specific manner are given highest priority.  For example, if two studies analyze the 
same data set, one of the studies disaggregates its analyses by contextual features 
such as time period or place, while the other study simply pools all of the data 
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together without regard to these contextual features, the first study was selected for 
inclusion in this meta-analysis as it is more context specific. 
3) Methodological rigor—Those studies that use the most appropriate data 
analytic technique and included a greater number of control variables were preferred 
over other studies utilizing the same data.
4) Sample size—Studies with larger sample sizes were given priority. 
Search Strategy
It is well documented in the meta-analytic literature that relying solely on 
published studies may produce a biased sample and is therefore inadequate 
(Callaham 1998; Greenwald 1975; Smith 1980); hence, unpublished studies as well 
as published studies were included in this analysis.  My search strategy included 
examination of: 1) bibliographies from existing syntheses; 2) references contained 
in eligible studies; 3) computerized bibliographic databases (e.g., NCJRS, Criminal 
Justice Abstracts, Sociological Abstracts, Social Science Citation Index, PsycINFO, 
ERIC); 4) hand searches of select relevant journals (Criminology, Journal of 
Quantitative Criminology, Justice Quarterly); 5) dissertations via Dissertation 
Abstracts; and, 6) conference programs through online searches of Conference 
Papers Index and hand searches of relevant conference proceedings (e.g., American 
Society of Criminology).  
In order to obtain an expansive search of computerized databases, I utilized a 
number of keywords and numerous combinations of keywords.  My search of 
computerized databases used the following keywords in multiple combinations: 
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sentencing, judicial sentencing, judicial discretion, sentencing discretion, sentencing 
reform, sentencing research, court research, sentencing disparity, sentencing 
discrimination, race, ethnicity, African-American(s), Black(s), Hispanic(s), 
Latino(s), Native American(s), Asian(s), racial discrimination, racial bias, and racial 
disparity.  By using such broad keywords I believe that a negligible number of 
studies were missed.  
In addition, I contacted each state’s sentencing body to determine whether 
these organizations have internally evaluated their jurisdiction’s sentencing 
practices in regards to unwarranted racial/ethnic sentencing disparity.  Specifically, I 
utilized contact information listed in the National Association of State Sentencing 
Commissions’ newsletter to establish a mailing list.  I then contacted each of these 
identified sentencing bodies to inquire about research conducted in their jurisdiction 
regarding racial/ethnic disparity in sentencing outcomes.  
Once a prospective study was identified, a preliminary screening was made 
on the basis of title, abstract, and any other available information.  I attempted to 
retrieve a full copy of all studies that were not clearly disqualified based on this 
preliminary review.  That is, the preliminary review of each study’s title and 
abstract was used only to disqualify studies clearly failing to meet the established 




An effect size was calculated for each minority-white contrast from all 
eligible, independent sentencing contexts.  These effect sizes are the dependent 
variable for this meta-analysis.  Effect sizes were coded in manner such that positive 
effect sizes indicate minorities were punished more harshly than whites, and 
negative effect sizes indicate minorities were punished less harshly than whites.  
Specifically, the (logged) odds-ratio was chosen as the preferred effect size for 
outcomes analyzing dichotomous dependent variables (e.g., the likelihood of 
receiving a sentence involving incarceration), whereas the standardized mean 
difference effect size was chosen for outcomes with interval-level or continuous 
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where pm is the probability of the event (e.g., imprisonment) for minorities and pw is 
the probability of the same event for whites.  The standardized mean difference 









where mX is the minority group mean, wX is the white group mean, and spooled is the 
pooled within groups standard deviation, defined as:
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where 2ws  is white group variance, 
2
ms is the minority group variance, nw is the white 
group sample size, and nm is the minority group sample size.
Because this meta-analysis is concerned with the influence of race and 
ethnicity, after prior criminal record and current offense seriousness have been taken 
into account, the actual calculation of the effects sizes had to be modified slightly.  
Most of the effect size estimates were derived directly from the primary author’s 
multivariate analyses;4 for example, effect sizes for dichotomous outcomes were 
most often taken straight from the primary author’s multivariate logit analyses 
(logistic regressions) when available, as the results from these analyses are already 
reported as (logged) odds ratio effect sizes.  Effect sizes for continuous outcomes 
also were derived from primary author’s multivariate ordinary least squares 
analyses.  For this type of outcome, the numerator in equation 2 was replaced by the 
unstandardized race/ethnicity regression coefficient, as this regression coefficient 
reflects the difference between minorities and whites after other factors have been 
taken into account, which is equivalent to the numerator in equation 2.
In more than a few instances, the primary authors analyzed a dichotomous 
outcome with ordinary least squares (OLS) regression.  While this practice was 
common prior to the proliferation of computer programs capable of performing 
analyses of limited dependent variables, currently this practice is considered 
unacceptable, because this practice violates several assumptions of OLS regression.  
One of the most serious problems with this practice is that the resulting regression 
coefficients are inefficient; however, the regression coefficients generally are not 
4 Some multivariate analyses were performed on correlation matrices or contingency tables provided 
by the primary authors.
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biased (Aldrich and Nelson 1984; Allison 1999; Long, 1997).  That is, the 
regression coefficients still are unbiased estimators of the average difference in 
probability of receiving some sentencing outcome by race/ethnicity, but the standard 
errors associated with these regression coefficients are biased due to 
heteroskedascity.  
Because my calculations of effect size do not depend on the primary authors 
standard errors and because the regression coefficients are unbiased estimators of 
the race/ethnicity’s influence on sentence severity, I decided to code the results from 
these analyses rather than discard these studies’ results.  For these studies, I 
calculated the standardized mean difference effect size as described above, and then 




(for a discussion of this conversion see Hasselblad and Hedges 1995, or 
Lipsey and Wilson 2001: 198).  I flagged each of these transformed effect sizes in 
the data set in order to test whether these effect sizes were systematically different 
than the other effect sizes.5
It is important to note that one study may report multiple independent
minority-white contrasts.  For example, Welch, Spohn, and Gruhl (1985) analyzed 
sentencing data from six different jurisdictions and analyzed the data from each 
jurisdiction separately.  This procedure produced six independent estimates of the 
relationship between race/ethnicity and sentence severity; all six of these 
independent effect sizes were coded into the current study’s data set.  From this 
5 It is also worth noting that in a few instances dichotomous outcomes were analyzed by the primary 
authors using probit regression.  The results from these studies were transformed onto the odds ratio 
scale by multiplying unstandardized regression coefficients by 1.81 (see Long, 1997: 48). 
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example it should be clear that the primary unit of analysis in this research is the 
independent minority/white contrast, not the study—as a study may report several 
independent minority/white contrasts.
A study may also report multiple dependent minority-white contrasts.  There 
are several ways of producing multiple dependent contrasts.  For example, a study 
could use the same sample (or a sub-sample of the total sample) to estimate the 
influence of race/ethnicity on multiple measures of sentence severity (e.g., 
imprisonment and sentence length decisions).  As another example of a dependent 
contrast, a study could use the same sample to estimate the influence of 
race/ethnicity on the same measure of sentence severity (say imprisonment 
decisions) but across multiple types of offenses (e.g., violent and property offenses).   
In both of these examples a statistical dependency is caused by using the same 
sample to produce multiple measures of the influence of race/ethnicity.  
A third example of a common type of dependent contrast occurs when a 
study compares sentencing outcomes of African-Americans to whites and compares 
sentencing outcomes of Hispanics to the same group of whites.  This dependency 
may be less obvious than the other two examples; in essence, this situation creates a 
statistical dependency between the African-American/white contrast and the 
Hispanic/white contrast, because the same comparison group, namely whites, is 
used in both contrasts.
For the above discussion it should be clear that I have utilized a limited 
definition of “statistical independence”; in that, I have only attempted to account for 
statistical dependencies caused by the inclusion of the same case (or person) in 
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multiple contrasts.  This is a limited definition of statistical independence because 
other types of statistical dependencies between contrasts may also exist.  For 
example, perhaps there are statistical dependencies among studies conducted by the 
same author(s).  I have not attempted to take into account other sources of potential 
statistical dependence, as I believe that these other potential sources of dependence 
are small, and therefore will not bias the results of the present research.
Treatment of Dependent Contrasts
An important decision in meta-analysis concerns how the meta-analyst 
decides to handle dependent effect sizes, as the inclusion of dependent effect sizes 
into an analysis would violate the statistical independence assumption crucial in 
many types of data analysis (such as the multiple regression procedure utilized in 
this analysis).  The three types of dependent effect sizes (described above) were 
handled in the following manner.  When studies reported multiple measures of 
sentence severity, either by disaggregating results by type of sentence outcome (e.g., 
imprisonment and sentence length decisions) or disaggregating results by type of 
offense (e.g., person, property, drug offenses), I created independent effect sizes by 
utilizing two complimentary procedures.  
First, I created an overall measure of unwarranted disparity by calculating 
the weighted mean effect size from the multiple dependent effect sizes, weighing by 
the inverse standard error of each outcome.  For example, in contexts that analyzed 
more than one type of sentencing outcome, most commonly imprisonment decisions 
and decisions regarding length of incarcerative sentence, then this overall effect size 
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measure is the weighted average of the effect sizes from these separate analyses.  
When the various effect sizes are measured on different scales (e.g., odds ratio and 
mean difference), I converted effect sizes onto the odds ratio scale (as this was the 
most common metric) following the conversion factor provided in Lipsey and 
Wilson (2001: 198).  By contrast, in contexts where only one sentencing outcome 
was examined and hence only one effect size was computed, the overall measure of 
unwarranted disparity is simply the single available effect size.
Analyses reporting multiple offense types, typically, begin by reporting 
results of a pooled model (e.g., all offense types are included) then in subsequent 
analyses offense specific results are reported.  For example, Souryal and Wellford 
(1999) analyze the influence of race on imprisonment decisions (among other 
analyses).  These authors first examined the influence of race on imprisonment 
decisions by pooling all cases regardless of offense type, and then these authors 
analyze the influence of race on imprisonment decisions disaggregated by offense 
type (drug, person, and property).  The overall measure of unwarranted disparity in 
such analyses is based on initial pooled (mixed offense type) model.  By contrast, in 
studies not reporting the results of a pooled offense type model (i.e., only offense 
specific models), then the overall effect size is the weighted average of these 
separate offense specific effect sizes.  
I believe this overall measure of unwarranted disparity is very important, 
because in most primary research separate sentencing outcomes often are treated as 
disconnected outcomes, and as a result one fails to gain a sense of the overall 
influence of race/ethnicity across all sentencing outcomes (and offense types).  By 
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combining these separate sentencing outcomes into one measure, I believe the 
overall influence of race/ethnicity is more accurately portrayed.  This overall effect 
size measures is the primary dependent variable in the analyses that follow.
In order to clarify the calculation of the overall effect size, I will describe the 
computation of the overall effect size measure for Souryal and Wellford (1999) as 
an example.  In this empirical examination of sentencing in the State of Maryland, 
these authors examine unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity in sentencing decisions 
regarding imprisonment (“in/out”) and length of incarcerative sentences.  
Furthermore, after presenting the results from models pooling all offense types, 
these authors disaggregated their analyses by type of offense (see Table 2).  In all, 
eight effect sizes were coded from Souryal and Wellford’s analyses (see Table 2).  
The overall effect size in this study was calculated by taking the weighted average 
of the effect sizes coded from the analysis imprisonment decisions using all offense
types and the analysis of sentence length decisions using all offense types; i.e., the 
effect sizes computed from contrasts 1 and 5 from Table 2 were averaged.  An odds 
ratio effect size was computed from imprisonment decisions, whereas a 
standardized mean difference effect size was computed from the analysis of the 
sentence length. Note that it is important to weight the effect sizes, as each effect 
size is based on a different number of cases; further, because these effect sizes were 
measured on different scales, I converted the standardized mean difference effect 
size onto the odds ratio scale before taking the weighted average of the effect sizes.  
As Table 2 shows the odds ratio effect size calculated from their analysis of 
imprisonment decisions in this study was based on a sample of 75,929, whereas the 
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standardized mean difference effect size computed from the sentence length analysis 
was based on 52,627 cases.
Second, I conducted separate analyses of each type of sentencing outcome 
and type of offense.  That is, separate effect sizes were computed for imprisonment 
decisions, sentence length decisions, and so forth; separate effect sizes were also 
computed for the various types of offenses (property, drug, and violent offenses).  
These separate effect size analyses are an important augment to the general measure 
of unwarranted disparity (discussed above) as the overall measure of disparity has 
the potential to obscure any differential effects of race/ethnicity between sentencing 
outcomes or offense types.  
To illustrate the process of calculating outcome and offense specific effect 
sizes, I continue to use Souryal and Wellford (1999) as an example.  For example, in 
this study, the imprisonment specific effect size is simply the effect size computed 
from the first contrast (see Table 2), whereas the sentence length specific outcome is 
the effect size computed from the fifth contrast.  The offense specific effect sizes are 
computed by taking the weighted average of effect sizes from each type of offense.  
That is, the drug offense effect sizes in this study were computed by taking the 
weighted average of the third (imprisonment decisions involving drug offenses) and 
seventh (sentence length decisions involving drug offenses) contrasts.  Once again, 
because these effect sizes are on different scales (odds ratio vs. standardized mean 
difference) before taking the weighted average the standardized mean difference 
effect size was converted onto the odds ratio scale.
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Lastly, when studies reported the results of analyses contrasting multiple 
minority groups to white, these dependent effect sizes were made statistically 
independent by conducting all analyses separately for each minority/white contrast.  
That is, all analyses comparing sentencing outcomes of African-Americans to 
whites were conducted separately from those contrasting sentencing outcomes of 
Hispanics to whites.  As long as effect sizes from each minority-white contrast are 
kept separate, this source of dependency is remedied.
Moderator Variable Coding
Each effect size is accompanied by a set of variables that describe its 
particular characteristics and the context from which it comes.  Because a primary 
emphasis of this research is to explain variability in effect sizes (i.e., study results), 
my selection of moderator variables was vital.  I have attempted to select variables 
that are either theoretically related to the threat hypothesis or prior research 
indicates are important predictors of sentence severity, especially predictors that 
may be correlated with race/ethnicity.  
The existing research indicates that, at the individual-level, offender 
characteristics have important relationships with sentencing outcomes.  Specifically, 
age and sex of defendant have been found in some research to be important 
predictors of sentence severity.  For instance, while the research is clearly not 
uniform in this regard, several studies have found women receive more lenient 
sanctions than men (Bernstein 1979; Daly and Tonry 1997; Frazier and Bock 1982; 
Steffensmeier 1980; Mustard 2001).  Similarly, research by Steffensmeier et al. 
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(1998), Spohn and Holleran (2000), Zatz and Hagan (1985) among many others, 
have found sentence severity is related to age of defendant.  Such findings suggest 
that these characteristics are potentially important moderator variables; that is, 
differences between studies on proportion of females in the sample and mean age of 
sample may contribute to differences in results.  Therefore, I coded these factors 
from each sample in order to capture between study differences on these offender 
characteristics. 
Socio-economic status (SES) is another offender characteristic demonstrated 
to have a positive relationship to sentence severity.  Chiricos and Bales (1991) 
review the empirical research regarding this association.  These authors found that 
SES, as measured by unemployment status, had a statistically significant 
relationship to sentence severity in the majority of studies reviewed, even after these 
studies controlled for other factors.  This relationship, however, was stronger in 
analyses that used imprisonment decisions as a measure of sentence severity.  
Furthermore, in their analyses Chiricos and Bales (1991:719) found that 
“unemployment had a significant, substantial, and independent impact on the 
decision to incarcerate,” after taking into account offense severity, prior record, and 
other factors.  Other measures of SES, such as class status measured in relation to 
means of production (Hagan and Parker 1985) and ordinal measures of SES (i.e., 
low vs. high) (Jankovic 1978), also have been found to be related to sentence 
severity.  Furthermore, it is well-established that SES is correlated with 
race/ethnicity with African-Americans and Hispanics generally having lower SES 
levels than whites.  This suggests that studies that control for defendant SES may 
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obtain a more accurate measure of the influence of race/ethnicity.  That is, these 
studies disentangle the influences of SES from those of race/ethnicity; and therefore, 
the effect sizes from these studies may be systematically different than studies 
which do not control for SES.  Thus, I coded which studies included measures of 
defendant SES as an independent variable.  For my purposes, defendant 
socioeconomic status could be measured in a number of ways; yet, the most 
common measures of SES involved defendant employment status, income, or 
education level.
Methodological concerns have been a continuing issue in this body of 
research.  Many scholars have been highly critical of the methodological rigor 
exhibited in this research (Kleck 1981; Wilbanks 1987; Wooldredge 1998).  Much 
of this concern has revolved around the inclusion and adequacy of measures of 
defendant prior record and offense seriousness.  This concern is well founded as 
these two variables consistently have been found to be the most salient determinants 
of sentence severity.  Kleck (1981), for example, complains: “[of] studies which 
produced findings apparently in support of the [racial discrimination] hypothesis, 
most either failed completely to control for prior criminal record of the defendant, or 
did so using the crudest possible measure of prior record—a simple dichotomy 
distinguishing defendants with some record from those without one” (p. 789).  
Further, Kleck states that: “It appears to be the case that the more adequate the 
control for prior record, the less likely it is that a study will produce findings 
supporting a discrimination hypothesis” (p. 792).  Kleck apparently believes that 
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ordinal or interval measures of prior record will be stronger predictors of sentence 
than simple dichotomies, and these more adequate controls will reduce the 
magnitude of unwarranted racial disparities.6
Similarly, Kramer and Steffensmeier (1993) contend that common-law 
measures of offense type (i.e., violent, property, drug) are “too imprecise to provide 
a meaningful control for offense severity” (p. 358).  That is, some researchers 
apparently believe that within any nominal category of common-law offense types 
there is too much variation for such measures to serve as rigorous controls.  
Therefore, more rigorous measures of offense seriousness such as guideline offense 
score are necessary in lieu of, or in addition to, common-law categories.
The implication of these criticisms is that once more adequate controls for 
prior record and offense seriousness are utilized, differences in sentences by 
race/ethnicity will be attenuated.  In order to test this assertion, I created moderator 
variables designed to reflect the precision of measurement for prior record and 
offense seriousness.  Specifically, studies that used one simple dichotomy as a 
measure of prior record were distinguished from studies that used either multiple 
dichotomous measures or ordinal/interval level measures of prior criminal record.  I 
employed a broad definition of what constitutes a control measure for prior record, 
such as prior arrests, convictions, incarcerations and so forth.  Likewise, I classified 
each study’s offense seriousness control measure into three categories of increasing 
6 Empirical research addressing the relationship between sentencing outcomes and various measures 
of prior criminal record have not uniformly found that interval level measures of prior record are 
more strongly related to sentencing outcomes.  Nelson (1989) for instance found that “a variety of 
criminal record scores [including both dichotomous and interval-level measures] was equally 
effective at predicting incarceration for persons” (p. 350).  By contrast, Welch et al. (1984) found 
that dichotomous measures based on arrests or convictions displayed small correlations with sentence 
severity. 
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precision: 1) studies that control for offense severity using common law offense 
types (i.e., violent, property, drug, public order offenses) or examine only one 
common law type of crime, 2) studies that utilize severity of offense ratings (e.g.,
guideline offense severity scores) or employ offense categories with more precision 
than common law categories (e.g., analyze only armed robberies), and 3) studies 
which utilize both of the foregoing, which I consider as the highest level of 
precision. 
Additionally, I coded whether the analysis included controls for other 
measures of offense severity.  Specifically, I coded two indicator variables; the first 
denotes studies that controlled for the presence/use of a weapon, and the second 
flags studies that controlled for victim injury.  Lastly, I coded the total number of 
variables related to offense seriousness that were entered into each analysis.  These 
variables could include type of offense, ratings of offense seriousness, number of 
charges/convictions, original charge seriousness (or type), presence of weapons, 
victim injury, and so forth (see Appendix A for a copy of the coding manual).
Scholars such as Wilbanks (1987) have pointed out other methodological 
issues that arguably moderate the magnitude of unwarranted racial/ethnicity 
disparities.  In particular, Wilbanks argues forcefully that studies which include 
controls for factors associated with both sentence severity and race yield small 
(perhaps trivial) estimates of unwarranted racial disparity.  That is, Wilbanks 
suggests that by omitting variables correlated with race and sentence, researchers 
have committed a specification error, causing such studies to systematically 
overestimate the influence of race on sentencing outcomes.  Based on this argument, 
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Wilbanks concludes “[estimates of unwarranted racial disparity] may be the result 
of a race effect, but it may also stem from numerous other factors that were not 
controlled” (p. 109).  Further, Wilbanks lists several of these commonly omitted 
factors, such as: “the degree of premeditation, strength of evidence, willingness to 
plead guilty, willingness to testify against others, type of counsel, and prior record” 
(p. 110). 
This argument suggests that studies that control for more variables and 
include controls for factors such as type of attorney, defendant socioeconomic 
status, method of disposition, and so forth produce systematically smaller estimates 
of unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities than other studies.  Wilbanks’ argument may 
have merit as some research indicates that several of the factors mentioned by 
Wilbanks do have meaningful relationships to sentence severity and are correlated 
with race.  The effect of pleading guilty is a prime example.  It can be stated 
unambiguously than defendants who plead guilty receive less severe sentences than 
defendants who are convicted by trial (e.g., see Albonetti 1990, 1997; Bushway and 
Piehl 2001; Dixon 1995; Engen and Steen 2000; Spohn 2000b).  Interestingly there 
is evidence to suggest that minorities, particularly African-Americans, may be less 
likely to plead guilty (Albonetti 1990; LaFree 1985; Petersilia 1983; Welch et al. 
1985).  
Pre-trial release status is another prime example of a variable associated with 
both outcome and race/ethnicity.  Pre-trial release status has been found to have a 
strong positive relationship to sentence severity (Chiricos and Bales 1991; Hagan et 
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al. 1980; Spohn and DeLone 2000; Spohn and Cederblom 1991).7  Likewise, 
minorities, particularly African-Americans, have been found to be less likely to gain 
pre-trial release than whites (Spohn and DeLone 2000; Holmes et al. 1996).  Type 
of attorney appears to have a less consistent relationship to sentencing severity than 
method of disposition or pre-trial release status; however, some research has found 
type of defense counsel to be related to sentencing severity.  In particular, retaining 
a private attorney has been found to be associated with less punitive sentences 
(Chiricos and Bales 1991; Holmes et al. 1996; Spohn and Cederblom 1991; 
Unnever, 1982).  Importantly for the current research, African-Americans have been 
found to be less likely to retain private attorneys (Holmes et al. 1996; Spohn, Gruhl, 
and Welch 1981-1982).  Moreover, as previously mentioned, defendant SES has 
been found to have a negative relationship to sentence severity and SES is also 
negatively related to defendant minority status.  
These findings suggest that studies controlling for type of counsel, method 
of disposition, defendant SES, and pre-trial status are less likely to confound the 
influence of race with the influence of these factors.  Therefore, studies that employ 
such control variables may yield results that differ systematically from those studies 
that do not take into account these factors.  In order to test this expectation, and as a 
test of Wilbanks’ assertion that apparent race effects are in actuality due to model 
misspecification stemming from omitted variable bias, I coded separate indicators 
7 It should be noted that the relationship between pre-trial release and sentence severity may be 
produced by selection bias.  It seems likely that serious offenders (i.e., defendants facing grave 
offenses and with long criminal histories) as well as offenders in cases where the evidence is strong, 
presumably would be less likely to be released during pre-trial and these types of offenders/cases 
would also be most likely to be punished severely.  Thus, unless all of the factors affecting pre-trial 
release are included in the analyses of sentence severity (e.g., strength of evidence), the influence of 
pre-trial release would be biased by unmeasured factors (e.g., strength of evidence).
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reflecting whether each effect size was produced by an analysis that included 
controls for type of attorney (private/retained or public/appointed), defendant 
socioeconomic status (employment status, income, and education), method of case 
disposition (plea/trial, plea bargained/not plea bargained), and pre-trial release status 
(released/not released).
Another methodological issue of great discussion in this body of literature 
revolves around the issue of sample selection bias.  Several authors (e.g., Klepper et 
al. 1983; Peterson and Hagan 1984; Woolredge 1998; Zatz and Hagan 1985) have 
argued that examining only the sentencing stage may bias estimates of unwarranted 
disparity, as cases reaching this stage are not representative of cases subject to 
criminal sanctioning.  That is, these cases are a biased sub-sample of cases eligible 
for punishment.  In turn, utilizing these biased samples produces biased estimates of 
unwarranted disparity.  In fact, Klepper et al. (1983) argue that “sample selection 
bias is likely to cause all the studies to underestimate the magnitude of 
discrimination in sentencing decisions” (p. 101).  If Klepper and colleagues are 
correct than studies that attempt to account for possible selection bias should 
produce systematically larger estimates of unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity than 
those that do not.  Thus, I distinguished studies that include such controls from those 
that do not.
I also coded moderator variables describing offense type, as there is 
evidence that the magnitude of unwarranted disparity varies by type of primary 
offense.  For example, relatively large unwarranted disparities have been found in 
drug offenses, whereas smaller disparities have been found in studies analyzing 
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violent offenses (see previous chapter).  Thus, type of offense may be an important 
factor in explaining variation in unwarranted disparity.  
Another interesting issue concerns the possibility of publication bias in 
previous reviews.  All of the major reviews of the research have focused primarily 
on published research, leaving these reviews susceptible to publication bias.  To test 
whether published studies are a biased sub-sample of all studies, I coded publication 
status (published versus unpublished).  Where “published” studies were defined as 
research published in journals, books, or book chapters, and all other studies have 
been coded as “unpublished.”
Perhaps most importantly, in the previous chapter I have specified 
contextual characteristics measuring minority threat.  In particular, I propose that in 
contexts with greater proportions of racial/ethnic minorities, economic inequality, 
and crime problems members of racial/ethnic minorities are most likely to be 
perceived as threatening.  Further, in an effort to quell this racial/ethnic threat the 
criminal justice system will be mobilized in a discriminatory manner.  I used data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau to measure the proportion of racial/ethnic minorities in 
each sentencing jurisdiction and racial economic inequality.  Specifically, I utilized 
the reported the proportion of minorities in each jurisdiction (i.e., the proportion of 
people who are not non-Hispanic whites), in addition I also coded the proportion of 
African-Americans and Latinos in each jurisdiction as reported in the nearest 
decennial Census.8  As a measure of economic inequality I used the ratio of African-
American to white poverty rates (i.e., proportion of each racial group below the 
poverty level) and Latino to white poverty ratio.  Finally, as a measure of crime 
8 The nearest decennial Census was determined by using the mid-point of each data series.
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problems I used two measures from Uniform Crime Report (UCR) data.  The first 
measure of crime problems is simply the UCR Part I Index crime rate (per 100,000).  
The second measure is the UCR violent crime rate (per 100,000).
In addition to these contextual measures of minority threat, I also coded 
features of the sentencing context such as presence of structured sentencing and 
region of jurisdiction.  There is some evidence indicating that the implementation of 
structured sentencing mechanisms, particularly determinate sentencing and 
sentencing guidelines have reduced unwarranted racial/ethnic disparities (Klein et 
al. 1990; Miethe and Moore 1987; Tonry 1996).  Furthermore, Kleck (1981) and 
Chiricos and Crawford (1995) have found unwarranted racial disparity was greater 
in Southern jurisdictions than other regions of the United States.9  Given the large 
concentration of Latinos in the Southwestern United States, the threat hypothesis 
expects that Latino/white disparity in sentencing outcomes will be greatest in this 
region of the country than on other areas.10
The coded moderator variables described above have been organized into 
four categories describing sample characteristics, research methodology, sentencing 
context, and minority threat. See Table 3 for a complete list and description of all 
coded moderator variables.
Coding Procedures and Quality Control
In order to ensure reliability of coding, I coded each study twice, once 
immediately after the study was retrieved and a second time after the search for 
9 Southern jurisdictions have been operationalized as the eleven former Confederate states.
10 Thanks to Terance Miethe for suggesting this moderator variable.
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eligible studies had been completed.  Any discrepancies between codings were 
resolved in accordance to the coding manual.  Copies of the coding forms utilized in 
this research are included in the appendix.  
Analytic Strategy
The analysis of effect sizes proceeds in two steps.  First, I present a 
descriptive analysis of effect sizes.  This descriptive analysis is analogous to 
descriptive statistics commonly reported in primary studies.  Second, the coded 
effect sizes are analyzed via meta-analytic analogs to analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) and multiple regression.  These analyses determine which moderator 
variables are associated with observed variability in effect size (i.e., unwarranted 
sentencing disparity).
Descriptive Analysis
Using the moderator variables coded from each eligible study, the existing 
research will be described in regards to sample, contextual, and methodological 
characteristics.  This description of the research yields a systematic audit of the 
extant research, which is necessary not only to characterize what has been 
accomplished but, perhaps more importantly, to reveal gaps in the research.  In 
particular, the descriptive analysis presents descriptive statistics and graphics 
depicting the distribution of the effect sizes and moderator variables.  
Effect Size Analysis
I utilize the statistical approach outlined by Lipsey and Wilson (2001) and 
Wang and Bushman (1999).  In all analyses each effect size is weighted.  
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Preliminary, each effect size is weighted by its inverse variance.  The inverse 
variance weighting method has been shown to be the most efficient and accurate 
approach to incorporating the differential precision of effect sizes based on studies 
of varying sample size (Hedges 1982; 1994).  The variance of the logged odds-ratio 
is defined as:
1 0 1 0
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where nm1 is the number of minority defendants (or cases involving minorities) who 
experience the event of interest, nm0 is the number of minority defendants who do 
not experience the event of interest, and nw1 and nw0 are defined similarly for white 
defendants.  Because the terms in the denominators of equation 5 are not typically 
reported and many studies fail to report the standard errors associated with the odds 
ratios, I estimated each of the terms by utilizing the reported odds ratio, marginal 











where a = OR – 1; b = nc – nr2 – OR(nc) – OR(nr), c = OR(nc)(nr), OR is the odds 
ratio reported by the primary authors, nc is the marginal number of defendants in the 
first column of a 2 x 2 contingency table based on the descriptive statistics reported 
in each study, nr is marginal the number of defendants in the first row of the same 
contingency table, and nr2 is the marginal number of defendants in the second row 
of the contingency table.  Once nm1 has been estimated, the rest of terms are 
estimated by subtraction (see Appendix B for an example of this process).  I tested 
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the accuracy of this estimation procedure by comparing standard errors obtained 
from the estimation process to standard errors reported by primary authors.  In 
particular, I correlated the estimated standard errors with those reported by primary 
authors.  The correlation coefficient between these standard errors was 0.90—
indicating this estimation procedure was quite accurate.
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where the terms are defined as above.  Thus, the weight used for analysis is simply 





These weights imply a fixed-effects model.  Fixed-effects models indicate that the 
only source of variability among the effect sizes is sampling error.  That is, fixed-
effects models assume that the distribution of effect sizes is homogenous.
This assumption of effect size homogeneity was tested in each analysis using 
the Q statistic as described by Lipsey and Wilson (2001:115).  Given that a 
homogeneous distribution would display no more variability than that expected 
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where k is the total number of effect sizes, and Q follows a chi-square distribution 
with k – 1 degrees of freedom.  If Q exceeds the critical value of the chi-square 
distribution with k – 1 degrees of freedom, then the null hypothesis is rejected.  
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Such a finding indicates that sources of variability beyond sampling error exist and, 
therefore, each effect size does not estimate the same population mean.
The vast majority of the homogeneity analyses employed in this analysis 
indicated that the distribution of effect sizes exhibited more variation than would be 
expected by only sampling error.  Further, even after taking into account my coded 
moderator variables into account, the residual variation continued by exhibit more 
variability than that expected by sampling error.  Therefore, a random effects 
component was added to the weights to capture unmeasured (random) differences 
between studies, as follows: 
*
iv v vθ= + (9) 
where vi is the sampling error variance and vθ is the random effects variance.  The 
random (mixed) effects variance component captures other sources of variability 
above and beyond sampling error.  This approach is more conservative than the 
fixed effects approach in that it produces larger confidence intervals around the 
mean effect sizes (for a discussion of the random effects model see Lipsey and 
Wilson 2001; Overton 1998; Raudenbush 1994).  In fact, given that the studies 
reviewed in the present meta-analysis were not randomly selected,11 the random 
effects approach probably overestimates the actual variability among studies and as 
a consequence creates confidence intervals that are too large (Overton 1998).  In 
order to avoid being overly conservative, I interpret moderator relationships that are 
marginally statistically significant (i.e., p < 0.10) as being meaningful.
11 The current meta-analysis aims to be comprehensive; thus, the studies included in this research 
were not randomly selected.
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The primary analytic tools employed for determining which moderator 
variables are statistically associated with effect size were the meta-analytic analogs 
to ANOVA and weighted multiple regression.12  As a first stage in the data analysis, 
I conducted a series of bivariate analyses, which tests whether each moderator 
variable has a statistically significant bivariate relationship with effect size.  The 
relationship between effect size and categorical or ordinal variables were analyzed 
via meta-analytic ANOVA, whereas the bivariate relationship between effect size 
and continuous measures were analyzed using weighted mixed-effects (i.e., fixed 
slope and random intercept) simple regression.  The second stage of the data 
analysis regresses the dependent variable (effect size) on those moderator variables 
that displayed signs of meaningful bivariate relationships to effect size using a full-
information maximum likelihood multivariate mixed-effects model (see Lipsey and 
Wilson 2001; Raudenbush 1994).  These analyses are repeated for each of the 
sentencing outcome measures and all analyses are based on the appropriate 
weighting method (i.e., fixed or random effects models).  Lastly, separate parallel 
analyses are conducted for sentencing outcomes relating to African-American and 
Hispanics.
Limitations of Research 
While I believe that the current research is a marked improvement over 
existing syntheses, it has several weaknesses that should be acknowledged.  In my 
opinion, the most important limitation of this research is its focus on the direct 
12 These analyses utilized macro programs created by David Wilson.  As of this writing, David 
Wilson has made these macro programs available to the public at: 
http://mason.gmu.edu/~dwilsonb/ma.html
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influence of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes.  There is considerable evidence 
indicating that race/ethnicity has important indirect influences (e.g., see LaFree 
1985; Lizotte 1978); unfortunately, this work is too diverse and scattered to be 
meaningfully synthesized quantitatively.  Furthermore, many studies do not discuss 
whether the indirect effects of race/ethnicity were assessed.  This leads to ambiguity 
concerning whether there were no meaningful indirect effects or did the author(s) 
simply fail to test for these effects.  For many of the same reasons, this dissertation 
does not focus on the interactional effects of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes.  
Another limitation of this research is that institutionalized racism is not 
addressed by this research.  This research focuses on whether sentencing policies 
are applied in a race/ethnicity neutral fashion; the question of whether these policies 
are written in a race neutral manner is outside the purview of this research.  
However, it is also important to question whether sentencing laws are themselves 
racially biased.  
Furthermore, the method of meta-analysis has typically been criticized on 
several recurring issues.  The first issue is what I refer to as the “apples and 
oranges” problem.  In essence, this criticism makes the point that some meta-
analyses include studies that operationalize the dependent variable in too many, 
disparate manners to be meaningfully combined. The second criticism is that meta-
analyses mix studies of different methodological rigor.  
I believe that this meta-analysis does not suffer from these weaknesses.  
First, because the dependent variable in sentencing research has been 
operationalized in relatively few distinct manners, and because I am analyzing each 
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of the major outcomes separately, I do not believe that the issue of comparing 
apples to oranges is problematic.  Second, while there is undeniably a great deal of 
methodological variation between sentencing studies, the criterion that all studies 
control for offense seriousness and prior criminal conduct seems to be a reasonable 
lower limit.  Moreover, this dissertation attempts to capture variation in 
methodological rigor with the coded moderator variables.  
An additional potential threat to the findings of the current research is that it 
relies on a body of primary research that is replete with potential methodological 
flaws.  Many of the studies included in this meta-analysis utilize questionable 
statistical controls, fail to include controls for important third factors (i.e., variables 
related to both sentence severity and race/ethnicity, such as defendant SES), and 
arguably commit other specification errors.  Whether these methodological flaws 
actually lead to biased estimates of unwarranted sentence disparity is an empirical 
issue that this meta-analysis attempts to address.  Rather than establish more 
strenuous, but arbitrary, inclusion criteria, I have attempted to code relevant 
methodological features.  However, to the extent that uncoded methodological 
features are related to estimates of unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity, the results of 
the present study may be suspect.  Stated differently, many of the studies included in 
the present research are methodologically flawed; however, if the coded study 
features capture relevant methodological variation then the inclusion of these studies 
is not problematic.  On the other hand, if the coded study features are inadequate in 





The search strategy described in the previous chapter uncovered 336 
potentially eligible studies; i.e., studies that could not be ruled ineligible from a 
review of the study’s abstract.  A full version of each of these studies was retrieved 
with the exception of five studies that I was unable to locate.  After screening the 
full version of each of these 331 studies, I determined that 184 studies (55%) met 
the eligibility criteria, and 147 studies (45%) were ineligible for various reasons (see 
Table 4).  
Table 4 shows that ineligible studies failed to meet the inclusion criteria for 
one of three primary reasons.  Studies were ruled ineligible were because they did 
not: 1) simultaneously control for seriousness of current offense and prior criminal 
history of the defendant; 2) examine any of the five specific sentencing outcomes 
encompassed by this meta-analysis (as specified in the last chapter); or, 3) conduct 
any empirical analyses of individual-level court outcomes.  Approximately 80% of 
ineligible studies were declared ineligible for one of these three reasons.  A smaller 
percentage of studies (17%) were ruled ineligible because they did not include a 
measure of race/ethnicity or did not measure the direct effect of race/ethnicity on a 
sentencing outcome.  
After determining each study’s final eligibility status, eligible studies were 
cross-checked against one another to ensure that each study was statistically 
independent; that is, no two analyses of the same data set and the same sentencing 
outcome were allowed to be included in this meta-analysis.  This cross-checking 
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procedure indicated that many of the eligible studies were linked to one another.  In 
fact, 80 of the 184 eligible studies (43%) analyzed the same data and same 
sentencing outcome as another study included in this meta-analysis, hereafter these 
studies will be referred to as “dependent studies.”  Thus, 104 studies of the eligible 
studies were statistically independent.  This number is further reduced by the fact 
that nine studies analyzed the same data set, but analyzed a different sentencing 
outcome as another study; hereafter these studies are referred to as “related studies.”  
Studies analyzing the same data but different sentencing outcomes were collapsed 
into one study with multiple outcomes for the purposes of this meta-analysis.  
Nineteen of the remaining eligible, independent studies did not report 
enough information to calculate an effect size or the analytic technique employed 
was unsuitable for effect size coding.  There were three primary reasons that 
prohibited effect size calculations: 1) the author(s) did not report the standard 
deviation of the dependent variable (or sufficient information to estimate its 
standard deviation); 2) the author(s) did not report numerical values of parameter 
estimates (e.g., the authors did not report regression coefficients); or, 3) the type of 
analysis was uncodeable (e.g., structural equation modeling, stepwise regression, 
log-linear analysis) (see Table 4).  
In all, the total number of eligible, independent, and codeable studies is 76—
these are the studies included in the following analysis, hereafter referred to as 
“coded studies.”  These 76 coded studies actually capture the results from 85 studies 
as nine related studies were collapsed into the 76 coded studies.  All 85 coded and 
related studies are indicated in the bibliography by an asterisk (*).  The full citations 
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for the 79 dependent studies are included in Appendix C.  Likewise, the full 
citations for the 19 eligible but uncodeable studies are listed in Appendix D.  
Appendix E contains the full citations for each of the 147 ineligible studies, listed 
by ineligibility reason.
Table 5 displays information regarding publication type and year of 
publication.  Approximately half of eligible, independent studies were published as 
journal articles (49%), and another 14% of studies were published as books or book 
chapters.  A considerable proportion of eligible independent studies, however, were 
unpublished (37%).  The large percentage of unpublished studies included in the 
present meta-analysis reduces the possibility of publication bias distorting the 
findings of this cumulative body of research.  Furthermore, half of these 
unpublished studies were doctoral dissertations (50%), which generally displayed a 
level of methodological and analytical rigor comparable to published studies.  
Interestingly, while the question of the racial/ethnic neutrality of the 
sentencing in the United States has been a long-standing research focus, Table 5 
shows that the bulk of studies meeting the inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis 
were published in the 1990s (45%) or 1980s (32%).  A smaller percentage of studies 
(9%) were published in the 1970s or since 2000 (11%), and only three of the studies 
(4%) included in this analysis were published in the 1960s.  Thus, the eligibility 
criteria for this study systematically excluded earlier studies of unwarranted 
disparity in sentencing outcomes, as these early studies tended to lack the requisite 
methodological rigor necessary for inclusion.
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The number of effect sizes available for this analysis is considerably greater 
than the total number of studies.  In fact, the 76 coded studies produced 122 
independent sentencing contexts, as roughly 30% of the eligible independent studies 
reported multiple sentencing contexts (i.e., time periods and places).  That is, the 76 
independent studies reported sentencing outcomes from 122 sentencing contexts; 
these 122 sentence contexts serve as the primary unit of analysis in this meta-
analysis.  Furthermore, because many sentencing contexts reported analyses of 
multiple sentencing outcomes and/or multiple racial/ethnic contrasts a total of 430 
effect sizes were coded.  The bulk of these effect sizes compared sentencing 
outcomes of African-Americans to those of whites (66%), 25% of effect sizes 
contrasted sentencing outcomes for Latinos to whites, whereas only 4% and 5%, 
respectively, concerned sentencing outcomes of Asians and Native Americans in 
comparison to whites.
Interestingly, Table 6 reveals that the most common type of sentencing 
outcome analyzed in the coded sentencing contexts related solely to imprisonment 
decisions (37%).  Another sizeable proportion of sentencing contexts (30%) 
analyzed sentencing data involving multiple types of sentencing outcomes (e.g., 
imprisonment and sentence length decisions).  A sizeable but smaller proportion of 
analyses considered only sentencing outcomes related to length of incarceration 
sentence.  Still other sentencing contexts utilized measures of sentence outcomes 
that simultaneously combined imprisonment and sentence length decisions.  
Discretionary leniency and discretionary harshness were the least common types of 
sentencing outcomes.  
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Table 7 reports descriptive statistics on the contextual characteristics of the 
122 independent sentencing contexts included in this meta-analysis.  A little less 
than half of the sentencing contexts (44%) analyzed data from cities or counties.  
Another 41% of contexts analyzed state level data (from a single state), 13% of 
contexts analyzed data from Federal courts, and the remaining 2% of contexts were 
classified as “other”(e.g., pooled court data from multi-states).  In 31% of the 
sentencing contexts, some form of structured sentencing was employed.  Most often, 
these contexts utilized sentencing guidelines, while a considerably smaller number 
of contexts applied determinate sentencing.
The data analyzed in the coded studies date as far back as 1929 and as 
recently as 2000.  Categorizing each sentencing context by the midpoint of the data 
series, it is apparent that few analyses analyzed data with a mid-point prior to 1970; 
only 7% of contexts analyzed data with a mid-point prior to 1970, 42% of contexts 
analyzed data whose mid-point occurred in the 1970s, 34% analyzed data collected 
in the 1980s, and 17% analyzed data collected since the 1980s.  Moreover, 47% of 
the contexts analyzed data prior to the sentencing reform era (i.e., prior to 1980).  
Twenty-three percent of sentencing contexts analyzed data concerning sentences 
imposed after the commencement of the war on drugs (operationalized as 1987 and 
afterwards).13  Thus, while a disproportionate number of studies were published in 
the 1980s and 1990s (77%), only about half of the included studies analyzed data 
from the 1980s or later.  
Geographically, the 122 coded sentencing contexts analyzed sentencing 
practices in the majority of States.  Twenty-one percent of the sentencing contexts 
13 Thanks to Gary LaFree for suggesting this moderator variable.
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analyzed data collected from the 11 former Confederate states and 17% contexts 
involved data from Southwestern states (i.e., Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, 
New Mexico, and Texas).  As Table 8 shows, several states’ sentencing practices 
were analyzed repeated.  In particular, sentencing practices in California, 
Pennsylvania, New York, and Florida were subjected to numerous empirical 
analyses–in all, nearly 40% of the sentencing contexts in this meta-analysis concern 
sentencing practices in these four states.  An additional 11% of sentencing contexts
concern sentencing practices in the Federal courts.
Methodologically, the analyses employed in the 122 sentencing contexts 
included a sizeable number of variables.  On average, approximately 11 variables 
were utilized in the analyses (see Table 9).  Most of these variables were 
categorized as control variables (i.e., not related to measuring defendant’s 
race/ethnicity, offense seriousness, or criminal history).  Further, as Table 10 
illustrates that the most common type of control variables employed in these coded 
analyses were related to method of disposition (57%) and SES of the defendant 
(41%).  Other relatively common control variables concerned presence of a weapon, 
pre-trial status of the defendant (released vs. in-custody), and type of defense 
counsel (private/retained or public/appointed).  Few studies included controls for 
victim injury or utilized analytic techniques designed to reduce the possibility of 
selection bias.    
In regards to offense seriousness, relatively few variables, on average 
approximately three variables, were utilized to capture variability on this important 
factor.  In approximately 40% of the coded analyses, seriousness of current offense 
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was measured utilizing a combination of offense severity ratings (e.g., sentencing 
guideline scores) and common law offense types (e.g., drug offenses, violent/person 
offenses).  The remainder of the coded analyses was evenly split between those that 
measured offense seriousness utilizing only common law offense types (30%) or 
only offense severity ratings (31%).  
Table 9 reveals that even fewer variables, on average less than two variables, 
were employed to measure defendant’s prior criminal history.  The overwhelming 
majority (79%) of the coded analyses measured defendants’ criminal history using 
either a non-dichotomous criminal history measure (i.e., measures scaled at the 
ordinal level or higher) or multiple dichotomous variables (see Table 10).  Most 
often, the criminal history measures utilized in these analyses (42%) captured 
multiple indicators (e.g., prior arrests, convictions, incarcerations) of criminal 
behavior.  A little less common were measures of criminal history that relied only 
on information regarding the number of prior convictions (39%).  Relatively few 
studies measured criminal history using only information concerning defendants’ 
prior history of incarceration or arrest. 
Overall, the methodological rigor of this body of research appears to be 
increasing.  One of the strongest indicators of the increasing methodological rigor 
evident in this body of research is demonstrated by tracking changes in the above 
methodological variables over time.  For example, studies published prior to 1980 
averaged approximately three control variables, whereas since 1980 the mean 
number of control variables has increased to six control variables.  Similarly, 36% 
of studies made available prior to 1980 utilized questionable analytical techniques, 
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in comparison 25% of studies made available since 1980 employed such techniques.  
Another strong indicator of the increasing methodological rigor of this body of 
research is found by comparing the manner in which criminal history is most 
commonly measured in the analyses included in the present synthesis to that most 
commonly employed in earlier syntheses of this body of research.  For example, in 
this meta-analysis 79% of coded analyses used relatively precise measures of 
criminal history (i.e., multiple dichotomous measures or measures scaled at the 
ordinal level or higher); in stark contrast, less than 40% of the studies included in 
Kleck’s review employed such rigorous measures.
In spite of these recent methodological improvements, a significant 
proportion of analyses were of questionable analytical rigor or utilized questionable 
measures of race.  In fact, 27% of the coded sentencing contexts examined data 
using techniques that are generally regarded as flawed, such as analyzing a 
dichotomous outcome using OLS regression or utilizing OLS regression with an 
arbitrary, non-interval scale dependent variable.  Similarly, 35% of coded analyses 
employed questionable measures of race.  Typically, these studies measured race or 
minority status by lumping (primarily) African-American defendants with a smaller 
number of defendants from other racial/ethnic minority groups.  Implicitly, these 
studies assume that the effect of minority status does not vary by specific minority 
group.  As a result, these studies potentially introduce an additional source of 
measurement error.
Not surprisingly, the samples analyzed in this meta-analysis were comprised 
predominantly of young males, and minorities (see Table 11).  The mean sample 
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age was 28 years old and males comprised at least 80% of most samples.  On 
average, African-Americans comprised 43% of samples in contexts comparing 
sentencing outcomes of African-Americans to whites, when Latinos’ sentencing 
outcomes were compare to whites, Latinos represented 23% of these samples.  
Table 12 presents descriptive statistics on the racial threat measures. These 
statistics exclude analyses of Federal court data and those sentencing contexts that 
did not specify the name of the jurisdiction under examination.  I also excluded 
analyses that examined state level data, as I believe that racial threat operates at the 
local level—not necessarily at higher levels of aggregation.  On average, 34% of the 
population residing in each sentencing context were non-Hispanic whites; 
approximately 15% were African-Americans and 17% were Latinos.  The average 
African-American/white poverty ratio is roughly 3 to 1, indicating that in the 
jurisdictions included in this meta-analysis, for every one white living in poverty 
there were three African-Americans living in poverty.  Likewise, the average Latino 
to white poverty ratio is approximately 2.7 to 1.  Furthermore, the sentencing 
contexts analyzed exhibited high but variable crime rates.  These findings are not 
unexpected given the urban nature of many of the sentencing contexts included in 
this synthesis.  In sum, the descriptive statistics concerning minority threat suggest 
that on average minorities posed a potential threat to the social order in the 
jurisdictions analyzed.
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Summary of Descriptive Analysis
The descriptive analysis of the studies included in this meta-analysis reveals 
several important points.  First, the current research appears to be the most 
comprehensive review of the research in this area, as this meta-analysis includes the 
results from 85 published and unpublished studies—a number greater than any of 
the major existing reviews.  Further, this meta-analysis includes analyses of 
unwarranted racial disparity from 29 of the 50 states, as well as analyses of 
sentencing practices in the Federal courts and Washington D.C.  The descriptive 
analysis also reveals that while there over 180 studies meeting the eligibility criteria 
for inclusion in this meta- analysis, a large proportion of these studies used the same 
data or overlapping data as another study, or failed to report enough information to 
calculate an effect size.  
Second, it is evident that the methodological rigor in this body of research 
has improved markedly over the past two decades.  Analyses of unwarranted 
racial/ethnic disparity have included an increasing number of control variables (i.e., 
variables not measuring race/ethnicity, criminal history, or offense seriousness).  
Most commonly, these controls measure defendant socioeconomic status, type of 
defense counsel, and method of case disposition—all of which have been found to 
be related to race/ethnicity and severity of sentencing outcomes.  
Third, most sentencing research continues to focus on comparing sentencing 
outcomes of African-Americans to whites.  In fact, 95% of coded studies included 
contrasts between African-Americans and whites, and 66% of all effect sizes 
contrasted sentencing outcomes of African-Americans to those of whites.  However, 
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an increasing number of studies are including empirical assessments of Latino 
sentencing outcomes.  In all, 25% of all coded contrasts compared sentencing 
outcomes of Latinos to whites and almost all of this research was published since 
1980.  Little research concerns sentencing practices of Native Americans or Asians 
as only 5% and 4% of coded contrasts, respectively, compared sentencing outcomes 
between these minority groups and whites.  
Effect Size Analysis
African-American/White Contrasts
One hundred sixteen of the 122 independent sentencing contexts (95%) 
compared sentencing outcomes of African-Americans to those of whites.  In all, 
these 116 sentencing contexts produced 282 effect sizes.  Fifteen of these 116 
sentencing contexts analyzed data from the Federal court system—producing 24 
effect sizes; whereas the remaining 101 sentencing contexts analyzed data from 
State (i.e., non-Federal) sentencing contexts yielding 258 effect sizes.  Each effect 
size was transformed onto the odds ratio scale using the conversion factor described 
in Lipsey and Wilson (2001), as this metric was the most common.  Preliminary 
examination of the coded effect sizes indicated that analyses of data from the 
Federal courts differed in several important ways from analyses of State court data.  
Therefore, parallel analyses of Federal court and State court data are conducted on 
African-American/white effect sizes.
The vast majority of coded effect sizes indicated that African-Americans 
were sentenced more harshly than whites.  In regards to Federal sentencing contexts, 
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83% of these effect sizes coded indicated that African-Americans were sentencing 
more harshly than whites.  Similarly, 77% of the effect sizes calculated from State 
court data indicated that African-Americans were sentenced more harshly than 
whites.  This is preliminary evidence that African-Americans in both Federal and 
State sentencing contexts are sentenced more harshly than whites; however, these 
effect sizes are not statistically independent and therefore this finding is only 
suggestive of unwarranted racial disparity.  Furthermore, while these statistics are 
suggestive of unwarranted racial disparity in sentencing outcomes, they are not very 
helpful in determining the magnitude or variability in the magnitude of observed 
differences between African-Americans and whites.
As a first step toward more rigorously addressing the issue of unwarranted 
racial disparity disfavoring African-Americans, I first analyze the overall 
unwarranted disparity measure.  As described in the previous chapter (see pg. 58-
59), in contexts where only one sentencing outcome was examined and hence only 
one effect size was computed, the overall effect size measure is simply the effect 
size from this one contrast.  However, in contexts that analyzed more than one type 
of sentencing outcome, most commonly imprisonment decisions and decisions 
regarding length of incarcerative sentence, then the overall effect size measure is the 
weighted average of the effect sizes from these separate analyses.  Likewise, in 
contexts that reported multiple African-American/white contrasts by disaggregating 
by type of offense, the overall effect size was calculated by averaging the effect 
sizes computed for each offense type.
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It is important to keep in mind that all effect sizes are coded such that 
positive effect sizes indicated that the minority group of interest was sentenced more 
harshly than whites, and all effect sizes are reported on the odds ratio metric (as this 
metric was the most common).  Thus, an odds ratio greater than 1 denotes that the 
minority group of interest was sentenced more harshly than whites, independent of 
prior criminal history and current offense seriousness.  An odds ratio of 1 indicates 
minorities and whites were sentenced with equal severity; whereas, an odds ratio 
less than 1 indicates that whites were sentenced more harshly than the minority 
group of interest.
This process of effect size coding yielded 116 independent effect sizes; 101 
of which were State sentencing contexts and the remaining 15 were Federal 
sentencing contexts.  Analyzing these independent effect sizes continues to indicate 
that African-Americans on average were sentenced more harshly than whites.  In 
fact, the results from these analyses are similar to the preliminary analysis of the 
282 non-independent effect sizes; 73% of the independent effect sizes from the 
Federal system indicated that African-Americans were sentenced more severely 
than whites and 33% of the total number of effect sizes were statistically greater 
than 1.  By contrast, 27% of the independent Federal effect sizes found that whites 
were sentenced more harshly than African-Americans.  Likewise, 76% of the effect 
sizes calculated from State data showed that African-Americans were sentenced 
more harshly than whites. 
In regards to the distribution of effect sizes from State data, this distribution 
of odds ratio effect sizes ranged from a modestly large negative (i.e., odds ratio less 
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than 1) effect of 0.40, signifying that whites in this particular sentencing context 
were sentenced more harshly than African-Americans, to large positive effect of 
8.41 indicating that African-Americans were sentenced much more harshly than 
whites in another specific sentencing context.  The Q-statistic, which tests the 
assumption that the only source of effect size variation is sampling error (i.e., fixed 
effects), indicates that for the present sample of effect sizes this assumption is not 
tenable (Q[100] = 2091, p < 0.0001).  This indicates that the present distribution is 
not estimating a common population effect size, and therefore the assumptions 
underlying the random effects model are more plausible.  The random effects mean 
odds ratio was 1.28 with the 95 percent confidence interval ranging from a lower 
bound of 1.20 to an upper bound of 1.35.  
A more intuitive sense of this effect size can be gained by transforming this 
effect size into percentage.  If we assume that 50% of whites were punished (e.g., 
incarcerated), then this overall mean odds ratio translates into a punishment rate of 
approximately 56% for African-Americans.  This translation is for heuristic 
purposes only, as the assumed 50% rate of punishment for whites was arbitrarily 
chosen.  Further, because of the non-linearity of the odds ratio, assuming a 50% rate 
of punishment for whites maximizes the percentage difference in punishment 
severity between whites and African-Americans.  That is, if we assumed any other 
punishment rate for whites, the percentage difference between whites and African-
Americans would be smaller.
The mean odds ratio effect size from the 15 sentencing contexts analyzing 
Federal court data also indicated that African-Americans on average were sentenced 
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more harshly than whites, independent of offense seriousness and offender criminal 
history.  The effect of race in this analyses also is highly variable (Q[14] = 169, p < 
0.0001), indicating that this distribution of effect sizes is not estimating a common 
population mean effect size (i.e., fixed effects models are not tenable); therefore, a 
random effects model was used.  The results from this model reveal that the mean 
effect size from analyses of Federal court data is somewhat smaller than that of 
State court data (1.15 vs. 1.28); that is, unwarranted racial disparity in sentencing 
outcomes disadvantaging African-Americans was somewhat larger in analyses of 
State courts than in Federal courts.  In fact, the random effects mean odds ratio of 
Federal sentencing contexts is not statistically significant at conventional levels of 
significant (p = 0.093) as the 95% confidence interval extends below 1.  Translating 
the Federal mean odds ratio effect size into percentages suggests that 53% of 
African-Americans would be punished if we assume that 50% of whites would be 
punished; clearly, the influence of race in the Federal courts is statistically small.
Figure 1 displays the distribution of the 101 odds ratio effect sizes reflecting 
overall unwarranted racial disparities from State data in a forest plot.  In this forest 
plot, each sentencing context included in this synthesis is identified on the left by 
the study’s author(s) (and where necessary the name of the sentencing context or 
time period is listed in parentheses), year of publication; on the right side of the 
figure, the odds ratio effect size from each context is represented by a diamond and 
the 95 percent confidence interval is represented by line extending from the 
diamond.  Those effects sizes that do not cross the centerline, which represents an 
odds ratio of 1, are statistically significant at the 0.05 level of significance.  The 
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large number of effect sizes made it necessary to display the effect size distribution 
over three plots; however, it is important to keep in mind that these plots are part of 
the same distribution of effect sizes.  At the very bottom of Figure 1, the overall 
mean random effects odds ratio effect size and confidence interval is displayed.  
Figure 2 contains the same information for the 15 analyses of Federal data.
Figure 3 displays the two effect size distributions in a stem and leaf plot; in 
this stem and leaf plot the logged odds ratios are graphed.14  From this figure it 
appears that the distribution of effect sizes from State data may be distorted by the 
presence of several effect sizes that are considerably larger than most other effect 
sizes (i.e., potential outliers).  In order to remove the potentially distorting effects of 
these extreme effect sizes, I re-ran the above analyses after removing the most 
extreme 2.5% of the original effect size distribution from both ends of the 
distribution, yielding a trimmed 95% distribution of the original effect sizes.  The 
overall mean random effects odds ratio of this trimmed distribution is 1.27 with a 
95% confidence interval of 1.19 to 1.34, which is nearly identical to the same 
statistics for the original distribution of effect sizes.15  Thus, the presence of 
potential outliers does not bias these results.  
The above findings, in agreement with hypotheses derived from the conflict 
perspective, indicate that African-Americans when sentenced in State courts were 
generally punished more harshly than whites, independent of offense seriousness 
and prior criminal history.  While the influence of race was highly variable, this 
14 Displaying logged odds ratios is more efficient than odds ratios, because of the non-linearity of 
odds ratios.
15 I also re-ran the above analyses removing only the most extreme 2.5% of the upper end of the 
distribution.  This analysis indicated that the random effects overall mean effect size is 1.25 with a 
confidence interval of 1.18 to 1.33.
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effect was found to be statistically significant but statistically small.  By contrast, 
the above effect size analysis indicates that the influence of race in Federal courts 
was not statistically significant at conventional levels of significance (i.e., 0.05) and 
was statistically small.  
The finding that the two effect size distributions displayed a statistically 
greater level of variability than that expected by only sampling error suggests that 
moderator variables may exist which explain the observed variation in the 
magnitude of effect sizes.  The following analyses investigate how the effect of race 
varies by pertinent methodological, sample and contextual features of each 
sentencing context.  In the following moderator analyses the dependent variable is 
the overall effect size (as described above) and all models are analyzed using 
random (mixed) effects models.
BIVARIATE ANALYSES
Table 14 presents bivariate analyses assessing the relationship between key 
methodological variables and magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity for both 
analyses of State and Federal data.  The first column under each heading lists the 
methodological variables analyzed.  The second column lists the mean odds ratio, 
while the third and fourth columns display the lower and upper bounds of the 95 
percent confidence interval for each category of the variables examined.  The fifth 
column lists the frequency of each level (category) of each methodological variable.  
Statistically significant differences between the levels of a variable are indicated by 
a series of crosses next to the name of the variable (listed in the first column); that 
is, variables that statistically moderate effect size are denoted by crosses next to the 
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name of that variable.  For example, a series of crosses (†††) are listed next to the 
variable representing the precision of criminal history measure (“Criminal History 
Level of Measure”); the three crosses indicate that this variable’s association with 
effect size was statistically significant at less than the 0.01 level.  Variables without 
a series of crosses listed next the variable label (in column one) indicates that this 
variable do not have a statistically significant relationship to effect size.  
Statistically significant mean odds ratio effect sizes (i.e., effect sizes statistically 
greater or less than 1) are indicated by a series of asterisks next to the mean odds 
ratio (listed in the third column).  For instance, the asterisks listed in the first row 
(beneath the header) denotes that the mean odds ratio (1.64) in analyses of State 
data that utilized a single dichotomy as a measure of criminal history is statistically 
different from 1.00 at a level of significance at less than the 0.01 level.
As hypothesized, Table 14 reveals analyses that less precise measures of 
criminal history and offense seriousness produced larger estimates of unwarranted 
racial disparity than analyses that used more precise measurements.  Specifically, 
Table 14 indicates that analyses that measured criminal history with only a single 
dichotomy produced larger effect size estimates than those analyses that used more 
precise measures (i.e., multiple dichotomies or variables measured at the ordinal 
level or higher).  Likewise, analyses that employed common law offense types as 
measures of offense seriousness produced larger effect sizes than those analyses that 
utilized more specific measures of offense seriousness.  Both of these observed 
differences are statistically significant in analyses of State data; analyses of Federal 
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data follow the same pattern, however, the small number of effect sizes reduced the 
statistical power of the test of differences.
The results of Federal and State data diverge sharply.  In regards to 
sentencing contexts that analyzed State data, generally, the moderator variables 
describing the various control variables employed in the coded analyses behaved as 
predicted; in that, with only a few exceptions, the inclusion of these control 
variables reduced the magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity.  Most of these 
reductions in the size of unwarranted racial disparity were statistically small but 
several of these differences were statistically significant.  Specifically, analyses that 
controlled for the type of defense counsel, method of disposition, defendant SES, 
and use/possession of weapons all yielded statistically smaller effect sizes than 
analyses that omitted these important variables.  Interestingly, analyses that 
employed questionable analytic strategies had a smaller mean effect size than 
analyses using more appropriate analytic techniques.  Further, there is evidence of 
publication bias in this area of research in that unpublished studies exhibited 
substantively and statistically smaller effect sizes than published studies.  
A parallel analysis was performed using the Federal data (see Table 14b).  
The small number of effect sizes included in this analysis limits the statistical power 
of this analysis; in spite of this limitation, several noteworthy relationships were 
revealed.  In concordance to the State analyses, the inclusion of controls for 
defendant SES was found to be negatively associated with unwarranted disparity.  
Furthermore, as expected from Klepper et al’s (1983) arguments, those analyses that 
employed techniques designed to correct for selection bias produced larger 
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estimates of unwarranted disparity than other types of analyses.  Also, as expected, 
analyses measuring race precisely (i.e., separating African-Americans from other 
minorities) yielded statistically larger estimates of unwarranted disparity than those 
that measured race imprecisely.  Table 14b also indicates that unpublished analyses 
and analyses that employed multiple measures or composite measures of defendant 
criminal history were associated with larger estimates of unwarranted disparity.
The above analyses indicate that several of the coded methodological 
features were meaningfully related to magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity at 
the bivariate level.  As a further step toward addressing the relationship between 
methodological features and size of unwarranted racial disparity, Table 15 reports 
the results of four bivariate regressions (i.e., correlations) between the number of 
specific types of variables included in each analysis and effect size.  In these 
bivariate (simple) regressions, the logged odds ratio overall effect size was 
regressed on each of the continuous moderator variables separately.  It is expected 
that as the number of variables increases, especially the number of control variables, 
the magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity will decrease.  
From Table 15 it is apparent that only the number of control variables 
included in each analysis had a statistically significant negative relationship to size 
of unwarranted disparity.  What’s more, this relationship was evident in both 
analyses of Federal and State court data.  In fact, this relationship accounts for a 
sizeable proportion of the variation in effect size; roughly 9% in State sentencing 
contexts and nearly 26% in Federal sentencing contexts.  These bivariate analyses 
also reveal that the magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity was not statistically 
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related to the total number of variables or the number of variables measuring 
criminal history in either analyses of Federal or State data.  
The findings from State sentencing indicate that estimates of unwarranted 
disparity disadvantaging African-Americans were greatest in those analyses 
utilizing less precise measures and fewer control variables.  In regards to analyses of 
Federal sentencing contexts, the association between methodological rigor and 
effect size was not nearly as clear.  In some regards, precise measures of important 
variables were negatively related to effect size as expected (e.g., precise measures of 
race); similarly, the presence of important control variables (e.g., defendant SES) 
also was negatively related to effect size.  Other precise measures of important 
variables (e.g., criminal history or offense seriousness), however, had no meaningful 
relationship to effect size in Federal analyses.  
The association of methodological variables with effect size makes it 
important to consider whether the general finding of unwarranted racial disparity 
disadvantaging African-Americans is completely attributable to methodologically 
flawed studies.  In order to address this question, I imposed a series of increasingly 
restrictive constraints on the analysis of State level effect sizes; i.e., only findings 
from State analyses are included.  First, I considered the mean effect size for only 
those studies that measured criminal history using more precise measures and also 
measured current offense seriousness using more precise measures (i.e., used 
offense severity ratings or offense severity ratings and common law offense types).  
Second, I kept these constraints while adding the additional constraint that all 
analyses had to control for defendant SES.  Lastly, I added to the preceding 
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constraints an additional constraint mandating that all analyses had to measure race 
of defendant precisely (i.e., must separate African-Americans from other 
racial/ethnic minorities). 
These analyses are presented in Table 16.  From these analyses, it is 
apparent that the mean effect size decreased as more restrictions are imposed, but 
the influence of race remains even after all of these factors have been taken into 
consideration.  Specifically, when the analysis is confined to only those analyses 
that utilized precise measures of criminal history and offense seriousness, the 
random effects mean odds ratio decreased only slight (from 1.28 to 1.21).  
Interestingly, the mean effect size was more strongly influenced by the inclusion of 
variables measuring defendant SES than by the preceding restrictions; in fact, after 
restricting the analysis to only those studies that included a measure of defendant 
SES the mean odds ratio drops to 1.11.  After the final restriction was added to the 
preceding restrictions, only 22 of the 101 State analyses remained; yet even in this 
reduced sample of studies, the influence of race remained statistically small but 
statistically significant.  Moreover, even in the most constrained model the influence 
of race continued to vary beyond that expected by chance (sampling error) alone 
(Q[21] = 40, p = 0.008).  Thus, the influence of race is reduced but remained 
statistically significant even in the most rigorous analyses, and this influence varied 
widely.
The relationship between effect size and characteristics of each sample was 
also examined (see Table 17).  In the analysis of State data, contrary to my third 
hypothesis, none of the coded sample characteristics (mean age, proportion female, 
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proportion African-American) were statistically related to magnitude of 
unwarranted racial disparity.  This analysis, however, was somewhat hindered by a 
significant amount of missing data; that is, many analyses did not report basic 
descriptive statistics describing the sample under examination.  This lack of 
information is most apparent in regards to mean age of sample, where only 41 of the 
101 sentencing contexts reported mean age of the sample.
In the bivariate analysis of the Federal sentencing studies, as the proportion 
of females in a sample increases the magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity 
decreases substantially.  This finding suggests that unwarranted racial disparity is 
most pronounced in samples focusing on sentencing patterns among males.  This 
finding comports with recent findings from primary research (Steffensmeier et al. 
1998; Spohn and Holleran 2000).
Table 18 investigates the relationship between the coded contextual 
variables and effect size.  Analyses of State data indicate that while analyses 
conducted with city/county level data produced noticeably larger effect sizes than 
analyses conducted with state level data (i.e., data pooled from all jurisdictions 
within a state), this difference was not statistically significant when the “other” 
category was included.  However, removing these miscellaneous “other” sentencing 
contexts from the analysis shows this difference was statistically significant (p = 
0.09); although the effect was small.  This finding suggests that analyses which pool 
all state level data into one data set may suffer from aggregation bias.  That is, more 
(or less) unwarranted disparity may be apparent in disaggregated data than in pooled 
data sets (see Nelson, 1992, 1995 for an example of this phenomenon).  
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Unwarranted racial disparity disadvantaging African-Americans was larger 
in Southern jurisdictions than in non-Southern jurisdictions; however, this 
difference also was not statistically significant at conventional levels of statistical 
significance (p = 0.13).  Perhaps most interestingly, at the bivariate level, in 
analyses of State sentencing contexts, jurisdictions employing structured sentencing 
displayed smaller unwarranted racial disparity disadvantaging African-Americans.  
This difference, however, is statistically small and falls short of conventional 
statistical significance (p = 0.06).  
Table 18a also shows that time period of data collection was not 
substantively or statistically related to effect size in State analyses.  Specifically, the 
mean odds ratio effect size was nearly identical in analyses that collected data 
before and after 1980.  Furthermore, analyses utilizing data collected after 1986 
(i.e., during the drug war) did not display greater signs of unwarranted racial 
disparity than those conducted before 1986.  In addition to these dichotomous 
measures of time period, I also investigated the association between effect size and 
time period by correlating the midpoint of each data series with effect size using the 
meta-analytic analog to simple (bivariate) regression.  This analysis (not shown) 
continued to indicate that time period was not statistically related to effect size; the 
unstandardized regression coefficient between the two measures was 0.003 (p = 
0.47).
The parallel analysis of Federal sentencing contexts diverges sharply from 
the results of State level sentencing contexts.  Specifically, more recent analyses 
(i.e., those analyses conducted using data after the implementation of the Federal 
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sentencing guidelines) found much stronger evidence of unwarranted racial 
disparity than analyses from earlier time periods.  In particular, analyses of Federal 
sentencing practices conducted with data collection since 1980 had a mean effect 
size of 1.58 in comparison to a mean effect size of 1.02 from earlier studies.  
Moreover, all three contextual measures pertinent to Federal analyses are 
completely confounded; because all three independent analyses conducted with 
Federal data collected after 1980 are the same three analyses conducted since the 
commencement of the drug war and these three analyses are also the only three 
independent analyses of Federal data conducted since the implementation of the 
Federal guidelines.  Thus, the independent effects of these contextual variables in 
the present data set are inseparably intertwined, and therefore no conclusions 
regarding these variables can be made—other than stating that analyses of more 
recent Federal data yield considerably stronger evidence of unwarranted racial 
disparity than earlier analyses of Federal data.  
The findings from analyses of State level data yield support for my fourth 
hypothesis.  In that, jurisdictions with structured sentencing displayed smaller 
amounts of unwarranted racial disparity than those sentencing contexts without such 
mechanisms.  By contrast, the analyses of Federal sentencing contexts indicate that 
structured sentencing was associated with larger unwarranted racial disparity.  This 
finding, however, is completely confounded with other variables which may be 
responsible for this association; i.e., this association may be spurious.
The above analyses all examined unwarranted racial disparity in sentencing 
outcomes utilizing the overall measure of unwarranted racial disparity, which 
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combines offense and outcome specific measures of unwarranted disparity into one 
global measure of unwarranted disparity.  The next set of analyses examines 
variations in effect size by specific types of offenses and by specific types of 
sentencing outcomes.  It is important to recognize that while the following effect 
sizes are specific in one regard, either specific to offense or type of sentencing 
outcome, they are not specific in both regards.  That is, the offense specific analyses 
combine effect sizes from the five different types of sentencing outcomes (by taking 
the weighted average, when a sentencing context reported analyses of multiple types 
of sentencing outcomes).  Similarly, the sentencing outcome specific analyses 
combine effect sizes from the various offense types.
Table 19 shows that 19 State sentencing contexts conducted analyses 
specific to drug offenses, 21 State sentencing contexts conducted analyses specific 
to property offenses, and 36 State sentencing contexts conducted analyses specific 
to violent offenses.  Comparing the mean odds ratio effect sizes from these offense 
specific analyses indicate that unwarranted racial disparity was greatest in regards to
drug offenses, as hypothesized.  Specifically, the overall random effects mean effect 
size for drug offenses was 1.40, which is noticeably greater than the mean effect 
size for either property offenses (1.09) or violent offenses (1.20).  
Analyses of Federal data exhibited a different pattern of results.  
Unwarranted racial disparity was greater in analyses of property offenses than drug 
offenses.  Somewhat surprisingly, the magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity in 
Federal drug offenses was not statistically significant
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Note that no statistical significance tests were performed on these 
comparisons of offense specific analyses, as these effect sizes are not statistically 
independent.  Yet, at least in State sentencing contexts, there appears to be 
substantive differences in the amount of unwarranted racial disparity by type of 
offense.
Table 20 examines variation in effect size by type of sentencing outcome.  
This analysis was confined to only the 101 analyses of State sentencing contexts, as 
the number of Federal sentence contexts (15) is too small to support separating these 
effect sizes into five categories.  The most common type of sentencing outcome 
involved imprisonment decisions (k = 64), followed by decisions regarding length of 
incarcerative sentence; a considerably smaller number of effect sizes examined 
other types of sentencing decisions.  From Table 20 it is apparent that the random 
effects mean odds ratio effect size is statistically greater than one for three types of 
sentencing outcomes: imprisonment decisions, incarcerative sentence length 
decisions, and decisions relating to discretionary lenience—meaning that 
unwarranted racial disparity disadvantaging African-Americans was statistically 
greater than chance for these outcomes.  Likewise, the mean effect size from 
analyses of discretionary harshness outcomes appears to be substantively 
significant, but the small number of effect sizes reduces the statistical power of this 
analysis.  By contrast, the mean effect size for simultaneous imprisonment/sentence 
length decisions was neither substantively, nor statistically significant. 
Perhaps more importantly, Table 20 also indicates that unwarranted racial 
disparity disfavoring African-Americans is greatest in regards to imprisonment 
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decisions.  Specifically, the mean odds ratio in analyses of imprisonment decisions 
was 1.34, whereas the mean odds ratio was 1.17 in analyses of sentence length 
decisions.  Substantially fewer analyses examined other types of sentencing 
outcomes.  Among these other sentencing outcomes, the type of sentencing outcome 
with the smallest estimate of unwarranted racial disparity were simultaneous 
analyses of both imprisonment and sentence length outcomes (1.10).  Moderate 
estimates of unwarranted disparity were evident in examinations of discretionary 
decisions. 
Another way to assess whether type of sentencing outcome is related to 
effect size is to categorize each of the overall effect size measures into one of six 
types of effect sizes; effects sizes that concerned: 1) only imprisonment decisions, 
2) only sentence length decisions, 3) only simultaneous imprisonment/length 
decisions, 4) only discretionary leniency, 5) only discretionary harshness, and 6) 
mixed two or more of the preceding types of sentencing outcomes.  The advantage 
of this model is that statistical significance testing can be conducted on these effect 
sizes, as they are independent.  The disadvantage of this model is that few analyses 
examined unwarranted racial disparity in regards to only discretionary outcomes 
(i.e., discretionary lenience or harshness).  
The bottom section of Table 20 presents the results of this alternative model.  
This analysis also indicates that type of sentencing outcome is associated with effect 
size.  Further, this alternative model continues to indicate that unwarranted racial 
disparity was greatest for imprisonment and discretionary decisions, and smallest in 
analyses that examined length of incarcerative sentences or simultaneously 
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examined imprisonment and sentence length.  Global significance testing indicates 
that effect size is not equivalent among these sentencing outcome types.  Pairwise 
contrasts indicated that the mean effect size for imprisonment and discretionary 
harshness sentencing outcomes were statistically different from analyses using 
simultaneous imprisonment/sentence length outcomes, and mean effect sizes from 
imprisonment and discretionary sentencing decisions were marginally different for 
analyses with mixed sentencing outcome types.
The above analyses indicate that type of sentencing outcome is another 
important source of variation in unwarranted racial disparity in sentencing.  These 
analyses suggest that unwarranted racial disparity was greatest in imprisonment 
decisions and in decisions related to discretionary leniency.  By contrast, 
unwarranted racial disparity was smallest in analyses that simultaneously assessed 
imprisonment and sentence length decisions.   
The fifth hypothesis asserts that unwarranted racial disparity is greatest in 
structural contexts where minority groups pose a greater threat to the hegemony of 
whites.  In order to test this hypothesis, I examined the bivariate relationship of four 
measures of racial threat to magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity.  These 
bivariate analyses were confined to only those analyses that examined sentencing 
practices at the city/county level, as I believe that conducting such analyses at 
higher levels of analysis are susceptible to aggregation bias. 
Table 21 presents the results of these bivariate analyses (simple regressions 
of effect size on each variable).  It is apparent from this table that the minority threat 
hypothesis is not supported by these data.  None of the racial threat measures 
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(percent of sentencing context African-American, non-white, poverty ratio, or crime 
rate) exhibited a meaningful association to effect size in the hypothesized manner.  
In fact, the only variable with any meaningful association with magnitude of effect 
size was UCR Part I crime rate; however, this relationship is opposite to the 
hypothesized relationship.  Table 21 shows that as crime rates increased the 
magnitude of unwarranted racial disparity decreased, instead of increasing as 
hypothesized.16
I also attempted to conduct the preceding bivariate analyses separately for 
each sentencing outcome.  The limited number of outcome specific effect sizes, 
constrained these analyses to only imprisonment and sentence length decisions.  
Substantively, bivariate analyses of imprisonment decisions were nearly identical to 
the preceding analyses of the overall effect size.  The bivariate analyses of sentence 
length effect sizes substantively were similar to those presented above; however, 
few bivariate relationships were not statistically significant.  Exceptions to this 
general pattern of similarity were that analyses utilizing questionable analytic 
techniques and analyses using more precise measures of race produced statistically 
larger effect sizes than other analyses.  Another dissimilarity was that when only 
sentence length decisions were considered, analyses conducted using data collected 
before the sentencing reform movement (i.e., before 1980) produced statistically 
larger effect sizes than analyses examining data collected after 1980.
16 Note that all of the variables in Table 20 are continuous variables; the results of other models, 
which specified percent black and percent non-white as ordinal variables with three levels, continued 
to indicate that size of minority population was not associated with magnitude of effect size.
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MULTIVARIATE MODEL
So far several variables have been identified that have exhibited bivariate 
relationships with effect size.  The following analysis estimated a multivariate 
model that attempted to find the factors associated with variation in effect size.  This 
multivariate model was restricted to only those effect sizes calculated from analyses 
of State data, as there are too few effect sizes from Federal sentencing contexts to 
support such an analysis.
This multivariate analysis began by entering all of the moderator variables 
that exhibited a statistically significant relationship to effect size, including type of 
sentencing outcome (representing by a series of dummy variables), into an initial 
multivariate model.  Model 1 in Table 22a presents the results of this analysis.  
While the model is statistically significant and accounts for a large portion of the 
variation effect size (36%), few of the variables are statistically significant.  In fact, 
only two variables were statistically significant; precision of criminal history 
measure (i.e., analyses employing multiple dichotomous measures of criminal 
history or criminal history measures scaled at the ordinal level or higher are coded 
as “1”) and type of sentencing outcome analyzed (the reference category is 
sentencing outcomes related to imprisonment decisions).  This model, however, 
runs a substantial risk of overfitting the data, as the ratio of observations (i.e., effect 
sizes) to moderator variables is rather low (5.6).  There is also some evidence of 
multicollinearity in this model as the bivariate correlation between the number of 
control variables included in each analysis and the presence of control variables for 
defendant SES was rather high (r = 0.61).  Additional evidence of multicollinearity 
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is found by removing either one of these variables from the model, in that the effect 
of doing so is to increase the other variable’s relationship with the dependent 
variable. 
Model 2 in Table 22b is a post-hoc model comprised of variables accounting 
for the maximum amount of variation in the overall effect size measure of 
unwarranted racial disparity.  This model indicates that the strongest predictor of 
effect size was precision of criminal history measure; once again, studies that 
employed either multiple measures of criminal history or measures scaled at the 
ordinal level or higher were associated with substantially smaller effect sizes than 
analyses utilizing only a single simple dichotomy as a measure of criminal history.  
The multivariate model continues to indicate that the presence of controls for 
defendant SES was negatively associated with effect size.  Additional models were 
estimated that included the variable measuring number of control variables included 
in each primary analysis, instead of the moderator variable flagging primary 
analyses that controlled for defendant SES; however, this substitution led to a 
marginal reduction in R2 (0.28 vs. 0.30).  Furthermore, including both variables in 
the same mode results in neither variable attaining statistical significance, and the 
inclusion of both variables produces a negligible increase the proportion of variation 
accounted for by this model (0.307 vs. 0.301).
This model also reveals type of sentencing outcome had a substantial 
relationship to effect size.  After controlling for methodological differences between 
analyses, sentencing outcomes that examined imprisonment decisions, sentence 
length, simultaneous measures of imprisonment and sentence length, or a mixture of 
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the preceding all produced comparable effect sizes; however, those analyses that 
analyzed discretionary punitiveness were associated with considerably larger effect 
sizes than other types of sentencing outcomes.  Lastly, even after controlling for 
other important factors, unpublished studies produced somewhat smaller estimates 
of unwarranted racial disparity than published studies.
Latino/White Contrasts
Thirty-four of the 122 sentencing contexts compared sentencing outcomes of 
Latinos to those of whites.  These 34 sentencing contexts estimated 109 separate 
Latino/white contrasts.  Seventy-two percent of these effect sizes were greater than 
1, indicating that Latinos were sentenced more harshly than whites independent of 
criminal history and offense seriousness.  Moreover, 48% of the 109 effect sizes 
were statistically greater than 1.  By contrast, 1% of Latino/white effect sizes were 
statistically less than 1, indicating that whites were significantly disadvantaged at 
sentencing in comparison to Latinos. These findings strongly suggest that defendant 
ethnicity matters in sentencing; once again, however, drawing firm conclusions is 
premature given that these analyses are not statistically independent.
In the same manner as before, I calculated the overall effect size for 
Latino/white sentencing contrasts. Figure 4 displays each of these 34 effect sizes in 
a forest plot.  From this plot, it is apparent that the effect sizes showed considerable 
variability, ranging from a low of 0.74 (a small negative relationship) to a high of 
2.64 (a modestly large positive relationship).  Furthermore, the Q statistic confirms 
that this sample of effect sizes exhibits a statistically greater amount of variability 
than would be expected by sampling error alone (Q[33] = 471, p < 0.0001).  
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Interestingly, 35% of the 34 independent overall effect sizes were statistically 
greater than 1, yet none of the 34 effect sizes were statistically less than 1—
indicating that in none of the sentencing contexts were whites sentenced 
significantly more harshly than Latinos.  The bottom of Figure 4 graphically 
displays the random effects mean random effects odds ratio.  From this figure it is 
apparent that the overall mean odds ratio is statically significant, as the confidence 
interval for this mean effect size does not cross the line representing an odds ratio of 
one.  Note that two of the 34 sentencing contexts assessed sentencing practices in 
the Federal system.  These two effect sizes are dropped from all subsequent 
analyses, in order to guard against systematic differences between Federal and State 
jurisdictions distorting the cumulative findings of this research.  
The overall mean odds ratio for Latino/white contrasts for the 32 State effect 
sizes is displayed in Table 23.  This table indicates that the estimated mean odds 
ratio was 1.18, which is statistically significant.  This mean odds ratio, assuming a 
50% rate of punishment for whites translates into a punishment rate of 
approximately 54% for Latinos.  Thus, while this mean effect size is statistically 
significant, the magnitude of this mean effect size is statistically small; this effect, 
however, varies from context to context.  Furthermore, the distribution of 
Latino/white contrasts does not appear to contain any extreme outliers (see Figure 5 
– logged odds ratios are displayed); therefore, this finding of a statistically small 
ethnic effect is not attributable to the distorting effect of an outlier.
BIVARIATE ANALYSES
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The variability exhibited in these effect sizes suggests that there may be 
systematic variation in effect size, the analyses that follow attempt to account for the 
observed variation in results using these coded moderator variables.  The moderator 
variable analysis follows much the same format as that utilized in the analysis of 
African-American effect sizes.  I begin by assessing the bivariate relationship 
between the methodological moderator variables and the overall effect size measure 
of unwarranted sentencing disparity.  Table 24 displays the results of these analyses.  
These results are similar in many regards to those from the analysis of African-
American/white contrasts; however, the smaller number of effect sizes reduces the 
statistical power of this analysis, and as a result few of the observed differences are 
statistically significant.  For example, once again analyses that employed less 
precise measures of criminal history and seriousness of present offense yielded 
larger estimates of unwarranted sentencing disparity than analyses that used more 
precise measures.  Specifically, analyses that controlled for criminal history using 
only a single dichotomous variable produced larger estimates of unwarranted 
disparity than analyses that employed specific measures; this difference, however, is 
not statistically significant.  Likewise, as hypothesized, analyses that controlled for 
type of defense counsel, pre-trial release status, victim injury, and possession/use of 
a weapon all produced substantively smaller effect sizes than analyses that omitted 
these control variables.  None of these differences are statistically significant at 
conventional levels of significance; thus, support for hypothesis two in these data is 
weak but the direction and magnitude of differences between methodologically 
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sophisticated and methodologically weak studies does provide some support for 
hypothesis two. 
Bivariate analyses assessing the relationship between the continuous 
methodological moderator variables and effect size continue to provide only weak 
support for hypothesis two (see Table 25).  From this table, it is apparent that the 
total number of variables, number of variables measuring offense seriousness, and 
number of control variables included in each analysis are not statistically related to 
effect size.  The only methodological variable displaying a statistically significant 
relationship to effect size is the number of variables measuring criminal history.  
Not only is this negative relationship statistically significant, it is also substantively 
large—accounting for nearly 12% of variation in effect size.
Continuing with the bivariate analyses, Table 26 assesses the relationship 
between sample characteristics and effect size.  Once again, there is a significant 
amount of missing data regarding the mean sample age.  In spite of this problem, it 
is apparent that the association between effect size and mean age of sample is 
negligible.  It is also obvious from this analyses that the proportion of female 
offenders and proportion of Latinos in each sample also were not associated with 
effect size in any meaningful manner.  Thus, hypothesis three clearly is not 
supported in these analyses.
The coded contextual characteristics displayed a greater level of association 
with effect size than the other moderator variables analyzed thus far.  Time period 
of data collection was the strongest predictor of effect size among the contextual 
variables (see Table 27).  Those sentencing contexts that analyzed data collected in 
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earlier time periods (before 1980 and before the commencement of the War on 
Drugs) produced smaller estimates of unwarranted ethnic disparity than those 
sentencing contexts that analyzed data sets from later periods.  This finding is 
somewhat surprising given the apparent progress America has made in regards to 
race/ethnic relations in the past several decades.  It may be the case that the Drug
War has fueled sentencing disparities between Latinos and whites.  Another 
interesting finding is that sentencing contexts located in the Southwestern United 
States (defined as California, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada, and Texas) displayed 
less unwarranted disparity disadvantaging Latinos than sentencing contexts 
analyzing data from other regions.  Contrary to hypothesis five, jurisdictions 
utilizing structured sentencing mechanisms displayed somewhat larger unwarranted 
ethnic disparities than those without such mechanisms.   Also, in contrast to the 
analysis of African-American/white effect sizes, there was no relationship between 
effect size and type of jurisdiction analyzed; that is, sentencing contexts analyzing 
data collected from counties yielded similar results as those sentencing contexts 
analyzing pooled state level data.  
Table 28 data shows that effect sizes varied by type of offense.  While only a 
modest proportion of sentencing contexts analyzed the influence of ethnicity by 
distinct offense types, the available evidence strongly suggests that the influence of 
ethnicity was largest in drug offenses (mean odds ratio = 2.01).  An odds ratio of 
this magnitude translates in a 17% difference between Latinos and whites, if we 
assume a 50% rate of punishment for whites; that is, based on this mean effect size 
67% of Latinos would be punished in comparison to 50% of whites.  By contrast, 
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the property offense specific mean effect size was more modest; if we continue to 
assume a 50% rate of punishment for whites, then 58% of Latinos were expected to 
be punished.  Thus, once again, it appears that minorities were most disadvantaged 
in offenses involving drugs and least disadvantaged in regards to property offenses.  
In regards to unwarranted ethnic disparity by sentencing outcome, just as in 
the African-American/white contrasts, the results of the bivariate analyses indicate 
that unwarranted disparity in sentencing outcomes was greatest in imprisonment and 
discretionary decisions (see Table 29).  By contrast, ethnicity appears to have a 
small, perhaps negligible influence, on sentencing decisions involving length of 
incarcerative sentence and in analyses that combined imprisonment and sentence 
length decisions.  
The minority threat hypothesis continues to receive no support from these 
analyses, as Table 30 shows none of the minority threat variables displayed a 
substantially or statistically significant relationship with magnitude of unwarranted 
disparity.  In fact, the bivariate association between each of the minority threat 
variables and effect size was approximately zero.  Further, none of these variables 
accounted for a noteworthy proportion of the variation in effect size (the largest R2
is 0.034).
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
Table 31 presents the findings of a multivariate model that attempts to find 
the factors associated with variation in effect size.  This multivariate model was 
limited to the 32 effect sizes calculated from analyses of State data.  The 
multivariate model regresses the logged odds ratio overall effect size on the three 
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moderator variables (presence of selection bias corrections, number of criminal 
history variables, and data collected after the commencement of the War on Drugs) 
that exhibited a substantive relationship to effect size in the bivariate analyses.  
Table 31 indicates that this post-hoc three variable model was statistically 
significant and accounts for a sizeable portion of the variation in effect size (28%).  
However, none of the variables individually were statistically significant at a 
conventional significance level.  The predictor with the largest unstandardized 
regression coefficient was the indicator of analyses with corrections for selection 
bias.  Analyses utilizing such analytic procedures yielded substantially larger 
estimates of unwarranted ethnic disparity than those without such procedures.  
Another variable with a large unstandardized regression coefficient was time period 
of data collection (before or after commencement of Drug War); as expected, 
analyses conducted after the start of the War on Drugs yielded larger estimates of 
unwarranted ethnic disparity.  Lastly, the multivariate analysis indicated that as the 
number of variables measuring defendant prior criminal history included in the 
primary author’s analysis increased the amount of unwarranted disparity decreased.  
Other multivariate models (not shown) that included more variables, and different 
sets of variables were not able to meaningfully improve on the model displayed in 
Table 31.
Native-American/White Contrasts
Only seven analyses contrasted sentencing outcomes of Native-Americans to 
whites (see Figure 6); thus, too few effect sizes were available to support a meta-
analytic synthesis of these analyses.  Yet, it is interesting to note that six of the 
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seven effect sizes indicated that Native-Americans were sentenced more harshly 
than whites (86%).  Most of these effect sizes were very small; only two effect sizes 
were statistically significant—one effect size was statistically greater than 1 and one 
effect size was statistically less than 1.  Given this distribution of effect sizes it is 
not surprising that the random effects mean odds ratio was neither substantively, nor 
statistically significant; the mean odds ratio was 1.06 with a confidence interval 
spanning from 0.95 to 1.19.    
Asian/White Contrasts
Unfortunately, there were also too few Asian/white contrasts to justify a 
meta-analytic synthesis.  The search strategy uncovered only four independent 
analyses of Asian/white contrasts.  The four overall effect size measures of 
unwarranted sentencing disparity for these contexts are displayed in a forest plot 
(see Figure 7).  As Figure 7 indicates one of the effect sizes was less than 1, 
indicating that in this sentencing context whites were sentenced more harshly than 
Asians; this effect size was not statistically significant, however.  The other three 
effect sizes were all positive, but only one was statistically significant.  It should be 
noted that the first three effect sizes displayed in Figure 7 all were calculated from 
sentencing practices in the state of Washington; whereas the fourth effect size 
examined sentencing practices Federal courts.  
Figure 7 also shows that the mean odds ratio effect size for the overall 
measure of unwarranted racial disparity.  The fixed effects (Q[3] = 3.80, p = 0.288) 
mean odds ratio effect size for Asian/white contrasts was 1.18  and the random 
effects mean odds ratio was 1.16; both mean odds ratios indicate that Asians were at 
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a statistically small disadvantage in sentencing outcomes, after accounting for 
defendant criminal history and seriousness of present offense.  It appears, however, 
that this finding of statistically significant unwarranted racial disparity 
disadvantaging Asians is solely attributable to the effect size calculated from 
Federal court data.  Once this effect size was removed, the mean odds ratio effect 
size drops to 1.10 and is not statistically significant.  Thus, it appears that Asians in 
Washington State were not sentenced more punitively than whites; yet, Asians in 
Federal courts were at a statistically significant but statistically small disadvantage 
in comparison to whites.
Summary of Effect Size Analyses
The preceding effect size analyses revealed that even after taking into 
consideration current offense seriousness and defendant prior criminal conduct, 
African-Americans and Latinos were sentenced more harshly, on average, than 
whites.  Specifically, the effect size analyses indicated that sentencing disparity 
between African-Americans and whites were greater in State sentencing contexts 
than in Federal sentencing contexts.  The mean overall odds ratio for State 
sentencing contexts was 1.28, whereas the mean overall effect size for Federal 
sentencing contexts was 1.18.  It is very important to note, however, that more 
recent analyses of Federal data yield considerably greater indications of 
unwarranted racial disparity (i.e., analyses of Federal data collected since 1980 the 
mean odds ratio effect size was 1.58 compared to a mean of 1.02 for analyses 
conducted with data before 1980).  Translating these mean odds ratios in 
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percentages while assuming a 50% rate of punishment for whites suggests that 
African-Americans in State courts would be punished at a rate of 56% and African-
Americans in Federal courts would be punished at a rate of 53%.  Restricting our 
attention to only more recent analyses of Federal data would increase this 
percentage of African-Americans expected to be punished to 61%.  
Similarly, the effect size analysis of Latino/white contrasts also reveals that 
Latinos were sentenced somewhat more harshly than whites, independent of prior 
criminal history and severity of current offense.  The 32 analyses of State court data 
reveal that two-thirds of effect sizes indicated that Latinos were sentenced more 
harshly than whites.  The random effects mean odds ratio for the overall measure of 
unwarranted sentencing disparity was 1.18, which is statistically significant; 
however, the distribution of Latino/white contrasts was highly variable.  Thus, 
Latinos also were at a statistically small disadvantage in sentencing outcomes in 
comparison to whites.   Once again, however, the influence of being a minority is 
highly variable.
In regards to sentencing outcomes of Asians and Native Americans, too few 
contrasts were available for a full meta-analytic synthesis.  The findings from the 
few available studies, however, indicate that sentencing disparity between these 
racial groups and whites were statistically small.  The average difference in 
sentencing outcomes between Native Americans and whites was very small and not 
statistically significant.  The difference between Asians and whites was not 
statistically or substantively significant in State courts; however, the difference 
between these groups was statistically significant but statistically small in analyses 
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of Federal court data.  The small number of available effect sizes, however, makes 
drawing firm conclusions for these analyses tenuous.
Overall, the available empirical evidence supports my first hypothesis, in 
that the above effect size analyses generally found that minorities were 
disadvantaged in sentencing outcomes.  These effects, however, were typically 
small in a statistical sense but statistically significant.  Moreover, the disadvantage 
against minorities varied substantially from one context to the next context. 
The effect size analyses also generally supported my second hypothesis, as 
those analyses that measured important variables (i.e., race, offense seriousness, 
criminal history) precisely and/or controlled for factors known to be related to both 
race/ethnicity and sentence severity generated smaller estimates of unwarranted 
disparity.  In fact, the moderator variable analysis of African-American/white 
contrasts revealed a very strong relationship between effect size and precision of 
criminal history measure, with those studies using more precise criminal history 
measures yielding considerably smaller effect sizes than those analyses that 
controlled for criminal history using only a single dichotomous measure.  Similarly, 
analysis of the Latino/white contrasts indicated that estimates of unwarranted 
disparity decreased as the number of variables measuring criminal history increased.  
It was also found that analyses that employed a greater number of control variables, 
especially analyses including controls for defendant SES, were associated with 
smaller effect sizes than analyses utilizing fewer controls or omitting measures of 
defendant SES.  
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By contrast, the effect size analyses indicated that the findings of studies 
included in this meta-analysis were not related to characteristics of the research 
sample.  It was hypothesized that differences in sample characteristics (e.g., mean 
age, proportion female) would account for a share of the variation in effect size.  
The analyses were unequivocal in their rejection of this hypothesis—none of the 
coded sample characteristics displayed a meaningful relationship to effect size.
One of the more interesting findings is that there was some evidence that the 
presence of structured sentencing was associated with smaller estimates of 
unwarranted sentencing disparity, as I hypothesized (hypothesis four).  In particular, 
analyses examining State court data contrasting African-American sentencing 
outcomes to those of whites, at the bivariate level found that jurisdictions utilizing 
structured sentencing had smaller average estimates of unwarranted disparity than 
jurisdictions without such mechanisms.  No such association, however, was found in
analyses that compared African-American sentencing outcomes to those of whites 
using Federal court data; nor was there evidence that the presence of structured 
sentencing reduced unwarranted disparity between whites and Latinos.  These 
findings offer a complex set of results, not easily interpretable—making conclusions 
regarding the veracity of my fourth hypothesis difficult.  At best, the evidence in 
support of my fourth hypothesis is mixed. 
The fifth hypothesis stated that unwarranted racial and ethnic disparity are 
most pronounced in cases and structural contexts where minorities pose the greatest 
threat.  The above effect size analysis offers strong support for the first component 
of this hypothesis, in that racial and ethnic minorities convicted of drug offenses 
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were punished more severely than whites, and the magnitude of this unwarranted 
disparity was greater than in other types of offenses.  Specifically, unwarranted 
sentencing disparity disadvantaging African-Americans and especially Latinos were 
greatest in drug offenses, whereas sentencing disparity in other types of offenses 
displayed substantively smaller estimates of unwarranted sentencing disparity.  By 
contrast, the second component of hypothesis five received no support, as there was 
no association between the size of unwarranted sentencing disparity and the five 
theoretically relevant measures of minority threat.  Such findings suggest that 
unwarranted sentencing disparity disadvantaging minorities does not vary 
systematically by structural measures of racial threat.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Purpose and Findings
The Civil Rights Movement produced radical changes in social attitudes and 
laws governing race relations in America.  In 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court 
outlawed segregation in public schools (Brown v. Board of Education) and 
undermined the doctrine of “separate but equal,” which had guided court decisions 
for at least the previous 50 years (Walker, Spohn, and DeLone 2000).  A decade 
later, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 outlawed discrimination in public places, 
employment, and housing.  Further, to relieve the effects of historical discrimination 
and as a method of addressing continued discrimination, President Johnson adopted 
a policy of affirmative action that required government contractors to adopt active 
measures to ensure that minorities were granted opportunities in education and 
employment (Ellison and Martin 1999; Glasser 1999). The major objective of all of 
these changes was the eradication of racial and ethnic discrimination in education, 
employment, and public accommodations.  Yet, in spite of the many policy and 
legal changes implemented to reduce racial/ethnic discrimination in America, the 
issue of racial/ethnic discrimination in America persists.  
Perhaps nowhere has this issue of racial/ethnic discrimination been more 
persistent than in America’s courts.  Claims of racial/ethnic discrimination levied 
against the court system are particularly serious given the courts hallowed status as 
bastions of the principles of justice and equality.  These claims of discrimination 
were a major impetus for America’s sentencing reform movement.  During the early 
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1970s, critics of the court on the political left pointed to the America’s system of 
indeterminate sentencing, which was omnipresence at the time, as providing too 
little constraint on the individual biases of judges.  These critics argued, among 
other things, that indeterminate sentencing allowed morally repugnant factors such 
as race/ethnicity and social class to enter into the decision-making process.  
Indeterminate sentencing was also attacked by critics on the political right, who 
contended that the system of indeterminacy was excessively lenient.  And critics on 
both sides of the political spectrum argued that sentencing decisions were too 
inconsistent (Tonry 1996).  Thus, a bipartisan group of reformers in the 1970s and 
1980s joined forces to create various mechanisms and policies aimed at constraining 
judicial discretion in sentencing decisions.  These reforms included the abolition of 
parole, the implementation of determinate sentencing schemes, and the formation of 
sentencing guideline commissions who were charged with the responsibility of 
creating sentencing guidelines, which became the hallmark of the sentencing reform 
movement.  The primary objectives of these reforms were to reduce inter-judge 
sentencing disparity (i.e., increase consistency of sentencing decisions), increase the 
punitiveness of court sanctions, and reduce or eliminate racial and gender 
discrimination in sentencing decisions (Tonry 1996).  Just as the civil rights 
movement had fundamentally changed race relations in America, the sentencing 
reform movement fundamentally altered the sentencing process in many 
jurisdictions.  
The purpose of the present research is to synthesize the existing body of 
literature examining the relationship between race/ethnicity and sentencing 
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outcomes.  At least 70 years of empirical research has focused on this issue, and 
over that period a voluminous body of research has accumulated.  In fact, the 
present research found over 300 studies related to this subject, 184 of which 
addressed the relationship between race/ethnicity and sentencing outcomes while 
controlling for the so-called “legally relevant factors” of prior criminal history and 
current offense seriousness.  In spite of the girth of this body of research, no clear 
consensus has emerged regarding the relationship between race/ethnicity and 
sentencing outcomes.
Over the past 30 years, several noteworthy syntheses of this voluminous 
body of research have been conducted using primarily qualitative, narrative review 
techniques.  This study departs from these earlier reviews in several important ways.  
First, this research utilizes meta-analytic techniques that systematically and 
comprehensively review all available research, published and unpublished, 
assessing the direct influence of race and ethnicity on sentencing outcomes.  I 
believe that the use of meta-analysis in the present research is an innovative 
approach to addressing an old research question.  One of the most common uses of 
meta-analysis has been to synthesize a body of research assessing the effectiveness 
of a certain intervention or a group of interventions (e.g., drug treatment programs).  
From each study included in such meta-analyses, effect sizes are computed by 
comparing treated respondents to untreated respondents.  Coded features of each 
study are used to predict the circumstances under which the intervention of interest 
is most effective—perhaps the intervention is most successful with certain kinds of 
clients or in certain types of settings.  The present use of meta-analysis departs from 
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these meta-analyses by focusing on an unusual type of intervention, criminal 
sanctioning.  Effect sizes were computed by comparing the sentences received by 
minorities (the treated respondents) to those of whites (the untreated comparison 
group) after taking into account criminal history and offense seriousness.  Features 
of each study were coded in an attempt to predict under which circumstances 
unwarranted sentencing disparity was more likely to occur.  
Second, this study reviews research on the influence of both race and 
ethnicity in sentencing outcomes.  Prior syntheses overwhelmingly directed their 
attention solely towards addressing whether African-Americans were disadvantaged 
in court outcomes in comparison to whites.  The present synthesis extends this focus 
to include sentencing outcomes of other racial and ethnic minorities including 
Latinos, Asians, and Native Americans.
Third and perhaps most importantly, this review goes beyond simply 
attempting to address the question of whether unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity 
exists and also attempts to address the question of why studies of sentencing 
disparity often produce inconsistent findings.  I hypothesize that the magnitude of 
unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity varies systematically with characteristics of the 
research sample, methodology and setting.  Specifically, I hypothesize that 
minorities are most disadvantaged in cases and contexts in which minorities pose a 
symbolic threat to mainstream white America.
In regards to African-Americans, this study’s findings showed that African-
Americans sentenced in State courts are generally punished more harshly than 
whites, independent of offense seriousness and prior criminal history.  While the 
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influence of race is highly variable, this effect was found to be statistically 
significant but statistically small.  Further, the size of this influence did not vary 
meaningfully over time—suggesting that unwarranted racial disparity is not 
confined to only analyses of earlier data.  By contrast, the above effect size analysis 
indicates that the influence of race (i.e., being African-American) in Federal courts 
was not statistically significant and was statistically small when analyses of Federal 
court sentencing from all time periods were included in the analysis.  More recent 
analyses of Federal court data, however, reveal that the disadvantage experienced by 
African-Americans was considerably greater than in earlier analyses of Federal 
court data, and in these more recent analyses the influence of race (i.e., being 
African-American) is sizeable and statistically significant.
The present research also found that the magnitude of the unwarranted 
sentencing disparity disadvantaging African-Americans varied with several other 
factors.  First, estimates of unwarranted racial disparity varied by type of sentencing 
outcome.  Unwarranted sentencing disparity disadvantaging African-Americans was 
largest when imprisonment decisions were scrutinized and smaller when length of 
incarcerative sentence was assessed.  While it is certainly possible that unwarranted 
racial disparity is more prominent in the decision to imprison than in sentence 
length decisions, such a finding is somewhat perplexing.  Why would court officials 
take a defendant’s race into account in imprisonment decisions but not sentence 
length decisions?  Perhaps this apparent contradiction is due to the fact that African-
American offenders of marginal seriousness are likely to be sent to prison, whereas 
similar white offenders are typically sentenced to non-incarcerative sentences (the 
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results of the present meta-analysis provide support for this scenario).  These 
incarcerated marginally serious African-American offenders are likely to receive 
relatively short terms of incarceration, because their combination of prior criminal 
history and current offense seriousness lack the severity of other offenders.  The 
implication of this scenario is that when analyses of sentence length are conducted 
using samples of offenders sentenced to terms of incarceration, these marginal 
offenders pull down the average sentence length for African-American offenders, in 
relation to that of white incarcerated offenders.  And as a result, analyses of 
sentence length decisions exhibit relatively smaller estimates of unwarranted racial 
disparity.  
Unwarranted racial disparity was also relatively large in discretionary 
sentencing decisions.  The unstructured nature of these discretionary decisions 
appears to allow race to affect sentencing outcomes.  That is, whereas imprisonment 
and sentence length decisions are somewhat constrained by various sentencing 
structures, discretionary sentencing decisions (by definition) are much less tightly 
regulated, apparently allowing race to enter the decision-making process and affect 
sentencing outcomes.
A second important source of systemic variation in the size of unwarranted 
racial disparity was type of offense.  Specifically, sentencing disparity was largest in 
cases that examined sentences for drug offenses and smallest in cases involving 
property crimes.  This finding supports the hypothesis that drug crimes have become 
a symbolic racial threat and that the criminal justice system has been mobilized in 
discriminatory manner to quell this threat.   
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While this finding supports my theoretical perspective of drug offenses 
embodying a salient symbolic threat to mainstream America, it is also possible that 
the primary author’s models analyzing the racial neutrality of sentencing decisions 
in drug offenses are somehow misspecified in a manner biasing results towards 
findings of unwarranted racial disparity.  For example, perhaps African-Americans 
are more likely to be distributors/sellers of illegal drugs than whites and models 
analyzing sentences decisions in drug cases fail to capture this difference.  Such 
misspecification in the primary author’s models could artificially inflate the meta-
analytic estimates of unwarranted racial disparity in such cases.  Thus, it needs to be 
emphasized that the estimates of unwarranted disparity produced by this meta-
analysis are constrained by the frailties of the primary author’s research.  
Third, and perhaps most importantly, several methodological features were 
important moderators of effect size.  In support of Kleck’s (1981) arguments, those 
studies that utilized only a single dichotomous measure of criminal history 
generated considerably larger estimates of unwarranted disparity than analyses 
using more precise measures of this important variable.  Likewise, analyses using 
imprecise measures of offense severity also produced larger estimates of 
unwarranted racial disparity.  Some of Wilbank’s (1987) arguments also were 
supported by this research.  In line with his arguments, analyses employing more 
control variables for factors known to be related to both severity of sentence and 
race, especially SES of defendant, yielded smaller estimates of unwarranted 
disparity than analyses employing fewer control variables.  Yet even after taking 
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into account these methodological features, race still exerted a significant influence 
on sentencing outcomes.  
It is also important to note which variables failed to exhibit meaningful 
associations with effect size.  Perhaps most salient is the marginally statistically 
significant negative association between effect size and presence of structure 
sentencing in analyses of State data.  At the bivariate level, jurisdictions employing 
structured sentencing displayed smaller average levels of unwarranted racial 
disparity than jurisdictions without such mechanisms, and this association was 
marginally statistically significant.  Multivariate analyses found that while the 
presence of structured sentencing continued to have a modest negative relationship 
to effect size, this relationship no longer approached statistical significance.  
Similarly, at the bivariate level Southern jurisdictions displayed larger estimates of 
unwarranted disparity than other regions of the U.S., but this relationship was not 
statistically significant after taking into account methodological differences between 
studies.  Moreover, none of the structural measures of racial threat displayed a 
substantively or statistically significant relationship to effect size.  That is, minority 
threat was not positively associated with effect size, contrary to my theoretical 
expectations.  This finding, at the structural level, seriously calls into question the 
validity of the minority threat hypothesis, at least in regards to criminal sentencing.
One of the most surprising findings in this research is that various measures 
of time-period of data collection were not related to unwarranted racial disparity.  
Given America’s advances in race relations, it was expected (perhaps naively) that 
analyses of more recent data would produce systematically smaller estimates of 
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unwarranted racial disparity than analyses utilizing older data; that is, more 
evidence of unwarranted racial disparity was expected in earlier time periods.  
However, I found no evidence to support this expectation.  In fact, time period of 
data collection was not systematically related to unwarranted racial disparity, and 
this finding was robust – no matter how I coded period of data collection, this 
variable displayed no meaningful relationship to unwarranted racial disparity.  
While undoubtedly racial and ethnic discrimination in the criminal justice system 
has subsided since the days of the convict lease and Jim Crow, it appears that the 
amount of unwarranted racial disparity exhibited in sentencing decisions has not 
changed substantially since the 1970s (the earliest time period with a significant 
number of effect sizes included in this analysis).  That is, the great preponderance of 
sentencing contexts included in the present research utilized data collected since 
1970.  Within this time period, estimates of unwarranted racial disparity were not 
related to year of data collection.  The exception to this general conclusion concerns 
analyses of Federal court data, where unwarranted racial disparity appeared 
considerably larger in more recent data periods – a finding clearly at odds with my 
expectations.
While a considerably smaller number of studies analyzed contrasts between 
Latinos and whites, analyses of these contrasts found that Latinos in both State and 
Federal courts generally were sentenced more harshly than whites.  Similar to the 
findings of African-American/white contrasts, the influence of ethnicity (i.e., being 
Latino in comparison to being white) was highly variable, and statistically small but 
significant.  Also similar to the findings of African-American effect sizes, 
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unwarranted Latino/white sentencing disparity was greatest when imprisonment and 
discretionary sentencing outcomes were examined and in offenses involving drugs.  
In contrast to the analyses of African-American/white contrasts, methodological 
features of the analyses were not as strongly related to effect size.  In fact only two 
methodological characteristics, the use of selection bias corrections and number of 
variables measuring criminal history, were statistically related to effect size.
The research assessing sentencing practices of Asians and Native Americans 
was scant (perhaps too few for a full meta-analytic synthesis), but the available 
research indicates that unwarranted sentencing disparity involving these minority 
groups is minimal.  A possible exception to this general conclusion is the finding 
that Asians in Federal courts were punished more harshly than whites.  Clearly, 
more research is needed regarding the sentencing outcomes of these groups before 
more definitive conclusions can be drawn.
As a whole, these findings undermine the so-called “no discrimination 
thesis” which contends that once adequate controls for other factors, especially legal 
factors (i.e., criminal history and severity of current offense), are controlled 
unwarranted sentencing disparity disappears.  In contrast to the no discrimination 
thesis, the current research found that independent of other measured factors, 
African-Americans and Latinos were sentenced more harshly than whites on 
average.  The observed differences between whites and these minority groups 
generally were small, suggesting that discrimination in the sentencing stage is not 
the primary cause of the overrepresentation of minorities in U.S. prisons.  The size 
of unwarranted sentencing disparities grows considerably, however, when analyses 
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examined drug offenses, imprisonment decisions, discretionary sentencing 
decisions, and recently collected Federal data.  
Finally it needs to be realized that the preceding estimates of unwarranted 
racial/ethnic disparity were calculated per sentencing episode.  The cumulative 
disadvantage endured by minorities may be considerably greater when multiple 
sentencing episodes are considered.  That is, given the strong relationship between 
prior criminal history and sentencing outcomes, small disadvantages suffered in the 
past may have substantial effects in subsequent sentencing episodes.  It is an 
undeniably criminological fact that one of the best predictors of future criminality is 
prior criminality (Nagin and Paternoster 1991).  The implication of this finding is 
that many offenders will cycle through the criminal justice system repeatedly.  Over 
time, as offenders repeatedly cycle through the criminal justice system, the small 
disadvantages suffered in each sentencing episode grow and may become 
substantial disadvantages. 
Limitations of Current Research
It is important to keep in mind that this research assessed only the direct 
impact of race/ethnicity on sentencing outcomes.  The interactional effects of race 
could not be synthesized because of the scattered and disparate nature of this 
research.  In other words, there are relatively few studies exploring the interactional 
relationships between race/ethnicity and other factors on sentencing decisions.  
Further, what research does exist, does not examine interactions between 
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race/ethnicity and the same set of third factors.  Because of these difficulties, meta-
analytic synthesis of these interactional relationships is unsuitable at this time.  
This is an important limitation of this research, as a growing body of 
research indicates that minority status when combined with other factors has large 
influences on sentencing outcomes, independent of other factors (Steffensmeier et 
al. 1998; Spohn and Holleran 2000; Chiricos and Bales 1991).  For example, 
Chiricos and Bales (1991) found that unwarranted sentencing disparity 
disadvantaging African-Americans was greatest for unemployed young African-
American males; i.e., race interacted with unemployment status, gender, and age.  
Somewhat similarly, Steffensmeier, Ulmer, and Kramer (1998) and Spohn and 
Holleran (2000) both found that race (and ethnicity in Spohn and Holleran) 
interacted with age and gender in a manner that produced large disadvantages in 
imprisonment decisions for young male minorities (African-American and Latinos). 
Another limitation of the current research is that it does not consider the 
potential indirect influences of race/ethnic on sentencing outcomes.  Once again, 
there are too few studies assessing the indirect effects of race/ethnicity, and those 
studies that do assess such effects do not focus on the same set of third variables.  
As an example of this line of research, Spohn and DeLone (2000) found that 
African-Americans had higher odds of being detained during the pretrial phase and 
defendants who were detained were much more likely to be sentenced to terms of 
imprisonment than defendants released during pretrial.  These authors interpret 
these findings as being indicative of an indirect race effect with race indirectly 
sentencing outcomes via pretrial release status.  Unfortunately, few other studies 
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report analyses of indirect race/ethnicity effects, and therefore meta-analytic 
synthesis of such studies does not appear to be a fruitful endeavor at this time.
It needs to re-emphasized that meta-analytic estimates of racial and ethnic 
disparity reported in this research are directly tied and influenced by the primary 
author’s analyses.  If the primary author’s models were significantly distorted by 
model misspecification, and if the coded moderator variables utilized in the present 
research were not able to discern flawed analyses from rigorous analyses, then the 
results of this study also will be distorted.  Thus, a final potential limitation of this 
research is its reliance on studies of questionable methodological rigor.  However, to 
the extent that the coded moderator variables were able to discern flawed studies 
from methodologically rigorous studies, this issue is non-problematic.
The Persistence of Racial/Ethnic Discrimination
This study’s primary finding is that racial and ethnic minorities are 
disadvantaged in sentencing decisions.  Further this disadvantage cannot be 
attributed to differences in offender criminal history or seriousness of current 
offense.  Specifically, African-Americans and Latinos in general received harsher 
punishments than whites, but overall this advantage was small.  Moreover, estimates 
of disadvantage in sentencing decisions did not vary substantially over time, 
indicating that racial/ethnic disadvantage in court sentencing decisions persist at the 
same levels as those evident in the 1970s.  
In many ways, this primary finding mirrors conclusions from studies 
examining racial and ethnic discrimination in other areas of American life.  
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Research assessing racial and ethnic discrimination in housing (sales, rentals, and 
mortgage practices), employment, and public accommodations all continue to reveal 
evidence of racial and ethnic discrimination.  Clear evidence of discrimination in 
these arenas has been established by a host of researchers using a plethora of 
research methodologies; however, the clearest evidence comes from studies utilizing 
“paired testers.”  In such studies, two individuals matched on relevant 
characteristics, other than race/ethnicity (or another personal characteristic of 
interest), apply for a house, apartment, job or some other good or service.  The 
outcomes and treatment of the matched pairs of applicants are compared for 
evidence of bias.  
Similar to criminal sentencing, housing studies have several different types 
of outcomes in which race/ethnicity may have an influence including agent 
dissemination of information about available housing, information about financing 
or credit checks, agent efforts to help complete a housing transaction, and steering 
toward certain types of neighborhoods.  For example, the 1989 Housing 
Discrimination Study conducted by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development found that in regards to housing rentals 10.7% of African-Americans 
were excluded from available units made available to comparable whites.  Similarly, 
23.3% of African-Americans were told about fewer apartments than comparable 
whites (Yinger 1998:33).  In fact, when summary indices of discrimination are 
created (by simultaneously analyzing multiple housing outcomes) typically it has 
been found that the probability of some form discrimination was about 50 percent 
for African-Americans and Latinos in both housing sales and rentals (Yinger 
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1998:34).  Furthermore, when studies conducted in the 1990s were compared to 
those conducted in the 1970s, the incidence of discrimination does not appear to be 
diminishing – a finding similar to the present study’s results.
The paired tester method has also been used in studies of employment 
seekers and produced similar findings of discrimination.  In particular, when 
matched pairs of job seekers applied for the same job vacancy, African-American 
and Latino employment seekers were treated less favorably than their matched 
white counterparts in approximately 25 percent of job vacancies (Bendick 1998:57).  
Variations of the paired tester methodology have also been applied in this area of 
research.  In one variation on this methodology, researchers, in response to help-
wanted ads posted in two cities, sent resumes with either African-American or white 
sounding names to prospective employers and compared the callback rates for the 
two groups (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2003).  The results of this study found that, 
in spite of the fact that applicants were equally capable, applicants with white 
sounding names were 50% more likely to receive a callback than African-
Americans.  This finding is particularly interesting in that it suggests decision-
makers possess negative stereotypes of African-Americans that permeate the 
decision-making process, which are independent of actual attributes of the 
individuals in question.
Furthermore, while there is scant research addressing discrimination in 
everyday commercial transactions (i.e., public accommodations), the available 
research here too finds evidence of discrimination.  For example, Ayres and 
Siegelman (1995) using a variant of the paired tester methodology found that 
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African-American car buyers were quoted new car prices 1% to 9% more than white 
males; in spite of the fact that all testers used identical, scripted bargaining 
strategies.  A study of taxicab service in Washington D.C. also using the paired 
tester method found that taxis were roughly 11% more likely to stop for white 
testers than African-Americans testers.  While discrimination in these contexts do 
not have the same significance as those in employment or housing, such slights are 
violations of civil rights laws and impose psychological anguish on its victims.  
More importantly to the present discussion, findings of discrimination in public 
accommodations reinforces notions that while overt, de jure racial/ethnic 
discrimination is a thing of the past and in spite of our numerous laws against 
discriminatory treatment, discrimination is a persistent characteristic of American 
society.
Possibly one of the most distressing aspects of contemporary race/ethnic 
relations are findings indicating that while diversity in America is increasing 
(Council of Economic Advisers for the President's Initiative on Race 1998), many of 
the most important social institutions in America continue to be a highly segregated.  
Perhaps, the clearest evidence of this trend comes from Harvard’s Civil Rights 
Project.  A series of reports from this organization document that segregation of 
African-Americans in America’s public schools decreased substantially after the 
Supreme Court’s decision in Brown v. Board of Education with racial segregation 
reaching its lowest levels in the late 1980s (Frankenberg and Lee 2002).  However, 
since 1986 the authors found that “in almost every district examined, black and 
Latino students have become more racially segregated from whites in their schools” 
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(pg. 5).  The importance of this finding should not be minimized as the authors point 
out “isolation of black and Latinos has serious ramifications: this isolation is highly 
correlated with poverty, which is often strongly related to striking inequalities in test 
scores, graduation rates, courses offered and college-going rates” (p. 22).  
Somewhat similarly, Massey and Denton’s (1993) examination of residential 
segregation in America reveals that “trends and patterns of racial segregation within 
large metropolitan areas in the ensuing decade provides little evidence that the 
residential color line has diminished in importance” (p. 81).  In fact, among northern 
cities the average decrease in African-American/white segregation between 1970 
and 1980 was only four points (84.5 vs. 80.1).  Further, “[a]s of 1990, levels of 
racial segregation were still extraordinarily high in the nation’s large urban areas, 
particularly those of the north” (p. 15).  These authors argue forcefully that the 
residential segregation of African-Americans is inextricably linked to the poverty, 
educational failings, fragmented families, and high rates of crime and violence 
endured by African-American communities.  
The findings of the current research, thus, in many ways parallel findings in 
other areas of American society.  Race/ethnicity continues to affect decisions in 
many of the most important aspects of American life including employment, 
housing, education, and public accommodations.  Moreover, levels of racial/ethnic 
discrimination in several of these areas appear to be comparable to those evident in 
the 1970s – suggesting that progress in racial/ethnic relations has stagnated since the 
height of the Civil Rights Movement.  
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Implications of Findings
This research has implications for researchers, theorists, and policy-makers.  
Perhaps foremost, this research clearly demonstrates the importance of using precise 
measures of key variables and controlling for third factors related to both 
race/ethnicity and sentencing outcomes.  Studies that utilized imprecise measures of 
criminal history and offense seriousness, or omitted key control variables such as 
defendant SES were associated with systematically larger estimates of unwarranted 
sentencing disparity than studies using more precise measures.  Clearly, these 
findings suggest that it is imperative that researchers employ numerous, precisely 
measured variables tapping these important constructs in future research.  
The present findings also suggest that researchers need to conduct 
disaggregated data analyses, as the influence of race and ethnicity varied by type of 
offense and type of sentencing outcome.  Stated differently, the size of the 
unwarranted racial/ethnic sentencing disparity varied by type of offense and type of 
sentencing outcome, and therefore future research must continue the trend of 
conducting disaggregated (or interactional) analyses to detect such variation.  
This research also suggests that subsequent research should strongly 
consider conducting analyses at lower levels of aggregation, as the current meta-
analysis found that analyses of highly aggregated data (e.g., analyses of data pooled 
from all jurisdictions within one state) produced systematically smaller estimates of 
unwarranted sentencing disparity than analyses conducted at a lower (smaller) levels 
of aggregation.  This finding suggests that aggregation bias affects estimates of 
unwarranted racial/ethnic disparity in analyses using higher levels of aggregation.  
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This possibility is strengthened by the findings of earlier researchers analyzing data 
from New York State (Nelson, 1992; Zimmerman and Frederick, 1984).  These 
authors findings indicated that substantial evidence of unwarranted racial disparity 
when lower levels of aggregation were utilized, but these disparities were greatly 
diminished when data were aggregated into larger units (i.e., when data from 
suburban, urban, and “Upstate” jurisdictions were pooled into one data set).  In spite 
of these important findings, it appears that few researchers have seriously taken into 
consideration the potentially distorting effects of aggregation bias. 
For theorists, this research suggests the minority threat hypothesis needs to 
be revised or clarified.  The present findings provided virtually no support for the 
threat hypothesis at the structural level (i.e. the hypothesis that unwarranted 
disparity increases as minority threat increases).  In fact, no relationship was found 
between the three measures of minority threat (crime problems, minority 
composition, and income inequality) and levels of unwarranted sentencing disparity.  
Such findings indicate either a flaw in the threat hypothesis or a flaw in manner that 
this hypothesis was tested.
The implications of this research for policy-makers are more reserved.  The 
present research suggests that policy-makers need to examine the racial and ethnic 
neutrality of the sentencing policies and practices both generally and especially in 
regards to certain specific types of sentencing decisions.  The persistent finding of 
differences in sentencing outcomes between minorities and whites suggests that 
policy-makers’ efforts to achieve racial/ethnic neutrality have not been completely 
successful in eliminating such disparities.  Yet, this research does provide some 
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evidence that structured sentencing mechanisms at the State level are associated 
with smaller unwarranted sentencing disparities—signifying that these interventions 
have been at least marginally successful in this regard.  Furthermore, the relatively 
larger sentencing disparities evident in imprisonment decisions and drug offenses 
suggests that policy-makers need to re-evaluate, and potentially alter, sentencing 
policies in these arenas. 
Conclusion
The results of this meta-analytic synthesis of the race/ethnicity and 
sentencing research indicate that minorities were sentenced more harshly than 
whites.  The differences in sentencing outcomes between these groups generally 
were statistically significant but statistically small.  Larger estimates of unwarranted 
sentencing disparity were found in analyses examining imprisonment and 
discretionary decisions and drug offenses.  Smaller estimates of unwarranted 
sentencing disparity were found in analyses that employed more controls variables, 
especially those that controlled for defendant SES, and those that utilized precise 
measures of key variables (prior criminal record and current offense seriousness).  
However, even when consideration was confined to those analyses employing key 
controls and precise measures of key variables, statistically significant but 
statistically small differences in sentencing outcomes persisted.  These findings call 
into question the so-called “no discrimination thesis.”
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Hagan (1974) No Yes Yes No Yes
Hagan & Bumiller 
(1983)
No Yes Yes No Yes
Kleck (1981) Yes Yes Yes No Yes
Chiricos and Crawford 
(1995)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Spohn (2000a) Yes Yes Yes Yes No
a Review focused primarily on the statistical significance of individual results, instead of the 
magnitude and direction of the influence of race/ethnicity .
b Review implicitly gives equal weight to included studies.
c Review focused on published studies.
d Review includes multiple studies based on the same or overlapping data sets.
e Review focused only on the influence of race (i.e., African-American vs. white).
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Table 2. Effect Sizes Computed from Souryal and Wellford (1999)
Contrast Contrast Type N
Imprisonment Decisions
1 --All Offense Types 75,959
2 --Violent (Person ) Offenses 25,780
3 --Drug Offenses 39,761
4 --Property Offenses 15,418
Sentence Length Decisions
5 --All Offense Types 52,627
6 --Violent (Person ) Offenses 15,112
7 --Drug Offenses 27,589
8 --Property Offenses  9,926
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Table 3. Coded Moderator Variables 
Moderator Variable Values 
Sample Characteristics
Proportion Female Continuous (0 to 1)
Proportion Black/Non-White Continuous (0 to 1)
Proportion Latino Continuous (0 to 1)
Proportion Asian Continuous (0 to 1)
Proportion Native American Continuous (0 to 1)
  Mean Age Continuous
Research Methodology
  Total Number of Variables Continuous
  Number of Criminal History Variables Continuous
  Number of Offense Seriousness Variables Continuous
  Number of Control Variables Continuous
  Nature of Criminal History Measure 0=Single Dichotomy (e.g. no prior 
     convictions vs. some convictions);
1=Multiple Dichotomies/
    Ordinal or Higher
  Type of Criminal History Measure 1=Prior Arrest/Charge;
2=Prior Conviction;
3=Prior Incarceration;
4=Composite or Multiple Measures;
5=Other;
6=Unspecified
  Type of Offense Seriousness Measure 1=Common Law Offense Types;
2=Offense Rating;
3=Common Law and Offense Rating
  Controls for Type of Defense Counsel 0=No;
1=Yes
  Controls for Method of Case  Disposition 0=No;
1=Yes
  Controls for Selection Bias 0=No;
1=Yes
  Controls for Pre-trial Release Status 0=No;
1=Yes
  Controls for Victim Injury 0=No;
1=Yes
  Controls for Possession/Use of Weapon 0=No;
1=Yes
  Controls for Defendant SES 0=No;
1=Yes
  Questionable Analysis 0=No;
1=Yes
  Publication Status 0=No;
1=Yes
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Table 3. Coded Moderator Variables (continued)
Moderator Variable Values 
  Precision of Race Measure 0=Non-Whites (i.e., mixes African-
    Americans with other minorities);
1=African-Americans Only
Sentencing Context




  Structured Sentencing 0=No;
1=Yes
  Before 1980 0=No;
1=Yes
  Southern Jurisdiction 0=No;
1=Yes
  Southwestern Jurisdiction 0=No;
1=Yes
Racial Threat
  % of African-Americans in  Context Continuous (0 to 100)
  % of Latinos in Context Continuous (0 to 100)
  % Non-White Continuous (0 to 100)
  Ratio of Minority to White Poverty Continuous
  UCR Crime Rate Continuous
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Table 4.  Summary of Final Eligibility Status 
Final Eligibility Status N (%)
Total Number of Studies Identified 336 (100%)
Ineligible 147 (44%)
--No Simultaneous Control of Offense serious/Prior Record  41 (28%)
--No Empirical Analysis  40 (27%)
--Did Not Measure Direct Effect of Race/Ethnicity  25 (17%)
--No Sentencing Outcome  39 (24%)
--Other   2  (1%)
Eligible 184 (54%)
--But Statistically Dependent  80 (43%)
--Same Data, Different Outcome   9  (5%)
--Uncodeablea  19 (10%)
Unable to Retrieve  5 (2%)
Eligible, Statistically Independent, and Codeable  76 
a. Seven studies were uncodeable because no standard deviations were reported, 7 other studies were 
uncodeable because of the type of analysis utilized by the primary authors, and 5 studies were 
uncodeable because the numerical values of parameters were not reported.
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Table 5.  Publication Type and Year
Publication Characteristic N (%)
Publication Type
  Book   7 (9%)
  Book Chapter   4 (5%)
  Journal Article 37 (49%)
  Unpublished 28 (37%)
Publication Year
  1960-1969   3 (4%)
  1970-1979   7 (9%)
  1980-1989 24 (32%)
  1990-1999 34 (45%)
  2000-2002   8 (11%)
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Table 6. Type of Sentencing Outcome Analyzed
Sentencing Outcome ka (%)
Imprisonment Decision 45 (37%)
Length of Incarcerative Sentence 20 (16%)
Simultaneous Analysis of Imprisonment/Sentence Length 14 (11%)
Discretionary Lenience  3 (2%)
Discretionary Harshness  3 (2%)
Mixture of Above Categories 37 (30%)
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
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Table 7.  Sentencing Context Characteristics
Contextual Characteristic ka (%)
Jurisdiction Type
 City/County 54 (44%)
  State 50 (41%)
  Federal 15 (13%)
  Other  3 (2%)
Structured Sentencing
  Yes, presumptive sentencing guidelines 26 (21%)
  Yes, voluntary sentencing guidelines  1 (1%)
  Yes, determinate sentencing 11 (9%)
  No 84 (69%)
Before 1980b
  Yes 58 (47%)
  No 63 (52%)
  Unknown   1 (1%)
After Drug War
  Yes 28 (23%)
  No 94 (77%)
Southernc
  Yes 25 (21%)
  No 82 (67%)
  Not Applicable (Federal, Mixture of States, or Unknown) 15 (12%)
Southwesternd
  Yes  21 (17%)
  No  85 (70%)
  Not Applicable (Federal, Mixture of States, or Unknown)  16 (13%)
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
b. Categorization is based on mid-point of data series; i.e., contexts whose data mid-point is prior to 
1980 are classified as “1.”
c. Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.
d. Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Texas
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Table 8.  Sentencing Contexts by Jurisdiction (Total k = 122)
Jurisdiction ka (%)
Alabama                         2 (2%)
Alaska                          1 (1%)
Arizona                         3 (2%)
California                      9 (7%)
Colorado                        1 (1%)
Connecticut                      1 (1%)
Florida                       11 (9%)
Georgia                         1 (1%)     
Illinois                        1 (1%)   
Iowa                            3 (2%)   
Kentucky                        2 (2%)   
Louisiana                       1 (1%)  
Maryland                        1 (1%)  
Massachusetts                   2 (2%)
Michigan                        2 (2%)
Minnesota                       5 (4%)
Missouri                        1 (1%)
New Jersey   1 (1%)
New Mexico   1 (1%)
New York  18 (15%)
North Carolina   2 (2%)
Ohio                            4 (3%)
Oklahoma                        4 (3%)
Pennsylvania                  10 (8%)
South Dakota    1 (1%)
Texas                           7 (6%)
Virginia                        1 (1%)   
Washington, D.C.                             1 (1%)   
Washington                      5 (4%)
Wisconsin                       3 (2%)
More than one State   1 (1%)
Unknown                         3 (2%)
Federal                       13 (11%)
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
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Table 9.  Descriptive Statistics on Methodological Variables
Methodological Variable Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum ka
Total Variables 10.99 (6.45) 2 39 121
Criminal History Variables  1.71 (1.61) 0 12 121
Offense Seriousness Variables  2.63 (1.86) 0 11 121
Control Variables  5.75 (4.95) 0 29 121
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
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Table 10.  Descriptive Statistics Methodological Variables
Methodological Variable ka (%)
Criminal History Level of Measure
  Single Dichotomy 25 (20%)
  Multiple Dichotomies/Ordinal or Higher 97 (80%)
Type of Criminal History Measure
  Arrest/Charges Filed   4 (3%)
  Conviction 48 (39%)
  Incarceration 14 (11%)
  Multiple 51 (42%)
  Other   1 (1%)
  Unspecified   4 (3%)
Type of Offense Seriousness Measure
  Common Law  36 (30%)
  Offense Rating  38 (31%)
  Common Law and Offense Rating  48 (39%)
African-Americans Only (or Mixed with Races)
  Yes  73 (72%)
  No  28 (28%)
Controls for Type of Counsel
  Yes  37 (30%)
  No  85 (70%)
Controls for Method of Disposition
  Yes  69 (57%)
  No  53 (43%)
Controls for Selection Bias
  Yes  15 (12%)
  No 101 (88%)
Controls for Pre-trial Release Status
  Yes  36 (30%)
  No  86 (70%)
Controls for Victim Injury
  Yes   12 (10%)
  No 110 (90%)
Controls for Possession/Use of a Weapon
  Yes  37 (30%)
  No  85 (70%)
Controls for Defendant SES
  Yes  50 (41%)
  No  72 (59%)
Questionable Analysis
  Yes  34 (28%)
  No  88 (72%)
Unpublished 
  Yes  38 (31%)
  No  84 (69%)
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
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Table 11.  Sample Characteristics 
Sample Characteristic Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum ka
Age 28.13 (3.68) 16.98 34.78  52
Proportion Female  0.19 (0.29)  0.00  1.00  98
Proportion Black/Non-White  0.43 (0.22)  0.02  0.94 111
Proportion Latino  0.23 (0.20)  0.01  0.80  37
Proportion Native American  0.11 (0.11)  0.02  0.25   7
Proportion Asian  0.02 (0.01)  0.01  0.03   5
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
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Table 12. Minority Threat Variables (County Level Data Only)
Threat Variable Mean (SD) Minimum Maximum ka
Percent African-American 14.8 (11.3) 0.80 54.70 51
Percent Latino 16.6 (18.6) 2.50 69.50 50
Percent Non-White 33.7  (20.3) 1.50 77.10 51
Black/white Poverty Ratio 3.2    (1.1) 1.00 5.39 49
Latino/white Poverty Ratio 2.7    (1.0) 1.19 5.94 47
Part I Crime Rate 6611 (2778) 1352                          14079 46
Violent Crime Rate 879   (664) 62 2301 46
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
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Table 13. African-American/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio by Type of
Effect Size Analysis
State Data Federal Data
95% C.I. 95% C.I.
Analysis
Mean





Fixed Effects 1.24*** 1.23 1.25 101 1.33*** 1.29 1.37 15
Random Effects 1.28*** 1.20 1.35 101 1.15* 0.98 1.34 15
Unweighted 1.32*** 1.08 1.60 101 1.16 0.70 1.92 15
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.  These tests reject the null hypothesis of a mean odds ratio equal to 1; 
i.e., rejects hypothesis of equality of sentencing severity between African-Americans and whites.
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Table 14a. African-American/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio by Methodological  





Odds Ratio Lower Upper ka
Criminal History Level of Measure†††
  Single Dichotomy 1.64*** 1.43 1.88 16
  Multiple Dichotomies/Ordinal or Higher 1.21*** 1.13 1.29 85
Type of Criminal History Measure
  Arrest/Charges Filed 1.21 0.86 1.69  3
  Conviction 1.18** 1.05 1.32 33
  Incarceration 1.27*** 1.07 1.50 13
  Composite/Multiple Measures 1.32*** 1.21 1.45 48
Type of Offense Seriousness Measure††
  Common Law 1.43*** 1.28 1.59 33
  Offense Rating 1.22*** 1.08 1.37 32
  Common Law and Offense Rating 1.20*** 1.08 1.33 36
Controls for Type of Counsel††
Yes 1.16** 1.03 1.30 35
  No 1.33*** 1.23 1.44 66
Controls for Method of Disposition†
  Yes 1.20*** 1.10 1.31 53
  No 1.36*** 1.24 1.49 48
Controls for Selection Bias
  Yes 1.09 0.88 1.35  7
  No 1.30*** 1.21 1.39 94
Controls for Pre-trial Release Status
  Yes 1.21*** 1.06 1.38 29
  No 1.30*** 1.21 1.39 72
Controls for Victim Injury
  Yes 1.13 0.92 1.39 10
  No 1.29*** 1.21 1.39 91
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Table 14a. African-American/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio by Methodological  





Odds Ratio Lower Upper ka
Controls for Weapon Possession/Use††
  Yes 1.14** 1.02 1.28 31
  No 1.34*** 1.24 1.45 70
Controls for Defendant SES†††
  Yes 1.15*** 1.03 1.29 35
  No 1.34** 1.24 1.45 66
Questionable Analysis†
  Yes 1.17** 1.02 1.33 28
  No 1.31*** 1.22 1.41 72
African-Americans Only†
  Yes 1.23*** 1.14 1.33 73
  No 1.39*** 1.24 1.56 28
Unpublished††
  Yes 1.14** 1.03 1.27 36
  No 1.35*** 1.25 1.46 65
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of equality 
of sentencing severity between African-Americans and whites.
† p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 for test of differences between mean odds ratios; i.e., rejects hypothesis 
of equality of mean odds ratios between levels of moderator variable.
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Table 14b. African-American/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio by Methodological  





Odds Ratio Lower Upper k
Criminal History Level of Measure
  Single Dichotomy 1.23 0.86 1.76  5
  Multiple Dichotomies/Ordinal or Higher 1.11 0.89 1.39 10
Type of Criminal History Measure†††
  Arrest/Charges Filed 1.03 0.63 1.69  1
  Conviction 0.97 0.81 1.15 10
 Incarceration —— —— ——  0
  Composite/Multiple Measures 1.58*** 1.22 2.04  3
Type of Offense Seriousness Measure
  Common Law 1.30 0.81 2.07  2
  Offense Rating 0.95 0.67 1.35  4
  Common Law and Offense Rating 1.19 0.97 1.48  9
Controls for Type of Counsel
  Yes 1.20 0.75 1.93  2
  No 1.14 0.92 1.39 13
Controls for Method of Disposition
  Yes 1.12 0.93 3.77  1
  No 1.76 0.83 1.35 14
Controls for Selection Bias†††
  Yes 1.65*** 1.23 2.21  3
  No 1.01 0.89 1.20 12
Controls for Pre-trial Release Status
  Yes 1.23 0.91 1.66 6
  No 1.10 0.86 1.39 9
Controls for Victim Injury
  Yes 1.56* 0.99 2.45  2
  No 1.08 0.89 1.31 13
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Table 14b. African-American/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio by Methodological  





Odds Ratio Lower Upper k
Controls for Weapon Possession/Use
  Yes 1.11 0.84 1.46  6
  No 1.18 0.91 1.52  9
Controls for Defendant SES†
  Yes 1.08 0.90 1.29  2
  No 1.80** 1.11 2.94 13
Questionable Analysis
  Yes 0.95 0.67 1.34  4
  No 1.21** 1.00 1.46 11
African-Americans Only†††
  Yes 1.49*** 1.28 1.74  9
  No 0.88 0.75 1.03  6
Unpublished†
  Yes 1.59** 1.07 2.36  2
  No 1.07 0.89 1.28 13
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of equality 
of sentencing severity between African-Americans and whites.
† p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 for test of differences between mean odds ratios; i.e., rejects hypothesis 
of equality of mean odds ratios between levels of moderator variable.
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            Table 15. African-American/White Contrasts: Log Odds Ratio on Methodological  
                            Variables (Bivariate Regressions)
State Data Federal Data
Number of: Slope R2 ka Slope R2 k
Total Variables -0.004 0.017 101 0.002 0.001 15
Criminal History Variables -0.039 0.029 100 0.066 0.127 15
Offense Variables -0.045 0.042 100 0.055* 0.181 15
Control Variables -0.022*** 0.086 100 -0.061*** 0.257 15
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Odds Ratio Lower Upper ka
Precise Measures of Criminal History & 
Offense  Seriousness
1.21*** 1.13 1.29 66
Preceding Plus Measure Defendant SES 1.11*** 1.04 1.19 25
Preceding Plus Measure Race Precisely 1.14*** 1.06 1.22 22
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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           Table 17. African-American/White Contrasts: Log Odds Ratio on Sample 
                            Characteristics
State Data Federal Data
Sample Characteristic Slope R2 ka Slope R2 k
Age -0.008 0.009 41 -0.037 0.030  7
Female -0.129 0.004 78 -0.623 0.365 12
African-American -9.4e-05 0.000 96  0.546 0.063 15
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Odds Ratio Lower Upper ka
Jurisdiction Type
  City/County 1.35*** 1.23 1.48 51
  State 1.20*** 1.10 1.32 47
  Other 1.36 0.93 1.99  3
Structured Sentencing†
  Yes 1.18*** 1.06 1.31 32
  No 1.34*** 1.23 1.45 69
Before 1980
  Yes 1.28*** 1.15 1.43 44
  No 1.28*** 1.18 1.39 56
After Commencement of 
  Drug War
  Yes 1.24*** 1.09 1.42 23
  No 1.29*** 1.20 1.40 77
Southern
  Yes 1.41*** 1.22 1.64 25
  No 1.25*** 1.15 1.34 75
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of equality 
of sentencing severity between African-Americans and whites.
† p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 for test of differences between mean odds ratios; i.e., rejects hypothesis 
of equality of mean odds ratios between levels of moderator variable.
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Odds Ratio Lower Upper k
Structured Sentencing††
  Yes 1.58 1.18 2.11  3
  No 1.02 0.86 1.22 12
Before 1980††
  Yes 1.02 0.86 1.22 12
  No 1.58 1.18 2.11  3
After Commencement of 
  Drug War††
  Yes 1.58 1.18 2.11  3
  No 1.02 0.86 1.22 12
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of equality 
of sentencing severity between African-Americans and whites.
† p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 for test of differences between mean odds ratios; i.e., rejects hypothesis 
of equality of mean odds ratios between levels of moderator variable.
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Table 19. African-American/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio by Type of Offense
State Data Federal Data










Drug 1.40*** 1.21 1.62 19 1.08 0.85 1.38  7
Property 1.09 0.95 1.25 21 1.32*** 1.15 1.52  7
Violent 1.20*** 1.07 1.34 36 —— —— ——  0
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of equality 
of sentencing severity between African-Americans and whites.
Note: The “s” following a series of asterisks indicates that this relationship was statistically significant at 
the specified level of significance in analyses of State data.  Likewise, the “f” following a series of asterisks 
indicates that this relationship was statistically significant at the specified level of significance in analyses 
of Federal data
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Odds Ratio Lower Upper ka
Outcome Specific Effect Sizes
  Imprisonment 1.34*** 1.24 1.45 64
  Length of Incarcerative Sentence 1.17*** 1.09 1.27 50
  Simultaneous Imprisonment/Length 1.10 0.96 1.27 15
  Discretionary Lenience 1.24*** 1.07 1.45 12
  Discretionary Harshness 1.21 0.83 1.76  6
Overall Effect Sizes
  Imprisonment 1.38*** 1.25 1.54 34
  Length of Incarcerative Sentence 1.23*** 1.07 1.42 19
  Simultaneous Imprisonment/Length 1.05 0.85 1.31 11
  Discretionary Harshness 1.73*** 1.23 2.42  3
  Mixture of the Above Types 1.22*** 1.10 1.35 34
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of 
equality of sentencing severity between African-Americans and whites.
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Table 21.  African-American/White Contrasts: Log Odds Ratio on Contextual 
         Characteristics - State Level Data Only
95% 
Confidence Interval
Contextual Characteristic Slope Lower Upper R2 ka
Percentage African-American  0.003 -0.007  0.012 0.005 45
Percentage Non-White  0.004 -0.012  0.009 0.004 45
Black/White Poverty Ratio -0.012 -0.115  0.091 0.001 43
Part I Crime Rate -4.2e-05** -8.0e-05 -3.5e-06 0.098 41
Violent Crime Rate -7.9e-05 -2.4e-04  7.9e-05 0.020 41
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Table 22a. African-American/White Contrasts: Multivariate Regression of Log 
Odds Ratio on Moderators (Model 1)
Model 1
Variable b p
Number of Control Variables -0.004 0.648
Precise Criminal History Measure -0.230 0.032
Offense Rating (Off Seriousness Measure) -0.124 0.222
Common Law & Offense Rating (Off Seriousness Measure) -0.158 0.126
Mode of Disposition  0.188 0.066
Type of Defense Counsel -0.163 0.089
Possession/Use of Weapons -0.010 0.900
Defendant SES -0.023 0.768
Questionable Analysis  0.001 0.918
African-Americans Only (Race Measure) -0.006 0.936
Unpublished Analysis -0.051 0.460
Structured Sentencing -0.118 0.142
State Level Data -0.125 0.151
Sentence Length (Outcome Type)  0.046 0.630
Simultaneous Imprisonment/Length  (Outcome Type) -0.118 0.440
Discretionary Harshness (Outcome Type)  0.668 0.001
Mixed Sentencing Outcomes (Outcome Type)  0.153 0.069
Constant  0.544 0.000
ka 96
R2 0.36***
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Table 22b. African-American/White Contrasts: Multivariate Regression of Log 
Odds Ratio on Moderators (Model 2)
Model 2
Variable b p
Precise Criminal History Measure -0.357 0.000
Defendant SES -0.119 0.060
Unpublished Analysis -0.101 0.080
Sentence Length (Outcome Type)  0.041 0.640
Simultaneous Imprisonment/Length  (Outcome Type) -0.062 0.603
Discretionary Harshness (Outcome Type)  0.404 0.006
Mixed Sentencing Outcomes (Outcome Type)  0.107 0.149
Constant  0.539 0.000
ka 96
R2 0.30***
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Table 23.  Latino/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio by Type of Effect Size Analysis
Mean 95% C.I.
Type of Analysis Odds Ratio Lower Upper Q ka
Fixed Effects 1.33*** 1.32 1.39 467*** 32
Random Effects 1.18*** 1.05 1.33 32
Unweighted Fixed Effects 1.17 0.83 1.66 0 32
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of 
equality of sentencing severity between Latinos and whites.
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Methodological Feature Odds Ratio Lower Upper ka
Criminal History Level of Measure
  Single Dichotomy 1.30* 0.96 1.74  6
  Multiple Dichotomies/Ordinal or Higher 1.18** 1.07 1.29 26
Type of Criminal History Measure
  Arrest/Charges Filed 1.24 0.93 1.65  2
  Conviction 1.30*** 1.14 1.48 14
  Incarceration 1.17 0.90 1.52  4
  Multiple 1.07 0.93 1.23 12
Type of Offense Seriousness Measure
  Common Law 1.06 0.85 1.33  6
  Offense Rating 1.09 0.90 1.31  9
  Common Law and Offense Rating 1.25*** 1.12 1.39 17
Controls for Type of Counsel
  Yes 1.12* 0.97 1.30 13
  No 1.23*** 1.10 1.38 19
Controls for Method of Disposition
  Yes 1.22*** 1.10 1.36 21
  No 1.09 0.93 1.29 11
Controls for Selection Bias†
  Yes 1.37** 1.15 1.64  5
  No 1.14** 1.03 1.25 27
Controls for Pre-trial Release Status
  Yes 1.09 0.95 1.25 15
  No 1.25*** 1.12 1.40 17
Controls for Victim Injury
  Yes 1.09 0.85 1.40  3
  No 1.20*** 1.09 1.32 29
Controls for Weapon Possession/Use 
  Yes 1.09 0.94 1.26 10
  No 1.24*** 1.12 1.38 22
Controls for Defendant SES
  Yes 1.14* 0.99 1.32 12
  No 1.21*** 1.09 1.36 20
Questionable Analysis
  Yes 1.07 0.90 1.27  9
  No 1.25*** 1.14 1.37 22
Unpublished
  Yes 1.18* 0.99 1.32 11
  No 1.22*** 1.09 1.36 21
a. k = number of effect sizes with non- missing values.
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Table 25.  Latino/White Contrasts: Bivariate Regression: Odds Ratio on  
      Methodological Variables 
95%
Confidence Interval
Method Variable Slope Lower Upper R2 ka
Total Variables -0.010 -0.022  0.002 0.078 32
Criminal History Variables* -0.036 -0.072  0.001 0.115 32
Offense Variables -0.006 -0.053  0.041 0.002 32
Control Variables -0.010 -0.026  0.007 0.043 32
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Table 26.  Latino/White Contrasts: Bivariate Regression: Odds Ratio on 
                  Sample Characteristics 
95%
Confidence Interval
Sample Characteristic Slope Lower Upper R2 ka
Mean Age  0.004 -0.016 0.023 0.007 17
Proportion Female -1.7e-04 -0.669 0.669 0.000 30
Proportion Latino -8.5e-04 -0.004 0.003 0.008 32
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Contextual Characteristic Odds Ratio Lower Upper ka
Jurisdiction Type
  City/County 1.18** 1.03 1.34 18
  State 1.20*** 1.06 1.35 14
Structured Sentencing
  Yes 1.24*** 1.11 1.40 14
  No 1.11 0.97 1.27 18
Before 1980
  Yes 1.09 0.94 1.27 14
  No 1.23*** 1.11 1.37 18
After Commencement of Drug War††
  Yes 1.31*** 1.16 1.48 13
  No 1.09 0.97 1.22 19
Southwestern
  Yes 1.09 0.96 1.25 17
  No 1.26*** 1.12 1.41 15
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of 
equality of sentencing severity between Latinos and whites.
† p < .10, †† p < .05, ††† p < .01 for test of differences between mean odds ratios; i.e., rejects 
hypothesis of equality of mean odds ratios between levels of moderator variable.
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Offense Type Odds Ratiob Lower Upper ka
Drug Offenses 2.01*** 1.57 2.58 13
Property Offenses 1.38** 1.10 1.73 15
Violent Offenses 1.50*** 1.21 1.87 18
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
b. Random effects odds ratio are displayed as the homogeneity assumption was not met.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of 
equality of sentencing severity between Latinos and whites.
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Table 29.  Latino/White Contrasts: Odds Ratio on Outcome Type 
Mean 95% C.I.
Outcome Type OR Lower Upper ka
Outcome Specific Effect Sizes
  Imprisonment Decisions 1.37*** 1.16 1.60 20
  Length of Incarcerative Sentence Decisions 1.09 0.90 1.33 16
  Simultaneous Imprisonment/Length   
    Decisions
1.12 0.98 1.27  9
  Discretionary Leniency 1.31 0.85 2.02  5
  Discretionary Harshness 1.39 0.70 2.78  3
Overall Effect Sizes
  Imprisonment Decisions 1.26** 1.02 1.56 8
  Length of Incarcerative Sentence Decisions 0.97 0.75 1.25 4
  Simultaneous Imprisonment/Length  
    Decisions
1.11 0.85 1.45 4
  Mixture of Above Types 1.23*** 1.10 1.37 16
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .0 for test of mean odds ratio is equal to 1; i.e., rejects hypothesis of 
equality of sentencing severity between Latinos and whites.
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Table 30.  Latino/White Contrasts: Log Odds Ratio on Contextual 
                  Characteristics – State Data
95%
Confidence Interval
Contextual Characteristic Slope Lower Upper R2 ka
Percentage Latino -0.001 -0.005 0.004 0.001 27
Percentage Non-White -6.4e-05 -0.005 0.004 0.000 24
Latino/White Poverty Ratio -0.003 -0.097 0.092 0.000 21
Part I Crime Rate -1.4e-05 -4.2e-05 1.5e-05 0.034 27
Violent Crime Rate  .4e-05 -7.3e-05 1.8e-04 0.028 27
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Table 31. Latino/White Contrasts: Multivariate Regression of Log Odds Ratio    
                 on Moderator Variables– State Data
Variable b p
Selection Bias  0.144 0.114
Number of Criminal History Variables -0.026 0.111
After Commencement of Drug War  0.140 0.078
Constant  0.133 0.071
ka 32
R2 0.28***
a. k = number of effect sizes with non-missing values.
* p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01.
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Figure 1. African-American/White Contrasts: Forest Plot—State Level Only 
 Whites More Harsh  Blacks More Harsh Author and Year  N
 BRENNAN 2002  170
 HANKE ('29-64) 1995  294
 HOLMES & DAUDISTEL (EL PASO) 1984  163
 AUSTIN (RURAL) 1981  234
 WELCH ET AL (EL PASO) 1985  57
 NELSON (WESTCHESTER) 1992  3827
 UNNEVER ET AL 1980  219
 NELSON (BRONX) 1992  12160
 UNNEVER 1980  367
 EDR 1992  25806
 NELSON (QUEENS)1992  9042
 PRUITT & WILSON ('67-68) 1983  502
 PETERSON (OTHER NY) 1988  1995
 CRAWFORD 2000  1103
 NELSON (KINGS) 1992  18423
 NELSON (SUFFOLK) 1992  4627
 BAYLEY 1983  822
 BUTLER, 1982  230
 GORTON & BOIES (PA '77) 1986  2578
 NELSON (NASSAU) 1992  4523
 ULMER ET AL. (RICH) 1997  12064
 ULMER ET AL. (METRO) 1997  26077
 WELCH ET AL (NEW ORLEANS) 1985  273
 SEALEY 1994  213
 AUSTIN (SUBURBAN) 1981  437
 NELSON (52 SMALL COUNTIES) 1992  20940
 NELSON (ONONDAGA) 1992  1973
 POPE (RURAL CA) 1975  4365
 PETERSILIA (MICHIGAN) 1983  346
 WELCH ET AL (NORFOLK) 1985  384
 NELSON (NY COUNTY) 1992  29365
 SPOHN ET AL 1981-1982  2366
 JOHNSON 2002  101679
 HANKE 1995  311
 .1  .25  .50  .75  1  2  5  10  25
 Odds-Ratio
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Figure 1. (Cont.) African-American/White Contrasts: Forest Plot
 Whites More Harsh  Blacks More Harsh Author and Year  N
 DIXON 1995  1446
 DISON 1976  38
 NELSON (MONROE) 1992  3457
 CRAWFORD ET AL 1998  9690
 CHEN 1991  4998
 SPOHN ET AL. (CHICAGO) 1998 & 2000  2249
 PETERSILIA (TEXAS) 1983  470
 SPOHN & CEDERBLOM 1991  4655
 KRUTTSCHNITT 1980-1981  301
 ZIMMERMAN & FREDERICK (SUB NY) 1984  1735
 NELSON (ERIE) 1992  5090
 GORTON & BOIES (PA '82) 1999  6464
 SOURYAL & WELLFORD 1999  74942
 MARTIN & STIMPSON 1997-1998  604
 CHIRICOS & BALES 1991  1432
 PETERSON (NYC) 1988  1513
 WELCH ET AL (TUCSON) 1985  214
 GREEN 1961  196
 ENGEN ET AL 1999  11290
 ULMER ET AL. (SOUTHWEST) 1997  1335
 LaBEFF (COHORT 3) 1975  1254
 SPOHN ET AL. (KANSAS CITY) 1998 & 200  1425
 ZIMMERMAN & FREDERICK (UPSTATE NY) 19  3285
 LaBEFF (COHORT 1) 1975  1238
 HOLMES ET AL (EL PASO) 1996  100
 FEELEY 1979  843
 MIETHE & MOORE ('84) 1987  1673
 CREW 1991  228
 MIETHE & MOORE ('82) 1987  1716
 WELCH ET AL (SEATTLE) 1985  490
 MIETHE & MOORE ('78) 1987  1268
 SPOHN ET AL. (MIAMI) 1998 & 2000  2135
 MIETHE & MOORE ('81) 1987  1330
 POPE (URBAN CA) 1975  5656
 .1  .25  .50  .75  1  2  5  10
 Odds-Ratio
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Figure 1. (Cont.) African-American/White Contrasts: Forest Plot
 Whites More Harsh  Blacks More Harsh Author and Year  N
 DALY 1989  474
 ZIMMERMAN & FREDERICK (NYC) 1984  4723
 TRUITT 1997  3367
 MYERS 1979 (& TALARICO 1987)  5039
 CREW 1991  108
 KLEIN ET AL 1998  3597
 WALTERS 1982  206
 FLORIDA SENTENCING COMMISSION 1997  221577
 WOOLDREDGE ET AL. ('95-96) 2002  1283
 MYERS (TAYLOR) 1990  189
 MYERS (LEON) 1990  194
 MYERS (HILLSBOROUGH) 1990  175
 WONDERS 1990  10625
 AUSTIN (URBAN) 1981  991
 BAAB & FERGUSON 1968  1271
 RODRIGUEZ 1998  16438
 DAVIS 1982  716
 CRUTCHFIELD ET AL 1993  32885
 ZATZ 1984  3641
 WOOLDREDGE ET AL. ('97) 2002  1270
 SIMON 1996  272
 SPOHN 2000  722
 CHAYET 1984  454
 LaBEFF (COHORT 2) 1975  308
 HOLMES & DAUDISTEL 1984  321
 PRUITT & WILSON ('76-77) 1983  486
 HOLMES ET AL (BEXAR) 1996  115
 WELCH ET AL (DELAWARE COUNTY) 1985  372
 PRUITT & WILSON ('71-72) 1983  524
 FERGUSON 1996  9943
 BRENNAN 2002  875
 WALSH 1991  666
 CROUCH 1980  439
 OVERALL RANDOM EFFECTS ES  .
 .1  .25  .50  .75  1  2  5  10
 Odds-Ratio
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Figure 2. African-American/White Contrasts: Forest Plot—Federal Level Only
 Whites More Harsh  Blacks More Harsh Author and Year  N
 MCDONALD & CARLSON 1993  4397
 ALBONETTI 1991  1996
 NAGEL 1969  370
 BICKLE & PETERSON (WOMEN) 1991  124
 EVERETT & NIENSTEDT 1999  2810
 HAGAN & BERNSTEIN ('63-68) 1979  56
 ANALYSES OF FEDERAL DATA 1993-1996  35930
 BICKLE & PETERSON (MEN) 1991  390
 HAGAN ET AL (9 DISTRICTS) 1980  5868
 ALBONETTI 1994  1397
 HAGAN ET AL (DISTRICT C) 1980  694
 PETERSON & HAGAN ('69-73) 1984  1457
 PETERSON & HAGAN ('74-76) 1984  1457
 PETERSON & HAGAN ('63-68) 1984  1457
 HAGAN & BERNSTEIN ('69-76) 1979  182
 OVERALL RANDOM EFFECTS ES  .
 .1  .25  .50  .75  1  2  5  10
 Odds-Ratio
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Figure 3. African-American/White Contrasts: Stem and Leaf Plot












































































Figure 4. Latino/White Contrasts: Forest Plot 
 Whites More Harsh  Latinos More Harsh Author and Year  N
 JANKOVIC 1978  95
 ULMER ET AL. (14 COUNTIES) 1997  35885
 UNNEVER 1980  259
 HOLMES ET AL (EL PASO) 1996  477
 JOHNSON 2002  77882
 SPOHN ET AL. (CHICAGO) 1998 & 2000  499
 SOURYAL & WELLFORD 1999  26879
 CHEN 1991  4998
 MCDONALD & CARLSON 1993  3682
 HOLMES & DAUDISTEL (EL PASO) 1984  163
 ENGEN ET AL 1999  9977
 ANALYSES OF FEDERAL DATA 1993-1996  33389
 PETERSON (OTHER NY) 1988  1196
 CRUTCHFIELD ET AL 1993  29190
 PETERSON (NYC) 1988  907
 PETERSILIA (TEXAS) 1983  244
 WOOLDREDGE 1998  1180
 TRUITT 1997  4203
 SPOHN ET AL. (MIAMI) 1998 & 2000  1094
 BRENNAN 2002  564
 ZIMMERMAN & FREDERICK (NYC) 1984  2845
 HOLMES & DAUDISTEL 1984  321
 DAVIS 1982  464
 WONDERS 1990  6504
 BAAB & FERGUSON 1968  1145
 CROUCH 1980  675
 KLEIN ET AL 1998  3470
 RODRIGUEZ 1998  13006
 ZATZ 1984  3216
 MEYER & GRAY 1997  100
 WELCH ET AL (TUCSON) 1985  237
 HOLMES ET AL (BEXAR) 1996  216
 WELCH ET AL (EL PASO) 1985  141
 DISON 1976  15
 OVERALL RANDOM EFFECTS ES  .
 .1  .25  .50  .75  1  2  5  10
 Odds-Ratio
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Figure 6. Native American/White Contrasts: Forest Plot 
 Whites More Harsh  Native Amer More Harsh Author and Year  N
 CRUTCHFIELD ET AL 1993  27343
 ENGEN ET AL 1999  8796
 FEIMER ET AL 1998  618
 HALL & SIMKUS 1975  1795
 RODRIGUEZ 1998  12435
 ANALYSES OF FEDERAL DATA 1993-1996  23136
 BAYLEY 1983  931
 Overall Mean Odds-Ratio
 .1  .25  .50  .75  1  2  5  10
 Odds-Ratio
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Figure 7. Asian/White Contrasts: Forest Plot 
 Whites More Harsh  Asians More Harsh Author and Year  N
 CRUTCHFIELD ET AL 1993  38365
 ENGEN ET AL 1999  8664
 RODRIGUEZ 1998  12324
 ANALYSES OF FEDERAL DATA 1993-1996  23774
 Overall Mean Odds-Ratio





Race & Sentencing Meta- Analysis
Eligibility Criteria Form
|__|__|__| Study Identification Number
_________________________________________________ Authors’ Last Names
___________ Date of Publication
yes    no
|__|    |__| Does this study: 
1) analyze a sentencing outcome in adult courts; non-capital cases;
2) simultaneously control for offense seriousness and prior record?
3) measure the direct influence of race/ethnicity; 
Note: If study satisfies the above criterion check “yes”
          |__| If NO, what criterion was not met (take first failed criterion)?
1 = Doesn’t analyze SENTENCING outcomes in non-capital cases
2 = Doesn’t simultaneously control off. seriousness/criminal history
3 = Doesn’t measure direct influence of race/ethnicity
4 = Not an empirical study – Relevant literature review; 
5 = Other, Specify: _______________________________________
yes    no
|__|    |__| (If eligible,) Is enough information reported to code an effect size? 
      |__| If NO, what information is missing?
1 = No standard deviations, analysis specific N’s; 
2 = Parameter estimates are not reported
3 = Type of analysis is uncodeable; 
4 = Other, Specify: _______________________________________
yes    no
|__|    |__| Study analyzes independent data?
If not, which study does the data overlap with? _________________
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Race & Sentencing Meta- Analysis
Coding Forms
STUDY-LEVEL
1. STUDY ID: ___________  
2. AUTHORS’ LAST NAMES & YEAR: _________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. PUBLICATION TYPE: _____________
1 = Book; 
2 = Book Chapter; 
3 = Journal (peer reviewed); 
4 = Unpublished or Pseudo-Published (Dissertations, Government Reports)






1. STUDY ID: ___________  
2. CONTEXT ID: __________
3. JURISDICTION NAME (Name of State/County/etc.): _________________





5. REGION OF JURISDICTION:  _________
1 = Southern (i.e., AL, AR, FL, GA, LA, MS, NC, SC, TX, TN, VA)
2 = Not Southern or Mixture of Southern and other regions.
6. DATA YEAR(s): ____________
7a. JURISDICTION HAD STRUCTURED SENTENCING (Y/N): ___________
7b. If Yes, check one:
DETERMINATE ____
PRESUMPTIVE ____
VOLUNTARY   ____
Note: If there is no discussion of this issue consult National Assessment of 
Structured Sentencing (BJA, 1996)
8. HOW IS CRIMINAL HISTORY MEASURED?: __________
1 = One dichotomous measure (e.g., no prior record vs. some prior record)
2 = Multiple dichotomous measures or ordinal/interval measure
9. HOW IS OFFENSE SEVERITY MEASURED?: __________
1 = Common law offense type (e.g., violent, property, drug)
2 = Rating of offense severity (e.g., guideline scale or other scale)
3 = Both of the above 
10. AVERAGE AGE OF SAMPLE: ____________





1. STUDY ID: ________
2. CONTEXT ID: ___________
3. OUTCOME ID: __________
4. OUTCOME LABEL (as used by authors): _______________________________
5. TYPE OF SENTENCING DECISION: ________ 
1 = Imprisonment Decision,
2 =Sentence Length,
3 = Both,
4 = Discretionary Lenience,
5 = Discretionary Harshness
6. TOTAL NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN MODEL: ___________
7. NUMBER OF VARIABLES RELATING TO CRIMINAL HISTORY: ________
8. NUMBER OF VARIABLES RELATING TO CURRENT OFFENSE: ________
9. NUMBER OF CONTROL VARIABLES: __________
Note: Omit variable relating to race/ethnicity, criminal history, or offense type.  
10. ANALYSIS TAKES SELECTION BIAS INTO ACCOUNT (Y/N): _______
11. CONTROLS FOR TYPE OF COUNSEL (Y/N): ____
12. CONTROLS FOR MODE OF DISPOSITION (Y/N): _____
13. CONTROLS FOR DEFENDANT SES (Y/N): ______
Note: SES can be measured by variances relating to income or employment status
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EFFECT SIZE LEVEL
1. STUDY ID: ________
2. CONTEXT ID: ___________
3. OUTCOME ID: ___________
4. EFFECT SIZE ID: __________
5. RACIAL/ETHNIC CONTRAST: _________
1 = African American vs. white, 
2 = Non-White vs. white or Non-African-American vs. African-American,
3 = Hispanic/Latino vs. white, 
4 = Asian vs. white, 
5 = Native American vs. white
6. TYPE OF OFFENSE: _________
1 = Mixed (mixture of the below types),
2 = Violent (e.g., assault, rape, robbery),
3 = Property (e.g., theft, fraud, stolen property)
4 = Drug (e.g., possession, sales, distribution)
5 = Other (e.g., weapons, public order offenses)
7. COMPARED TO WHITES, DOES GROUP INDICATING MINORITIES 
RECEIVE MORE SEVERE OUTCOME (Ignore statistical significance)? (Y/N): __
8. STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERNECE? (Y/N): _______
9. SAMPLE SIZE FOR THIS EFFECT SIZE: _____________
10. TYPE OF EFFECT SIZES (Log Odds Ratio or OLS): ______________
11. SD OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE (Only for OLS): _____________ 






Estimation of Cell Frequencies of a 2 x 2 Contingency Table
The following is an example of the process utilized to estimate the cell 
frequencies of the implied 2 x 2 contingency table based on a reported odds ratio 
and marginal frequencies.  Allison (1999:12) reports the following 2 x 2 
contingency table (the table has been transposed) of death sentence by race of 
defendant: 
Death Life Total
Black 28 45 73
Non-Blacks 22 52 74
Total 50 97 147
In order to demonstrate my estimation process, pretend we had the same 
contingency table, but we did not know the individual cell frequencies. We only 
know the odds ratio and marginal frequencies (or equivalently the odds ratio, the 
total sample size, and the marginal proportions); this information is reported in the 
vast majority of studies.  In this example the odds ratio for this contingency table 
equals 1.4707 [(28*52)/(45*22)], and the row and column marginals are reproduced 
below.
Death Life Total
Black nm1 nm0 73
Non-Blacks nw1 nw0 74
Total 50 97 147
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Inputting these values into the formulas given on page 72, leads to the following 
values of a, b, and c.
2
1 1.4707 1 0.4707
( ) ( ) 50 74 1.4707(50) 1.4707(73) 204.9
( )( ) 1.4707(50)(147) 5368.1
c r c r
c r
a OR
b n n OR n OR n
c OR n n
= − = − =
= − − − = − − − = −
= = =
 









Once the frequency of this cell has been calculated determining the frequencies of 
the other cells is just a matter of subtraction.  The frequency for nm0 equals the row 
frequency minus nm1; that is, 73-28 = 45.  The frequency for nw1 equals the column 
frequency minus nm1, or 50-28 = 22.  Lastly, the value of nw0 equals the frequency of 
the second row minus nw1; that is 74-22 = 52.  
It is important to note that when the odds ratio equals 1 the above formula 
will not work.  In this instance, the cell frequencies can be computed by dividing the 
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